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ABSTRACT

THE RELATIONSH IP OF JEWISH AND GENTILE BELIEVERS TO
THE LAW BETWEEN A.D. 30 AND 70 IN THE SCRIPTURE
by
Chris A. Miller
Dallas Theological Seminary
Consultants: Dr. Elliott Johnson, Dr. J. Dwight Pentecost, Dr. David Lowery

The proposal of this study is that the New Testament teaching on the law can
only be understood (1) in light of the progress of revelation and (2) with an appreciation for
the differing responsibilities which Jews and Gentiles had to the Law . Though the book of
Hebrews teaches that the Mosaic Law came to an end at Calvary in God 's view, this was not
revealed until relatively late in the apostolic era. Thus, the freedom from law spoken of in
Acts and Galatians pertains mainly to Gentiles while Jewish believers continued to expre s
their worship of Messiah through Mosaic regulations in Acts .
The study approaches the problem not as an exercise in the theology of law but
first as an exposition of individual, self-i nterpreting book . In thi way the important
hermeneutical considerations of audi n e, ccasion, hi tory and the progre

of r

elation

receive their due emphases.
The critical point of the book of Hebr w
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not be read anachronistically into Paul or Acts.
A survey of four critical episodes in Acts (Acts 7; 10-11; 15; 21) revealed that
Jewish believers did not see the acceptance of Jesus as Messiah as the rejection of Judaism .
Rather they continued to express their faithfulness to God through obedience to the scriptures
as given by Moses. Those who are free from the Law in the book of Acts (chapters 10- 11
and 15) are those who have always been exempted from the Law, namely, Gentiles.
Paul's purpose in writing the book of Galatians was neither to give a theology of
law nor to speak to the issue of the Jewish believer's obligation to law, but rather to answer
the specific question, "Must Gentiles become Jewish in order to share in the blessings of
Abraham?" Paul's pointed answer is that Gentiles receive the blessings of Abraham only in
Christ and not in law. Thus, between A.D. 30 and 70 Jewish believers observed the law while
Gentiles did not.
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INTRODUCTION

Need for the Study
When Paul stood before a group of theologians and desired to create an instant
debate he brought up the topic of the resurrection of the dead . Today one can create the same
sort of response by speaking of Paul and the Law. In the 19th century F . C . Bauer saw two
Pauls: one who observed the Mosaic Law in the book of Acts and one who denounced the law
in his epistles. Bauer's solution to the apparent conflict was to deny the historicity of Acts ,
seeing it rather as a Lukan attempt to mute the contrast between Paul and the Jews. 1 Others
who hold to the inerrancy of Acts have resolved the conflict in a different way , by understanding Paul's law observance as an exercise of "becoming all things to all men ." The
common denominator in both approaches is giving priority to the allegedly "clearer sources ,"
namely Paul's epistles, which are understood to be anti-law , and then adjusting the interpretation of Acts to fit.
That Paul speaks against the law in his writings is clear, but the en e in which
he speaks has not always been so evident. In the reformation Luther saw the an wer to hi
own struggle with sin and conscience, in Romans and Galatian , nearly drawing an quation

'Goodenough comment on the conflict between the Paul of the pi ti and th Paul
of Acts, " ne wonder if it wa omeone thinking like the author of ct
fl m Paul had in
mind when he wrote to the Galatian : ' ven if we, or an ang l fr m h a n, h uld pr a h t
you a go pel contrary to that which w pr ached to u, l t him b a ur d' ( I. 1: ).
r
no one in th
alatian or orinthian hur he would h
r gniz d in th p
f
t th
Paul they h d heard preach r had rad in hi lett r ." r in R.
d nu h, 'Th P r p
t1 e
A t :• in tudie in Luke-A t , d . ,
and r K k nd J . L ui M rt n (Phil
lph1
f<ortr
Pr , 1
), 58 .
1

2

between the merit-based indulgences of the medieval period and the works of the law. Since
then, for good or for ill, much of New Testament scholarship has followed in his footsteps.
More recently, Krister Stendahl in his short but seminal work, Paul Among Jews and

Gentiles, has called into question the projection of this modern preoccupation (which he calls
"the introspective conscience of the West") onto the writings of Paul. He argues that in the
book of Galatians in particular Paul is not answering Luther's question of the sixteenth
century, "How can a sinful man become righteous before God?" but rather a question asked
in the first century by Paul's converts, "On what basis can Gentiles be admitted into the
people of God?" 2
Following after Stendahl has been the work of E. P. Sanders , Paul and Palestin-

ian Judaism. 3 One of the results of this study was to demonstrate from early sources that
rabbinic Judaism was not, contrary to accepted opinion, a merit-oriented religion of works .
As Moo _has noted, "Once these assumptions are questioned or rejected, and the background
for the interpretation of Paul's theology of the law is re-shaped , the nature of that teaching
itself becomes subject to serious revision . " 4 Much debate continues today about the harmony
between the Epistles and Acts and many scholars question whether Paul even held a y tematic theology of law . While some harmonize Paul ' s epistles by seeing development fro m one
book to another, others view his writings a

imply incoherent.

2

Kri ter tendahl , Paul Among Jews and Gentiles and Other E a
ortre , 1976) , 86-88 .
3

(London:

•

P . and r , Paul and Pale tinian Judai m: A
M , 1977) .

(Philad lphia:

ompari on of Pattern of Religion,

in th L t T n
r h
1tn
ppr pn t t d

otti h Journal of
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Contribution of the Study
While this study cannot address all of the problems mentioned so far we hope
that it will contribute to a better understanding of the theology of law. A major weakness in
much of the current discussion of Paul and the law is the failure to recognize that the New
Testament is neither a systematic nor homogeneous theology of law. Simple matters of the
historical and occasional nature of individual books are often overlooked which contributes to
serious errors of theology. I would like to approach the problem not as though it is an
exercise in systematic theology of the New Testament, but rather as an exposition of individual, self-interpreting books. That is, instead of allowing a theology of law derived from the
Epistles to inform the book of Acts, a better approach would be to compare the message of
Galatians as a whole with the message of Acts as a whole. In this way it is hoped that the
important hermeneutical considerations of audience, occasion and history will receive their
due emphases. It is hoped that better methodology will result in better understanding of
individual books and this in turn will serve as a basis for better theology. Thus, the goal is
theological, while the method involves exposition of individual books .

Thesis of the Study
The proposal of this study is that the New Testament teaching on the law can
only be understood (1) in light of the progress of revelation and (2) with an appreciati n f: r
the differing respon ibilities which Jew and Gentile had to the Law . B tw en th
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should not be read into earlier books.
The book of Acts in particular reveals a loyalty to the Law by Jewish believers in
the first three decades of the New Testament era. I would agree with Sanders and others in
this regard, that the Law was not essentially a legalistic instrument and that its observance
was a delight to the Jewish believer and his God. Though the major figures in the book understand that the New Covenant has come they do not seem to consider it to be incompatible
with Mosaic regulations for worship. Perhaps more importantly, the freedom from the law
which is negotiated in the Cornelius incident (Acts 10-11) and in the Jerusalem Council (Acts
15) only concerns Gentiles. The pattern which is observed in the book of Acts is that of
Jewish believers who rejoice in their New Covenant relationship with God and express their
worship according to Mosaic norms.
Finally, the book of Galatians which is written just before the Jerusalem Council
addresse~ the historical question of whether Gentiles enjoy the blessings of Abraham in Christ
or in Law. Paul concludes that they are sons of God because they are in Christ and have no
need to adopt the law . This message is focused, however , towards Gentiles and hould not be
extrapolated beyond its target. That is, though Paul speaks pointedly about Gentile and the
place of the law in salvation history , he does not address the relationship of the Jewi h
believer to the Law of Moses in the letter.
Thus, Gentiles were never obligated to the Mo aic law either befor Chri t or
after

hri t. Jewi h believer , on the other hand, were bound to the Law b f r

were relea ed at

al vary . In the progre
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why the study of the law in the New Testament can only be understood in light of the
progress of revelation and with an appreciation for the differing relationships which Jews and
Gentiles had toward the law.

Limits of the Study
Although this thesis has implications for the entire Pauline corpus, a study of it
all is much too broad. Given the methodology described above of expounding individual
books as a unit, we have chosen to support this thesis by describing and defending three key
books in the argument: Galatians, Hebrews, and Acts. Hebrews is chosen because it so
powerfully communicates that the end of Moses has come, particularly for Jews. Acts demonstrates that Paul was a careful practitioner of the Law in the period under discussion.
Galatians is chosen because this is admittedly Paul's most forceful and some would say hostile
treatment of the law and is thus the best test case.
We assume the inerrancy and historicity of the Epistles and Acts and hold to an
early date for the writing of Galatians, around A.D. 49, before the Jerusalem Council. We
also hold that the book of Hebrews was written shortly before the destruction of the second
Temple, approximately A.D. 64. All scripture quotations, unless otherwi e noted are from th
New American Standard Version.

CHAPTER ONE
THE BOOK OF HEBREWS: THE ABROGATION
OF THE MOSAIC LAW

Introduction
Most discussions concerning the Christian and the Law revolve around the early
writings of Paul or the book of Acts with the result that the book of Hebrews does not figure
prominently in the debate. One reason for this may be that the sensitive question of the place
of the Mosaic Law in the life of the early Church is thought to have been sufficiently
answered by the time Hebrews was written. Thus, its message concerning the Law is
considered superfluous, if not to the lifestyle of the first century Christian, at least to the
debate about the Law for the twentieth century scholar. Another reason for the absence of thi
book from discussions of the Law may be that many understand the argument to focus on the
person of Christ rather than Law . The goal of the author of Hebrews according to this
understanding of the book was to encourage Jewish adherents to hold fast their confe ion of
Christ, which he accomplished by focusing on the superiority of the person of Chri t,
favorably comparing Him to angels, Moses and Aaron.
Whatever the reason, Hebrew i neglected in di cu 10n about th end of the La ,
while attention i placed on Roman , Galatian and Act . It i th
however, that n bo k in the

ew
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of the later 1 first century believer. While a detailed exposition is beyond the scope of this
exercise, I would like to trace the argument as it relates to the theme of the Law through the
book in order to demonstrate that it is not only pervasive but also brings coherence to the
argument, giving the best sense to the book as a whole.

The Argument of Hebrews
Although the word "better" is used frequently 2 in the book, many misunderstand
the book as simply representing Christ and Christianity as better alternatives to Moses and
Judaism. While this comparison may be valid, it is woefully lacking as a summary, and
entirely misses the major point of the book. In the view of this writer the major focus of the
book is upon the concept of revelation from God, rather than the person of Christ per se.
Without doubt, Jesus has a major role to play in the giving of this revelation but it is the
message, more than the messenger, which is ultimately critical to the argument. From the
beginning of the book to its end, previous revelation is contrasted with the final revelation
which is given in Christ. From this contrast the author draws two basic points. The first is
fairly simple and basically hortatory in nature: greater revelation demands greater obedience .
His second point is more complex and didactic as he announces that greater revelation mu t

displace previous revelation. This is in reality the substance and ubject of hi argument and
carrie the most weeping implications for his audience . Thu , m a entence , the m e ag
tatement of Hebrew

.D . 64 .
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God's final revelation in Christ
demands greater obedience (chapters 1-4)
than previous revelation (namely Moses) and
displaces (chapters 5-12) previous revelation (namely Moses) .
In order to develop and support this thesis, the book has been divided into three major
subsections which will also form the outline for this chapter: the introduction, (1: 1-4); the
preliminary argument on obedience (1:5-4: 16); and the essential argument of replacement
(chapters 5: 1-12:29). 3

Introduction to and Basis for the Argument 1: 1-4
God Has Spoken His Greater Revelation in Son
Some understand the first four verses of the book as simply the first in a long list
of favorable comparisons of Jesus to various Old Testament figures beginning with a short
reference to the prophets (1:1). 4 Hebrews 1:1-4 however is a tightly knit literary unit which

3

This outline has been determined after careful consideration of (1) the relationship
between theology and exhortation, (2) the more objective identifications of structure including
announcement of subject, inclusions, and repetitions and (3) the more subjective conceptual
development of the epistle. Important sources for this discussion have been: J. Swetnam, 'On
the Literary Genre of the 'Epistle' to the Hebrews," Novum Testamentum 11 (1969): 261-68 ;
George E. Rice, "Apostasy as a Motif and its Effect on the Structure of Hebrew , " Andrews
University Seminary Studies 23 (1985): 29-35; Albert Vanhoye, " Discussions ur la tructure
de l'Epitre aux Hebreux." Biblica 55 (1974): 349-80; P. Auffret, "E ai ur la tructure
litteraire et l'interpretation d'Hebreux 3, 1-6," New Testament Studies 26 (1980): 380-96. J .
Bligh, "The Structure of Hebrews ," Heythorp Journal 5 (1964): 170-77 ; and D . A . Bla k ,
"The Problem of the Literary Structure of Hebrews : An Evaluation and a Prop al," Grace
Theological Journal 7 (1986) : 163-77. Finally, Black summarize well the pitfall and th

proper philo ophy of the analy i of Hebrew , "Some writer would lik to think (or gi

th

impre ion) that the outlining of Hebrew i a rapid , imple pro e . Th real pr bl m i , f
cour e, far more complex, bewildering, and time-con urning . ch lar hip tand till in n
field , lea t of all in biblical tudie , and a facile approach t th tru tur l mpl iti
f
docum nt like Hebrew can ea ily lead to a ituati n in whi h n
n am zin numb r f
tr
or ven tiny plant , but fail t
the t re t at all .
l tt r h uld b i
d in th
r at cti n th t on titut it
h I nd n t imp! in d ta h p rti n , " Bl k, 'Th
Pr bl m fth Lit r ry tru ture fH br w ," 176 .
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introduces and summarizes the theme of the book: the superiority and finality of New
Testament revelation.

The Unity of the Introduction
Hebrews has a literary style unique in the New Testament canon and this is no
more apparent than in the first four verses which have been described as artistic prose .5
Verses 1-2a specifically are recognized as a period, "i.e. the organization of a considerabl e
number of clauses and phrases into a well-rounde d unity . . . . " 6 In these carefully crafted
introductory verses, the author provides several important clues to the substance of his
argument, giving context and clarification to all which comes later. In these first verses he
contrasts God's revelation to man in the past with his final revelation in the present.
The literary structure of this paragraph exhibits a chiastic symmetry with verses
'

one and four framing two and three. 7

5

ince the peri od belong to the more elegant tyle, it i mo t frequ ntl
brew , which certainly i to be regarded a arti tic pro e by rea n f th
mp iti n f it
word and sentences (§§486f.)" F. Bia , A. Debrunner, and R . Funk, A Greek rammar of
the New Testament and Other Early 'hristian Literature (BDF), ( hi ag : Th
ni r it f
hicago Pre , 1961), §464 .
"

t 1: 1-2a, ' (by an ient t ndard thi
pp nd d) . . . . " Ibid .

t
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A

o 8Eoc;

Aa.t.tjaac; . . .

f.v TOL<; npo<j>tjTat<; . . .

EACXAf'IOEV

.. . f.v ul4l

God spoke to the fathers . . . through the prophets . . . he has spoken .

B

ov £8f'IKEV KAflpovoµov TTCXVTWV

(1-2a)
. by a Son
(2b)

Whom he appointed heir of everything
C
Cl' 00 Kat E.TTOlf'IOEV TOU<; alwvac;
and who is the one through whom he created the world

ci

oc; WV dnauyaaµa

. . . Kat xapaKT~P

. . . q,tpwv TE Ta TTCXVTa

who is the radiance . . . and exact representation .
universe
B1

Ka8aptaµov

. . . TTOl riaaµEvoc;,

(2c)

(3a-b)
. and sustains the

E.Ka8taEV f.v CE~l~

(3c)

having made purification for sins, sat down at the right hand
AI

TOOOUT4) Kpd TTWY yEvoµEvoc; TWV dyyt).wv 004) 8ta<j>opwTEpov nap
KEKAT)pOYOµT)KEY ovoµa

' mhouc;

.

(4)
having become as much greater than the angels as the name which he has inherited is
superior to theirs.

The section begins (1:1-2a) and ends (1:4) by affirming the superior nature of God 's final
revelation in contrast to old revelation. The revelation of God in the Old Testament may be
described by referring to the human messengers, the prophets (1: 1), or the divine messengers,
the angels (1:4). Thus the transition to angels in verse four is not really a transition to a new
subject but simply a different perspective of the same subject. It is therefore not as abrupt a
one not familiar with the role of angels as intermediaries of divine revelation might suppose.
The Old Testament dispensation can be characterized as either prophetic (with reference
to human messengers) or as angelic (with reference to the divine messenger ) ..
Thus, the fulfillment of the prophetic word in the Son, and the excellence of hi name
over that of the angels, are parallel concepts. 8
The second level of the chiasm make u e of two cla ic Old Te tament ref r n e in describing Jesus as the royal son and royal prie t. 9 The affirmation of J e u a th
appointed heir of all things in 1:2b (' whom he appointed h ir f everything" ) refl

t th

8

Robin on , 'The Lit rary tructure of Hebrew 1: 1-4 ," 1 0- 1.
11 kn
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thought of the royal Son in Psalm 2:8. The affirmation of Jesus as the royal priest draws on
Psalm 110, a favorite passage of the author of Hebrews. The final and innermost level of the
chiasm identifies Jesus in terms characteristic of Old Testament wisdom, and as the mediator
of creation, (e.g., Wisdom 7:21-27; 9:2). 10

The Meaning of the Introduction
The verses which are most significant for this study are those which frame the
others, 1-2a and 4.
1: 1 In many and various ways God spoke of old to our fathers by the prophets;
1 :2a in these last days he has spoken to us by a Son
1:4 having become as much superior to angels as the name he has obtained is more
excellent than theirs (RSV).
Several features about the first sentence (l-2a) highlight the intended contrast of the author.
First, the grammar of the sentence, with 6 8coc; as the grammatical subject and f>.a>.riacv a
the main verb, defines the semantic subject: God has spoken. In fact, the author frequently
introduces passages from the OT as God's direct speech (e.g., 1:5-13; 5:5-6:7; 7:17, 21). 11
The author's solemn exhortation which conclude his sermon is phra ed in the ame term
" ee that you do not refuse him who is speaking ... " (Heb 12:25). Second, word order
empha izes the contrast of old and new revelation with the placement of the ad erb
portions and in many way in the pa t" (rrn>.uµcpwc; Kat noAuTponwc; naAm) fir t in th

, H brel , ·, 11.

m man

12
sentence. He has spoken incomple tely in the past and another way in these last days (tn'
Eaxchou Twv ~µEpwv Tmhwv

12
),

comparin g the successio n of these two ages. Finally, the

author describes God's communi cation in these last days by the anarthrou s phrase Ev ui0 in
contrast to Ev Tote; npoq>tjTmc;. The author's reference to the Son in this way emphasiz es not
so much the person as it does the quality of God's communi cation. 13 God spoke in the Old
Testamen t to the fathers by the prophets, but in these last days has spoken to us in Son. God
has used "son quality" communi cation. He is speaking to be sure through the person of His
Son in the last days, but the focus is upon the Son as a channel of revelation from the Father.
The author's first and well-chos en words clearly communi cate his main concern: the superior
nature of the revelation from God to this generatio n.
In describin g the superiorit y of the Son compared to angels in 1 :4 the author

12

This phrase compares the two definite successiv e ages in Jewish thought. It is u ed
in the Septuagin t and becomes a technical phrase . Cf. G. W . Buchanen , "Eschatol ogy and the
'End of Days ,"' Journal of Near Eastern Studies 20 (1961): 188-93.
13

The comment s of Dana and Mantey are particular ly applicable to thi prepo itional
phrase and to the noun which in the context clearly points to a definite per on. ' Sometime
with a noun which the context proves to be definite the article i not u ed . Thi place tr
upon the qualitative aspect of the noun rather than it mere identity . " H . E . Dana and Juliu
R . Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament (Toronto, Ontari : The
Macmilla n ompany , 1957), 149 . In reference to the prepo itional phra e the ontinu , It i
instructiv e to ob erve that the anarthrou noun occur in many pr p itional phra . Thi i
no mere accident , for there are no accident in the growth of a languag : ea h idi m ha it
rea on. or i it becau e the noun i ufficiently definite without th arti l , hi h i tru ,
Greek nouns have an intrin ic definitene . But that i n t th rea n f r n t u in th rti l
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curiously uses a form of the verb y(voµm 14 rather than ELµL, emphasiz ing a transition rather
than a state of being. Upon first reflection this word seems out of place to the thoughtfu l
reader. Was there ever a point in which the Son became (yEvoµEvoc; , 1:4) better in his person
than the angels? Of course, he inherited the name "Son" at a point in time, 15 but to have actually "become" better in his person flies in the face of orthodox Christo logy. At least two
solutions are traditiona lly offered to this conundru m.
First, Lane moves the discussio n from ontology to recognition by translatin g
y(voµm as exalt. 16 That is, he understan ds the verse to describe the change in the honor
which Jesus has received rather than a change in the person of Jesus. This avoids the obvious
tension of some kind of developm ent with reference to the deity of Jesus. However , though
the idea of Jesus' exaltation is present in the context, this stretches the meaning of y(voµat.
The authors of the rest of the New Testamen t and the author of Hebrews, have words for
"exalt" ("exalted above the heavens," uljJri>.oTEpoc; Twv oupavwv

, 7:26 ; and 5:5 "So Chri t

did not exalt himself to be made a high priest" EauTov f86~aaEv ). In the immediat e context
of this extended period which describes Jesus ( 1:2-4), the aorist participle (yEvoµEvoc;, 1:4) i
contrasted with a present participle (wv, 1:3) highlighti ng the contra t between what Je u ha
alway been and what he has become . Thu , the word ha to do with the per on rather than
hi treatment . Meier agrees :
To tran late genomeno a ' howing him elf' or proving him lf to b ', a
modern ver ion do , doe n t do ju tice to the thought h r nd a id th
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14

on in 1, 3a. It is simply a translator 's attempt to smooth over the clash of ideas in 1,24 _11
Second, the meaning of "become better" is sometimes understood in terms of the
glorificat ion of Jesus' humanity. Lightfoot expresses this view:
The son became superior to the angels when He took His seat at God ' s right hand.
Prior to this, while in human form, His position was a little lower than the angels. The
Son' s eternal existence and nature are not here in view (as in vv. 2b-3a) . . . . 18
The problem with this explanation, however, is that the thrust of the argument ation of 1: 5-14
which supports the statement of 1:4 19 does in fact concern the deity of the Son rather than his
humanity which is discussed in chapter two . In short, if the reference in 1 :4 is to the change
in his humanity then the explanation and support of 1:5-14 neither explains or supports the
statement.
This understanding also strains the argument of chapter two where the author
,

states that the Son "has been made ... lower20 than the angels" (2:9). The author' point
could hardly be that Jesus , though inherently better than angels in his pre-incarnate deity, yet
lower than angels in his incarnation, has once again become better in his exalted humanity .
Swetnam points out that chapter two simply does not teach that Jesus is superior in hi per on
to angels:

17

J. P. Meier," tructure and Theology in Hebrew 1,1-14," Biblica 66 (19 5) : 1

18

Neil R . Lightfoot, Jesus Chri t Today: A
( rand Rapid : Baker, 1976), 56 .
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But it [the argumen t of superior ity] can hardly be applied to the entire section 1,5-2, 18,
for the announc ement states that Christ is superior (KpdTTw v ) to the angels and only
1,5-2,4 speak of this superior ity; the remaind er of ch. 2 speaks of his inferiori ty to the
angels by dwelling on his sufferin g and death (cf. 2,9.10. 14) and his brotherh ood with
men (cf. 2, 11-16) in the context of Ps 8 with its catch phrase on the inferiori ty of men
to angels (2,6-9). 21
We would propose a differen t explana tion of 1 :4 which hopefull y honors the
gramma r, lexicolo gy and context. Given the message of the introduc tion, which is the
compari son between God speaking in the past and in the present, the compari son of Christ
here with angels concern s the ability or suitability as bearers of revelation rather than a
compari son of the nature or essence of the Son versus angels. The change (signalle d by
y(voµm) which has taken place is that Jesus has become the mediato r and revealer par

excellence to man. In his incarnat ion and pre-emi nently at Calvary , Jesus mediate d and
commun icated to man what angels or any other mediato r could only hope for. By means of
both his deity (in which his position and being are inherent ly higher than angels) and hi
humanity" (in which his position and being are inherent ly lower than angels) Jesus has become
a better mediato r/reveal er. One reason Jesus is a better mediato r than angel i preci el
because he is lower than them in his humanit y for without his humanit y he could not hav
function ed as a priest.
Thus, the discussi on on y(voµm ha
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Conclusio n
Thus, the introducti on to the book clearly defines the scope of the discussion. 22
Rather than simply magnifyin g the person of Jesus in contrast to prophets or angels, the
introducti on contrasts God's communi cation and mediation in the past to the ultimate mediation and communi cation now given in a Son. Jesus is not simply the ultimate person, but the
ultimate mediator/ revealer of God. The messenge r is discussed not for the sake of his person
but for the implicatio n which this has upon the theme of ultimate importanc e, the revelation
and mediation which has been accomplis hed through him. What he has done and said is
superior to all which has been done and said before.

Greater Revelatio n Demands Greater Obedienc e 1 :5-4: 16
Introduct ion
The first major implication of having received greater revelation is that the
recipients are under greater obligation to obey it. 23 If previous generatio ns of God 's people

22

"This sermon concerns the God who speaks. It begins by focusing attention upon the
God who has spoken to his people in the past, and who is speaking to his people in the
present time (1: 1-2a). It is an urgent call for the new people of God to listen to the word h
has spoken through his Son," Lane, Hebrews, 15. As Hughes states the intent of the introdu tion, it is "to confirm the finality, and the dignity of the Son in whom ha come the
e chatological form of God 's address . The prologue as a whole, therefore, i pre-emin ntl
about the Word in the Son." Graham Hughes , Hebrews and Hermeneutics (Cambrid ge:
ambridge U niver ity Pres , 1979), 7.
ti n (1: - 4 :1 )

on
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received revelation and neglected it they were certainly punished. Thus , if the readers receive
greater revelation, their responsibili ty, and therefore punishment for failure to obey , will be
even greater. The author draws two examples from the Old Testament, one general (chapters
1-2) and one specific (chapters 3-4), to illustrate his case. In both examples he is careful to
point out the difference in the revelation by following the comparison with which he began
(1: 1-4), namely between the different messengers of that revelation.

A General Comparison 1 :5-2: 18

If the context of this section is not considered one might mistakenly think that the
author's point is simply a comparison between the person of Christ and that of angels. 24 If this
were the writer's concern the comment by A. B. Bruce would certainly be appropriate .
A modern interpreter would not be sorry to pass over in silence this section about
~ngels. It is an unwelcome task to consider gravely a proof that Christ is greater than
angels; the thing to be proved is so much a matter of course . . . . The subject was
probably a weariness to the writer of our Epistle. 25
Bruce's comments are understanda ble if the reader only focuses upon the actual comparison

revelation and the better of the recent revelation could coexist. The compari on in chapt r
five and following however is of a different nature. The theme become one of replacemen t
with the new making the old obsolete, rather than simply repre enting an impro ement. Thu ,
the fir t four chapters differ in content and contribution to the me age and are rightl
considered a a eparate unit.
24

The frequent mention of angel in the e two chapter id ntify them a a maJ r
divi ion. The two expo itional ections of chapter 1- 2 (1 :5-14 and 2 :5- 18) ar a il
identified and erve to fram the warning pa age f 2: 1-4 . An inclu io r
t bra k t nd
identify each ection. f. D . A. Black, "Th Problem f the Literar
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between Jesus and angels (1:5-14; 2:5-18). It would then appear that the author's subject was
merely superiority of the person of Jesus compared to angels. The author's concern, to be
sure, however was more than to convince his readers that Messiah is greater than angels. His
argument begins with the comparison of the revelation which was given through angels with
that which has come through Christ. He reasons simply that superior revelation comes
through superior channels, and if one obeys revelation given in the past then he so much the
more ought to obey superior revelation. The reasons for this understanding follow.
The Contribut ion of the Introduction 1: 1-4
The purpose already announced by the writer (1: 1-4) is to demonstrate the
finality and greatness of this most recent revelation by asserting the superiority of the messenger. 26 Thus, it would be logical that he would continue to develop his stated purpose in the
passage which immediately follows. In addition, the parallels between the introduction (1: 1-4)
and stated conclusion of chapter two (2: 1-4) are quite strong, also indicating that the author
has not changed his subject in chapter two .
1:1-4

1: 1

1:2

2:1-4

God spoke
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attention to what has been heard in 2: 1-4. " 27 Thus, the comparis on between Christ and angels
(1 :5-14 and 2:5-18) is not for the ultimate goal of asserting His preemine nce over angels, as

though the readers' understanding was deficient in this area.

The Direct Statement within the Passage
The essence of the author's argument is also stated directly within the passage
itself. The point of comparis on is between "the message declared by angels" and the message

"declared . . . by the Lord" (2: 2-4).
For if the message declared by angels was valid and every transgression or disobedience received a just retribution, how shall we escape if we neglect such a great
salvation? It was declared at first by the Lord, and it was attested to us by those who
heard him (2:2-3).
Too often this short section (2: 1-4) is viewed parenthetically as only a "warning passage"
when

~

reality it draws together all of the evidence presented in the two chapters and

forcefully states the author's point. Unless the theme of the Son as bearer of revelation is
recognized the point of the first several chapters will be missed.

The Harmony within the Section 1 :5-4: 16
If one understands the purpose of the first two chapters to be a correction of a

misconception concerning angels 28 then it would be logical to see chapter three and four a a

27

Ibid., 36.
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polemic against an aberrant view of Moses. Hughes, who sees the first two chapters as a
polemic against angels is consiste nt here.
The content of chapters 3 and 4 in particul ar make it plain that they were being tempted
to assign to Moses a promine nce that was scriptur ally unwarra nted and damagin g to the
gospel. Here , too, the influenc e of the type of mentalit y that prevaile d among the
Essenes of qumran may reasonab ly be suggeste d, since the commun ity they had formed
in the desert was designed to conform faithfully to the standard s laid down under the
leadersh ip of Moses in the wilderne ss. 29
But one must question whether the situation of the readers actually entailed their worship or at
least exaltatio n of angels and Moses. 30 Is it likely that Jewish believer s (or at least Jewish
adheren ts who were contemp lating Christia nity) could not discern who was greater, Messiah
or Moses? If the author's point is to simply discuss the superior ity of the person of the Son,

Christia ns, they had already trusted Christ as the Son of God, one who was obvious ly higher
than ordinary men. Therefo re, they may not have been particul arly troubled by compari sons
between Jesus and the prophets . Such suggesti ons would probabl y have been rejected
immedia tely. But lifting Christ above the realm of ordinary mortals did not necessar ily prove
that He was God. Angels too were above mortals, and were highly respecte d in the Old
Testame nt and by Jews generall y. Thus the point needed to be clearly establish ed that Chri t
as the Son of God was superior to every angel, because He existed on an even higher plane ,"
Kent, The Epistle to the Hebrews , 46-47.
29

Hughes , Hebrews and Hermeneutics , 22. Lane seems to allow the possibil ity, though
he does not attempt to answer how this logic could be followed in the remaind er of the book.
"In some strands of the Jewish tradition the testimon y to Moses in Num 12:7 wa u ed to
prove that Moses had been granted a higher rank and privileg e than the mini tering angel .
. . If this interpre tation may be presupp osed among Jewish commun ities of the Dia pora a
well, it clarifies the structur e of Hebrew s, where the son i compare d fir t to the angel
(1: 1- 2 : 16) and then to Mo es, their superior (3: 1-6) . It would indicate that it wa b no
means superfluous when Je us had been proven uperior to the angel to continue ith a
demons tration of his superior ity to Mose , " Lane , Hebrew , 73 .
30

ome who po it that the reader had fallen prey to angel or hip ar :
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then the high point of his argumen t would have been the powerfu l stateme nt of His deity and
Creators hip in the introduc tion (1:3) and all which follows is disappo intingly anticlim actic . If
this indeed is the author's argumen t in the book then one must ask if the readersh ip also had
question s about the relative superior ity of Messiah and Aaron (chapters 7-10) . The answer
seems doubtfu l. Althoug h the theme of the superior ity of the person of Jesus to others may
seem to explain the text in chapter one, it fails to do so for the rest of the book. 31

The Underst anding of the Passage
What then is the point of the extende d discussi on of the superior ity of the Son?
The problem of the readers (accordi ng to the rest of the epistle , 12 :25) was not to exalt angels
but to turn from the word of Christ back to the word of angels . There is no hint of rebuke fo r
exalting angels as is found in Colossia ns, as though this had been a problem for the readership . On the contrary , the angels are assigned a positive role (2:2) and there is no polemic
directed against angels in the epistle at all . By discussi ng the superior ity of the Son to angels
the author was not instructi ng the unlearne d but simply building his argumen t to a crescend o
giving it a more forceful impact. The purpose of chapter one is as an a fortiori argumen t

31

After reviewing a long list of insufficient occasion s for the letter Dey ummari ze :
"In our estimati on, we do not have a satisfactory explana tion for the carefull y rea oned
attempts of the author to establish the superior ity of Je us over the angel , Mo e , Le iti and
Aaronid e highprie sthood, an attempt which has no compara ble parallel in the re t of th
Te tament. A basic issue of interpre tation is whether the author i addre ing him lf to
di parate problem s or whether the e compari on fit together in a common fram of r ligi u
thought " Lala K . Dey, The Intermediary World and Patterns of Perfection in Philo and
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leading up to the parenes is of 2: 1-4. 32 It repetitio usly stresses a point already understo od and
received in order to win the heart and mind of the reader, while ultimate ly lending impact and
force to the point to be made. He moves from that which no one will contest (the superior ity
of Christ to that of angels 33 ) to prove that which has escaped their notice: His revelatio n therefore demand s greater obedien ce. The point was that if disobed ience to revelatio n given by an
angel met with destruct ion, how much more severe would be the punishm ent of those who
turned from the revelatio n given by the Son. 34

A Specific Compar ison

3: 1-4: 16

Having establish ed his basic premise in chapters one and two, the author now
reinforc es that premise with a second, more specific and graphic illustrat ion: Moses and the
wildern ess generati on. 35 Once again Jesus is compare d to another channel of revelatio n. 36 A

3

~George W . Buchana n, To the Hebrews , The Anchor Bible (Garden City: Doubled a
and Compan y, Inc. , 1972), xxiii-xx iv. "The close connect ion between the argumen t from the
superior ity of Christ over the angels and the parenesi s in 2: 1-4 indicate s that the argumen t in
1: 5-13 serves as the presupp osition for the parenesi s. . . . This fact means for the commun it
that the word of Christ is to be taken more seriousl y. The author's metaphy ical argumen t
[1 :5-13] thus serves the needs of parenesi s [2 :1-4]. J . W. Thomp on, 'The tructure and
Purpose of the Catena in Heb 1:5- 13," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 38 (1976): 363.
33

"That angel pay homage to the heavenly Me iah i a familiar concept in Je i h
literatur e (Ac. Isa . 11 :23ff.; Apoc 5:8f.) . . . . " Ibid., 356.
34
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before, howeve r, the author's ultimate goal is not simply to assert the superior ity of the
person, but rather the relative importance of the revelation given. 37 This is a valid understanding of the author's meaning, not only because of the pattern set in the introduction (1: 1-

4), and in the first major section (1 :5-2: 18), but also because of several components within
this passage.
The first six verses of chapter three compare Jesus and Moses through the
apparently innocuous figure of a house. Moses was faithful as a servant and Jesus was faithful
as a son. The illustration is not original with the author, howeve r, as he draws upon an Old
Testame nt story rich with meaning. The Old Testame nt source for this figure is most likely
Number s 12: 1-8. 38 Miriam and Aaron had complained about Moses and God rebuked them .

of God, let us hold firmly the confession. Lane, Hebrews, 68-69.
36

"Moses is not merely one of the figures compare d unfavor ably to Jesus. In tead
Moses and Jesus are yoked throughout the entirety of the Epistle. In truth, the Mosaic era or
covenan t is contrasted extensively with the Jesus era or covenant. Compar i ons of J esu to
angels, to Joshua, to Aaron, for example do not go outside but rather remain snugly in ide the
mosaic era. The angels are, after all, those who mediated the Mosaic covenant. " P . R . Jone ,
"The Figure of Moses as a Heuristi c Device for Understanding the Pa toral Intent of
Hebrew s ," Review and Expositor 76 (1979): 95.
37

Cf. M.R. D' Angelo, Moses in the Letter to the Hebrews , Society of Biblical
Literatu re Di sertation Series 42 (Mis oula, MT: Scholars, 1979), 66 . The fir t two hapt r
(1.4- 2 : 18) declare Christ' message superior to and therefore more demanding than that of th
angel (i .e . the law) . . . . Chapter 3 and 4 appear to make up a econd and parallel
treatmen t of the uperiori ty of the me sage of Chri t to the Law ."
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Their immediate complaint concerned Moses' wife, but the significant issue (based upon the
response of God) was the freedom they felt to criticize Moses, apparently based upon a
feeling of equality with him as channels of revelation. They reasoned that since God had
spoken through them as well as Moses, they could take issue with him, "and they said, 'Has
the Lord indeed spoken only through Moses? Has He not spoken through us as well?' And the
Lord heard it" (Num 12:2) . This situation provided the foil for God ' s answer concern ing his
channels of revelation.
Hear now My words: If there is a prophet among you, I the Lord shall make Myself
known to him in a vision. I shall speak with him in a dream. Not so, with My servant
Moses, He is faithful in all My household; With him I speak mouth to mouth, Even
openly , and not in dark sayings, And he beholds the form of the Lord. Why then were
you not afraid to speak against My servant against Moses? (12:6-8).
The central issue was the man Moses and his uniqueness as a bearer of revelation. Moses wa
the quiJitessence of one who received God's words directly and then delivered them to the
people. Thus, if the author's allusion in Hebrews is to Numbers , then his compari son i
between Jesus and Moses as the greatest bearer of revelation in the Old Te tament. Of all of
the passages to which the author could allude , this one clearly delineates Moses a the mo t
direct channel of revelation in the Old Testament.
The official title 8Epanwv , "servant ," which occur only here in the T, i deri ed
from the LXX, where the word is u ed of Mose not only in Num 12:7 but el ewher
( xod 4 :10; 14:31; Num 11 :11; Deut 3:24; Joh 1:2, 8:3 1, 33; 1 hr 16:40; Wi
10: 16; 18:21) . In context it carrie overtone of dignity and honor and de rib a
relationship of intimacy and tru t between Mo e and Yahweh .39
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house as a servant, " with the words "for a testimon y of those things which were to be spoken
later . . . . " Moses' faithfuln ess in this compari son is defined in his mission of leaving a
written record of revelatio n. Swetnam concurs :
For it is not Moses as leader with whom Christ is compare d, but Moses as law-give r.
Moses is designat ed faithful in Nm 12, 7 because he expresse d faithfull y what had been
told him, and this is the thought of the author of Hebrew s: Moses was "faithfu l" as a
"servan t" (0Epanwv ) "for witness to the things which shall be spoken" (d<; µapTupt o v
Twv 11a11ri8riaoµlvwv , Heb 3:5). Christ, then, by implicat ion, is praised as "faithfu l"
because he, like Moses, is one to whom God has spoken face to face and one who has
transmit ted this message exactly . " 40
Given this backgro und, then, it appears that the contrast between Moses and Jesus is not
simply one of faithfuln ess in general duties but rather faithfuln ess as bearers of revelatio n . In
what sense could any man ever be compare d to Jesus in his moral characte r and obedien ce?
Lane adds :
The compari son between Jesus and Moses was not simply a literary exercise that
enabled the writer to speak of the excellen ce of Jesus or to exhibit his own exegetic al
skill. If that were the case, he could have stressed that Moses was not faithful (cf. um

20:12). 41

The point of the pareneti c section (3:7-4:1 6) follows clo ely upon thi compan son. The author encoura ges his readersh ip to hold fast their confessi on becau e of the
historica l example (3:7-19) and of the eschatol ogical hope (4: 1-16) . He cite the fate of th
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Those who disobey ed the words of Moses did not enter the rest, and "their bodies fell in the
wildern ess" (3: 17). The point of applicat ion is simply that if those who rebelled against the
greatest revelatio n giver of the Old Testame nt failed to inherit the promise s , what will become
of those who rebel against the revelatio n of Jesus? The readers are then encoura ged to remain
faithful to Christ and enter the rest planned for them (4: 1-16).
To summar ize the point of this section, the problem of the audienc e was most
likely not the temptati on to exalt the person of Moses over the person of Christ. Rather their
temptati on was to abandon the revelatio n about Christ and turn back to the revelatio n of
Moses. The pareneti c portion applies the theology of 3: 1-6 in a powerfu l way. If Christ is
greater than Moses (and all would agree that He is) and those who rebelled against Moses '
words were punishe d then it would be suicidal to turn from the words of Christ. Because
Christ has given greater revelatio n there will be greater punishm ent for those who disobey . It
is by no mistake that this section closes with a warning about the power of the revelation of
God , "For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any two-edg ed sword, and
piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit ... " (4:12, 13).

Greater Revelati on Displace s Older Revelat ion 5: 1- 12:29
Having laid the groundw ork concern ing the nece ity of obedien ce th auth r
now move to hi second major and more crucial point that thi newer revelatio n di pla
older revelation. The empha i of the fir t four chapter wa m r h avily w ight d to ard
exhortat ion than instruction.
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Melchiz edek. He commen ts that the truth of Melchiz edek will be more difficult to teach than
what has come before. "Concer ning him we have much to say, and it is hard to explain . . "
(5: 11). In 6: 1 the author exhorts the audienc e to press on to maturity which involves their
laying hold of the deeper truths which he is about to explain. The author seems to be warning
his readers that the truths of chapters five and following are of a differen t nature or at least
more difficult than those found previous ly. 42
What in particul ar is "hard to explain" is most likely the concept of replacem ent.
Wherea s the force of the first chapters was on a simple compari son of the importa nce of
listening to the new as opposed to the old, the message of 5-12 is much more profoun d in
that here the new replaces the old. Repeate dly the author uses the termino logy of finality and
replacem ent. For example , in 7: 12 he states, "For when the priestho od is changed, of
necessit y there takes place a change of law also." The implicat ion here is that the Law of
Moses is to be replaced . In 7: 18 the author states, "For, on the one hand , there is a setting

aside of a former comman dment because of its weaknes s and uselessn es " indicatin g the ame
truth. In 8: 13 the author repeats the theme in terms of covenan t, "When He aid, 'A new
covenant,' He has made the first obsolete . But whateve r is becomin g ob olete and gro mg
old i ready to disappear. " Such word would have haken the theologi cal foundati on of th
audienc e and could easily be termed "hard to explain. "
Once again, in 10:9 referring to the acrificia l y tern and
acri ice, the writer tate
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sacrifice s after Calvary , the writer states, "' AND THEIR SINS AND THEIR LAWLE SS
DEEDS I WILL REMEM BER NO MORE. ' Now where there is forgiven ess of these things ,
there is no longer any offering for sin" (10:17 , 18).
The shock which this must have given a first century Jew is hard to overstat e .
For a millenn ia and a half the primary test of a prophet was doctrina l: " Did his message agree
with Moses? " All revelatio n which had come from Judges to Malachi either explaine d ,
applied or built upon the bedrock foundati on of the Pentateu ch. Now revelatio n has come
which demand s that Moses be set aside. The skeptici sm with which this teaching was met is
understa ndable. For this reason the author spends two chapters introduc ing his main point.
Introduc tion of the Theme

5: 1-6: 20

If the author is to succeed in persuad ing his Jewish audienc e he must base his
argumen t on more than his persona l authorit y. He must prove his point about setting Mose
aside from the Scriptur es themsel ves , which he does enlisting the support from the most
influential of the patriarc hs , David (Psalm 110) and Moses (Genesi s 14).

Jesus is a Melchiz edekian priest 5:1-10
Under the Mosaic econom y the first requirem ent which would come to mind f r
one a piring to the prie thood wa Aaronic lineage . God had , howeve r, ordained oth r pri t
prior to the in titution of the Mo aic covenan t and the Aaronic prie th
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author first warns his audienc e (5: 11-6: 12) and reassure s them (6: 13-20) .
The gravity of this theme for the
audienc e 5: 11-6: 12
This, the third warning passage (5:11-6 :12), encoura ges the people to move
ahead in their understa nding of the revelatio n of God. "For everyon e who partakes only of
milk is not accustom ed to the word of righteousness . . . but solid food is for the mature . . .. Therefo re leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ , let us press on to
maturity " (5: 13-6: 1). If the readers do not move on they will find themsel ves in a perilous
situation. The warning s which are given here are drastic and final (6:6-8). The author not
only warns his readers negative ly, but also encoura ges them positive ly toward persona l
faithfuln ess and about the faithfulness of God toward them (6:9- 12).

Reassur ance of God's commit ment to keep
His promise s 6 : 13-20.
This reassura nce (6: 13-20) seems designed to meet the natural reaction to the
truth which is presente d in chapter seven. If the new revelatio n displaces M oses then the next
question would most likely be, "Has God forgotte n his promises to bless Abraham and hi
seed?" The answer comes powerfu lly in 6 : 13-20 that not only has God not forgotte n hi
promise s to the Jew but that it is Jesus himself, who, by being a priest like Melchizedek, will
fulfill tho e promise . No matter what may become of the bi-lateral Mo ai co enant, the unilateral promi es of God can not be forgotte n . An a urance uch a thi

ugg t that

hat i

to follow would hake the faith of the reader .

Elaborat10n of the Theme 7: 1 10:39
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from this follows the termina tion of the rest of the Mosaic trappings including the covenant
and the sacrifices.

Jesus' priestho od displaces Aaronic
priestho od 7 : 1-28
Although the author has already introduced the theme of Jesus ' priestho od and
identified him with the order of Melchiz edek he has not compare d this priestho od to that of
Aaron until now . In 7: 1-10 he states that the Melchiz edekian priestho od is both incompa tible
with and superior to the Aaronic priesthood. Since Jesus has been installed by God as a new
priest, He must then replace Aaron, and along with Aaron, all of the regulations which
applied to him. 43 It is not the priesthood which is dependent upon the Law , but rather the
opposite. It was not the books of Exodus, Leviticus or Deutero nomy which give legitimacy to
or provj5ied the basis for the priesthood. Rather the laws of those books were given to
regulate t~e relationship between God and his people which was based upon the prie thood
which He established. Thus, the Law is subservient to the prie thood so that when the
priesthood changes, the laws which regulate that priesthood no longer apply .44 Thi i
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as giving rise to the priesthood (see figure 1), according to Hebrews 7:11-12, it is just the opposite (see figure 2).

Priesthood

Law

Law

Priesthood

Figure 1

Figure 2

At first glance this argument may seem false because it is clear that the giving of the law
(Exodus 19-24) chronologically preceded the establishment of the priesthood (Exodus 29 ;
Leviticus 8-9). Howeve r, the author' s subject in the chapter hinges not on chronological but
on logical precedence. We say this for two reasons: (1) the statements of 7: 11 , 1245 and (2)
the contextual flow of the author 's argument in the book. In this book the abrogation of the
"' .
law is not assumed, but rather the point to be proved, and this point is proved on the basis of
the change in priesthood . An analogous point might be made with a new car and its repair
manual. When a new car replaces an old car, a repair manual appropriate to the new car mu t
replace the old manual. According to the author 's subject and argument in this chapter the
Law was given as a "manual " or document which helped to regulate human interaction with
the priesthood . As an adminis trative covenant it was depende nt upon the centerpiece of the
priesthood so that when the priesthood changed it had to be changed a well . Thu the author
aruge that the laws of Mo es must be di placed with new revelation which regulat
appropriate to the new prie t. In the opinion of thi writer thi i the theologi al
book. It i here that the theme of revelation and prie tho d m t.
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replace old revelation precisely because of the change in priesthood. The audience must
hold
fast their confession of Jesus, not only because He is God's avenue of salvation but also
because with him the old regulations have become obsolete. In short, the readers must
cling to
Christ because they have nothing left in Moses to which they can return.
This kind of argumentation about the Law is unique in the New Testament. 46 This
passage argues for the abrogation of the Law upon the solid basis of Old Testament teachin
g.
The two texts which are combined to conclude that the Mosaic covenant is gone come
from
the hand of Moses himself (Genesis 14) and David (Psalm 110).
The author's reasoning is both simple and solid. If Jesus is a priest like Melchizedek, and he is (Psalm 110), and if the Melchizedekian priesthood is superior to the Aaroni
c,
and it is (Genesis 14), then Jesus must replace Aaron as High priest. And if the priesth
ood is
changeQ~ and it is (Hebrews 1:3; 7:13-17; et al.), then the regulations which govern the
priesthood must change as well, and they have (7 :11-12) . At this point, the author's argume
nt
may need elaboration but its fundamental truth has been clearly stated and cannot be easily
denied.
The rest of chapter 7 lists several more reasons for the setting aside of the old
priesthood and regulations. Each of these reasons are logical and supportive of the author
'
argument but apart from the new priesthood would not by them elve call for the end of
the

33
Aaroni c priesth ood. They can be summa rized as Jesus' admini stration replaces the
Aaroni c
because: (1) the old was weak while the new is powerf ul , (7: 18-19) , (2) the old was
temporary while the new is perman ent, (7:20-22), (3) the old depended upon mortal priests
while
the new upon immortal , (7:23-25) , (4) the old utilized sinful priests while the new
priest is
sinless , (7:26-28).

Jesus ' priesth ood requires a new covenant which
replaces the old covenant 8: 1-10: 18
Having made his point about the change in priesth ood, the author now elabora tes
on the implications concerning the regulations of the priesthood, namely the Law is
replaced .
Statement of principle: A new covenant must replace an old covenant 8:1-13.
The eighth chapte r begins with the words "Now the main point in what has been said
is this
..,

(KE<pa11at ov 8t l nl To1c; AEyoµ tvou;). " That is , everything up to this point is somew
hat

prelim inary to the point to be made in this chapter. 47 The verse continues " . . . we
have a
high priest who has taken his seat. " The author has already proven the theory that a
new
priest requires a new covenant, now his emphasis is on the present reality of Jesus'
priesthood. 48 The logic then follows that since His priesthood is incompatible with the law
govern ing the old priesth ood (8:4-5) it is necessary that a new covenant replace the
old one
(8:6-12). The author takes time to recite the essence of the new covenant a describ
ed b

47

"The importance of the new unit [8 : 1- 9:28] i under cored £ r the mmuni t b
de ignating it 'the chief point' of the e po ition (8 : 1) ... " Lane, Hebrew , 1 6.
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Jeremia h (Jer 31:31-3 4; Heb 8:8-12). Althoug h the passage in Jeremia h is not specific as to
the time when the new covenan t will replace the old, the fact that it would at some point
replace the old is undeniable. The time element is powerfu lly addresse d by the author in the
verse immedia tely following the quotation from Jeremia h: "By calling this covenan t "new ,"
he has made the first one obsolete; and what is obsolete and aging will soon disappe ar (8: 13).
The words obsolete, aging and soon disappear address the issue in a sensitive and tactful
way: it is now time for the covenan t promise d by God in Jeremia h to be realized and thus to

replace Moses (8: 13). 49

Stateme nt of relevance: The new covenan t is now in effect and has displaced the
old 9: 1-28. The fact of Jesus' priestho od has been proven in chapter seven and the principl e
of a new covenan t replacing an old has been introduced in chapter eight. Now the author
clearly s~tates that the old covenan t is not about to disappea r, but actually has disappeared. He
makes his· point by focusing upon the time when the old covenan t was di placed by the new
covenan t.
The author begins his argumen t by mentioning some of the regulati on of
worship of the old covenant; in particul ar he list the furnitur e of the tabernac le (9: 1-7).
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enigma , howev er in 9:8-10 , which serves not only to define the meanin g of the
passag e before
(9:1-7) , but more import antly of the passag e which follows (9:11-1 4). In 9:7 he
cites three
limitat ions to access to God in the Holy place under the old covena nt: (1) only
the high priest
could enter (2) only once a year and , (3) never withou t blood. The point is stated
directly in

9: 8, "The Holy Spirit was showin g by this 51 that the way into the Most Holy Place had
not
yet been disclos ed as long as the first taberna cle was still standin g . " Simply stated
, the warp
and woof of the old covena nt regulat ions remind ed the worshi pper that direct access
to God
was basical ly unavai lable to him (9:8). 52 The whole Mosaic system simply reinfor
ced the
reality which was inheren t to the Aaroni c priesth ood : cleansi ng of the inner man
was not
accomp lished (9: 9-10). This (9: 1-10) serves as the foil for the new state of affairs
(9 : 11-14).
What was unavai lable under the old covena nt is now a reality. Christ change d
this stat~ of affairs when he became high priest by gaining access to God (9: 11)
and clean ed
the inner !Ilan (9 : 12- 14) . It become s clearer with each paragra ph that the old regulat
ion have
no place in the new system of worshi p . This is why the author ' s next word are
" For th i
reason Christ is the mediat or of a new covena nt .. . " (9 : 15).
Hav ing establis hed the fact that Christ has change d thi state of affair , the author
now (9 : 15-28) focuse upon the exact timing of the change from old to new co
enant. H
begins with the principle that a w ill and it attenda nt benefit are onl e e uted
up n th d ath
of the one making it (9 : 15- 17) .53 He then move to the ign f the inaugu rati n
of th M
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covena nt from Exodus 24. Althou gh the old covena nt had been introdu ced in Exodus
19 and
the people had given their approv al to it (Exod 19:8), the official ratifica tion did
not take
place until Exodus 24 which involve d , among other things , the sprinkl ing of blood. 54
The
author brings his argume nt in this chapte r to dramat ic conclu sion by specify ing
the time of the
inaugu ration of the new covena nt at the sacrific e of Christ (9:23-28). That sacrific
e was a
once for all affair, never to occur again. Thus, when Jesus returns again it will
not be for the
purpos e of sheddin g his blood to inaugu rate the new covena nt, becaus e this has
already
occurre d. He will not come to inaugu rate , but rather, to consum mate the new
covena nt for
believe rs (9:28).

Statem ent of specifi c applica tion: Sacrifi ce has becom e obsolet e 10: 1- 18 . 55
Having laid the founda tion for this teachm ent in chapter s seven throug h nine,
the author now
becom es~painful ly specifi c in his applica tion of truth . Becaus e a new priesth ood
has replace d
an old one and a new covena nt has replace d an old one it also follows that the
sacrific ial
system which was central to that old covena nt must suffer the same fate .56 This
m ove the
au thor 's argume nt from the theoret ical to the actual. Discus sion of priesth ood
and co enant

54

H ebrews 9:20 quotes from Exodus 24:8, " And M o e took the blood, and prinkl
d
[it] on the people , and aid , Behold the blood of the covenant , which the LORD
hath mad
with you concer ning all the e wo rd . "
55
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can border on ideolog y, but discuss ion of the actual practic e of sacrific e sudden ly
brings the
debate to a very practic al level for the Jewish reader no matter where he resides ,
in the land
or diaspor a. A reader might argue on a theoretical level that Jesus' heaven ly priesth
ood is not
incomp atible with the Aaroni c priesth ood (chapte r 7). He might also argue that even
though
the new covena nt is someho w in effect the old covena nt is still useful for spiritua l
growth
(chapter s 8-9). But if the point about sacrific e is conced ed by the reader, then the
author has
brough t closure to his argume nt.
Once the ultimat e forgiveness of the New Covena nt has come ( 10: 16-17) there is
no longer a need for the shadow of animal sacrific e, "Now where there is forgive
ness of these
things, there is no longer any offerin g for sin," (10: 18).

Applic ation of this truth 10: 19-39
The applica tion of chapter s seven through ten is very simply that the recipie nt
ought to hold fast to their profess ion of faith in their new priesth ood rather than drift
back to
a priest and a system which may still be functioning in Jerusal em but are no longer
legitim ate .
Swetna m clarifie s what the author 's exhorta tions would mean to the reader .
. . . to enter into the Holy of Holies as the Christi an are being urged to do ( f . 10
19
which is themat ic for the whole exhortation) i to violate the Mo aic Law in an
import ant matter. So import ant, in fact, that the penalty i death . B followi ng Chri
t
the Jew-be come-C hristian in effect apo tatize from ob ervanc e of th Mo ai La 7
.
With the old regulations for wor hip gone, the writer now lay down
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. . . . These are all functions of the new covenant. 58

Applic ation of the Theme 11: 1-12:2 9
At this point the essentials of the author 's messag e have been commu nicated . All
that remain s is to give a hearty exhorta tion to respon d to the new revelat ion from
God by
faith and hold fast their confession. Chapte r eleven is replete with examp les of people
who
respon ded proper ly to revelat ion of God in their time, thus provid ing encour agemen
t to the
readers . Chapte r twelve involves specifi c exhorta tions to obedie nce and patient endura
nce , and
conclu des with a final warnin g not to turn back, once again inviting the compa rison
betwee n
the old covena nt (12: 18-21) with the new covena nt (12:22- 24). He once again interpr
ets
apostas y with Old Testam ent exampl es that are covena ntal in charac ter (12:14 -17).
He refer
to the "bitter root" in (Deut 29: 17-21) and to Esau (Gen 25:29- 34).
With the examp le of Esau, apostasy is defined as a decisiv e contem pt for the gifts
of
God secured on the basis of covena nt and as a rejectio n of a signific ant vocatio n
deffned through covenant. Esau is the person who breaks covena nt with God and who
experie nces divine rejectio n and the irretrie vable loss of covena nt blessing. 59
The theological and pastora l climax of the homily is to be found in 12: 18-29 a it
combin es in majesti c form, themes and motifs that have been introdu ced throug hout
the lett r.

58

"Behind the writer' s di cu ion there can be di cerned the languag and imag r
f
the peace or fellow hip offerin g .. .. Accord ing to the OT , a covena nt a eal d
ith a
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These would include the theme of the distance of the OT worship per as opposed to the
unrestri cted access to God that is the "hallma rk of the life of faith under the new covenan t."
That God has spoken and continues to speak, with the exhortat ion that listening to him is an
urgent concern . Climax is found in the pointed appeal of 12:25 "See that you do not refuse
the one who is speakin g." Once again, the clear contrast between old and new covenan ts is
clear in the languag e and theme of 12: 18-24, summar ized in 12:24, "and to Jesus, the
mediato r of a new covenan t, and to the sprinkle d blood, which speaks better than the blood of
Abel." "Chapte r 12: 18-24 enjoys the climacti c position of the entire book, and I wonder if it
exposes implicit ly the architec tural pattern of the whole letter. ... In one grand finale 12: 1824 juxtapos es the two covenan ts (Sinai and Zion) and the two mediato rs. " 60

The Dating of Hebrew s
The terminus ad quern is certainly fixed by the date of 1 Clemen t which is
generall y agreed to be around A.D. 95. The terminus a quo is determi ned by the relation hip
of the letter to the destruct ion of Jerusale m in A . D. 70. It is true that to argue a pre-70 date
of compos ition based upon no mention of the destruct ion is an argumen t from ilence. Man
of the present tense verbs refer to ritual arrangem ents (e.g. 5: 1-4; 8:3-5; 9:6f.; 10: 1) whi h
are timeles . And it is also true that Jo ephu give a long account of the
term (Ant 3:224-5 7; Contra Apion 2:77 and 193-8), long after th fa t. Ho

tern in imilar
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purpos e of this book is not simply an historic al accoun ting as was Joseph us' purpos
e . Since
the destruc tion of the Temple would have been crucial to the author 's argume nt we
may
regard his silence as a strongl y sugges tive of the early dating (before A.D. 70) of
the letter. 61

Conclu sions
We have seen that the Old Testam ent person ages of prophe ts, angels , Moses and
Aaron figure promin ently in the book of Hebrew s but that they do not enjoy individ
ual
signific ance. That is, they are only include d in the argume nt of the book insofar
as they are
related to the Old Covena nt. The actual contras t of the book does not merely involve
Jesus
and angels or Moses but the new revelat ion brough t throug h Jesus with the old revelat
ion
brough t princip ally throug h Moses. Each one of the Old Testam ent person ages are
import ant
as they relate to this revelat ion. From the introdu ction to the conclu sion, the book
of Hebrew
' _,.

is interes ted in the contras t betwee n the Mosaic econom y and the Messia nic econom
y.
Two basic implica tions are drawn in the book from the compa rison of previou
revelat ion to that which has come in Christ: (1) greater revelat ion deman ds greater
obedie nce
(chapter s 1-4) and (2) greater revelat ion displac es previou s revelat ion (chapte r 512). In
chapter s one through four the listener s are warned that better revelat ion involve
greater
obligat ion to obey. If those who rejecte d the me age of the Old Covena nt (a gi
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angel , 1 :5-2: 18 and by Mo e , 3: 1- 4 : 16) were punish ed then urely tho e wh
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superi or to the Aaron ic priesthood (Gen 14), the Aaronic priesth ood has
been replaced . And
since the Old Coven ant was based upon the priesthood it too has been replac
ed . Thus , the
new coven ant has replaced the old covenant (chapter 8) along with its Taber
nacle/ Temp le
regulations (chapter 9), the most promi nent of which is the sacrificial system
(chapt er 10).
The book was probab ly written betwe en A.D. 65 and 70 . This would effecti
vely
make it one of the last books of the New Testam ent to have been writte n,
excep t of course ,
for the J ohannine writings.
This book, theref ore, effectively closes the door on the Old Covenant. The
autho r's argum entatio n is unique in the New Testam ent and is persua sive
because it argues
principally from texts firmly rooted in the Old Testam ent (Gen 14; Psa 110).
If the Law is a
unit , and we would affirm it to be, it is completely abrogated by this book.
No part of the
Law continues to be valid for the Jewish Christ ian today .
The message of Hebre ws, clear and final though it is , should not howev er
be
read anachronistically into the earlier New Testam ent era. As Hurst so aptly
warn :
"The tendency to homogenize the thinking of the New Te tament writer
and to read
later theological concerns into their statements has been with u alway . It
i , howe er,
a temptation which the New Testam ent theologian must resi t if the purity
of the
discipline is to be preserved . " 62

" l

CHAP TER TWO
THE BOOK OF ACTS: GENT ILES ARE ADDE D
TO THE (JEWIS H) CHUR CH

Introdu ction
The transiti ons of the book of Acts domina te its structu re. The geogra phical
movem ent from Jerusal em to Rome and the movem ent of person alities from Peter
to Paul are
all recogn ized. They are often interpr eted as a movem ent away from Jewish Jerusal
em to
pagan Rome or from Jewish Peter to Gentile Paul 1• In this type of meanin g the Church
, born
at Pentec ost has Jewish roots but quickly outgrow s them as the Jewish people persist
ently
reject their Messia h and He rejects them and their Law. With Acts 7 the rejectio n
of Me iah
is mirror ed and confirm ed in the stoning of Stephe n and the Mosaic fortress begin
to
crumbl e . A major quake is felt in the abroga tion of dietary laws (Acts 10) and by
the
Jerusal em counci l (Acts 15)2 all that is left are a few after hocks a the leader hip
admit that

1

"Judais m and Chri tianity; Legali m and Grace; the Kingdo m and the hur h · th
are in contra t, at pole apart, and defy all attempt at reconciliation. I hma l- 'th
ild-a
man' - untame d and untamable, the on of the bond woman , i unalter abl
pp
d t
I aac- ' laughte r' - pontan eou and obedie nt, the on of the fre woman . . . . In Th
B k f
the Act there i revealed the pa ing of Judai m, and the inc ming f hri tianit
: h r in
we ee h th old wine- kins of legali m are with ut tr ngth to r train th
p n i
pirit
f the new wine of grace," Arno . Gaeb l in, The A ts of the Apostle (
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01zeaux Broth r , 1 61), 3.
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the Law always was a burden anyway and is no longer applicable. Paul only accomm odates
stubborn Jews when in Jerusale m (Acts 21) , but even then they reject him as they do again in
Rome. By Acts 28 Judaism is a thing of the ancient past; Christia nity has shed the bondage of
Moses and become Law-fre e.
This meaning is correct insofar as it sees the Church broaden ing to include
Gentiles and expandi ng to Rome; an argumen t of this chapter, howeve r , is that it is incorrect
as it sees the displace ment of Israel and the Law as a logical prerequ isite to the Gentile
mission. In reality the Gentile mission is the result of God keeping his promise s to Israel and
the witness to the Gentiles actually comes through believing Israelites. Many Jews reject the
message but the very fact that they are given the opportu nity to reject demons trates that God
has not yet fully or finally rejected them. The destruct ion of Jerusale m in A .D . 70 looms just
over the., horizon in A . D. 50, but before that fateful event believing Israelites proclaim ed the
message boldly to their own people and to Gentiles. The uniqueness of the Church in the
middle of the first century and the message of Acts is that the Gentile mission include not
just ethnic Jews and Gentiles , but religious , Law-ob servant Jews and Gentile .
At the same time it should be under tood that thi i an ob ervation of human
behavio r drawn from the book rather than a theological tatement. That i , the fa t that J
believer s continued in form of Old Covenan t wor hip doe not imply that th Old
wa
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only their behavior but also their motives as well. While we have argued that the book of
Hebrews clearly and completely closes the door on the Old Covenant, particularly in its
administration of worship, we have also noted that the date of the letter is relatively late
(A.D. 65). 3 Therefore, the actions of believers in Acts should not be informed by (what was
to them) later revelation. While these believers may not have known the truths of Hebrews
concerning the Old Covenant, they did in all likelihood understand the establishment of the
New Covenant. Jesus' words to the Twelve at the Last Supper concerning the New Covenant
are clear, and the promise of the Spirit (Acts 1; Ezek 36:26-27) was understood as the
guarantee of New Covenant blessing.
The question which this information rightly provokes concerns how the Jewish
believers perceived their (Old vs. New) covenantal obligations in the critical, transitional
period ~epresen
ted by the book of Acts . It is often asserted the Jewish Christians of Acts
_,.
understood that the New Covenant had replaced the Old and that obedience to the Old
covenant was purely optional depending upon the principle of expedience. This explanation
seems to dull the historical understanding of the period however. If the revelation of the book
of Hebrews was known to this generation then surely they could not have participated in Old
Covenant worship for any reason. Additionally, theological statements within the book whi h
are spoken to Gentiles are often misapplied to the situation of Jew re ulting in further
confusion. The proposal of this chapter is that although Jewi h believer of the b
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In order to demonstrate this thesis we will now interpre t and evaluate four stories
in the book which are most relevant to the relationship of the Gentile mission to the nation of
Israel and her Law. These four incidents include (1) the martyrd om of Stephen (6 : 1- 8:2), (2)
the salvation of Corneliu s (10: 1- 11 : 18) , (3) the Jerusale m Council (15 : 1- 16:3), and the
purifica tion of Paul (21 : 19-26) .

Acts 6:1-8:2, Stephen and the Hellenists
By anyone' s standards the role of Stephen and the Hellenists in chapters six and
seven is critical to the develop ment of the message of Acts. Neil comments on the variety of
ways in which Stephen has been understood, "On the basis of this speech, Stephen has been
variousl y describe d as an Essene , an ultra-orthodox Jewish- Christia n supporte r of James the
Lord's brother, a radical Hellenist, or as the real founder of the mission to the Gentiles. " 4
The story of Stephen clearly stands as some kind of transition between the earlie t success of
the Gospel in Jerusale m (1-5) and its spread to regions beyond , the first of which i Samaria

(8:2) .
The goal of this section briefly is to understand the meaning of the Stephen
incident5 (6: 1- 8:2) and then to determi ne what role it plays in the thematic develop ment of
Acts. The discussion will begin with what is considered a one of the defining compon nt of

4

William eil, The Act , New entury Bibi
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rdm n ,
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the meaning of the Stephen incident , i.e., the distincti on between Hellenis ts and Hebrew s.
Two question s which need to be addresse d are: (1) were the Hellenis ts a definabl e and more
progress ive sect of Jewish society which saw beyond the bounds of orthodo x Judaism and (2)
was Stephen an eloquen t spokesm an for this group? Next we will analyze the meaning of
Stephen 's speech and its relations hip to the charges offered against him. Finally , in light of
that research we will evaluate the contribu tion of the whole incident to the argumen t of Acts.

The Role of Hellenis m in the Section
The issue of Hellenis m first arises because of the complai nt on the part of the
Hellenis ts

CE1111rivtcrTwv

) against the Hebrew s

CE~pa(ouc;),

"becaus e their widows were

being overloo ked in the daily serving of food" (6: 1). When the solution is found to appoint
seven men who have common Greek names (6:5) some have made the assumpt ion that
Stephen is a Hellenis t whose lifestyle and theology differ from his Hebrew contemp oraries .
Scott represen ts this line of reasonin g when he says:
The murmur ing over the support of hellenis tic widows (Acts 6: 1) wa probabl y a
relativel y insignifi cant incident that exposed latent tensions within the early Church .
The potentia l for this and other problem s between Jewish Christia n groups ... lay, at
least partially , in the cultural division s of the Judaism from which they had come . The
emergen ce of this distincti vely hellenis tic Jewish influenc e within Chri tianity ugge t
the existenc e of a form of the new faith that viewed Jewi h in titution , cu tom and
traditions differen tly than did the Hebraic Chri tians . As a re ult of thei r di tinct
outlook and emphase s , tephen and the Christia n Jewish helleni t with him em t
have fo rced both the Jewi h leader and the early Chri tian them el
th
nature and ultimate mi ion of the Chri tian commun ity . 6
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It is clear that Scott and others have based their conclusions on several assumpt ions. At this
point we will investig ate three key areas: (1) the meaning of hellenist ('EAATJYLaTtj<;), (2)
whether Stephen was one, and (3) the implications of this for the understa nding of Stephen 's
speech.

The Meanin g of Hellenist

CE1i11nvwuic;}

The alleged meaning of this term covers the spectrum from one which denotes
drastic differen ces in lifestyle and philosop hy7 to one which merely denotes a differen ce in the
individu al's primary language.
In general usage it meant nothing more than the elegant comman d of the Greek language. . . . In antiquity it was perfectl y possible to speak or write fluent Greek and at
the same time be a zealous and self-con fident Jew. It was precisel y that position which
was eloquen tly defende d by the Greek-w riting author of 2 Maccab ees. 8

suggests Simon, probabl y existed as a margina l sect within Judaism even before the time of
Jesus' ministry . They held some fairly unortho dox views, particul arly about temple worship ,
and when some of them were later attracted to the Christia n message (original ly within
Judaism ), they brought with them their particul ar emphase s- in fact it may have been their
very unortho dox views that they found had an echo in some of Jesus ' teaching . This would
have meant that in some ways they were opposed to the apparen tly orthodo x group who
gathered around the Twelve, and later around James the brother of Je u . ' The Seven ma
well have been the leading lights among these Helleni t ectarian Jew before their acceptan e
of Jesu ' message " p . 19 . Cf. also John B. Polhill , 'The Helleni t Breakth rough:
t 6- 12, '
Review and Expositor 71 (1974): 475-86.
7

cott, " tephen' Defen e and the World Mi ion of the People f G d," 1 2adbury would even go further, a erting that the· AATJYLaTa( of A . 6 : 1 are impl Gr k
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BAG defines·E1111rivtaTtjc; as " a Hellenist, a Greek-s peaking Jew in contrast to one speaking a
Semitic languag e, " 9 and convers ely, "·E~pa1oc; is "Hebre w ... as a name for the Aramaic speakin g Jews in contrast to those who spoke Gk. " 10 Windisc h notes that:
The dominan t view is that the·E1111rivwTa( of Ac. 6: 1 are Jewish Christia ns of Greek
languag e (and possible culture) as distinct from the·E~p atot, i.e., believin g Jews of
Aramaic languag e and purely Jewish culture, the former being Jews of the otaanop a
Twv·E1111tjvwv who had moved to Jerusale m and the latter native born Jews of Jerusalem.11

It is clear that Luke intends a contrast between· E~pa(ouc; and • EAATJYtaTtj<;. The question is
does the contrast extend beyond simple language to culture and perhaps also to religion?
Cohen cautions , on seeing a black and white distinction between native Jews and diaspora n
Jews.
All the Judaism s of the Hellenis tic period, of both the diaspora and the land of Israel ,
were Helleniz ed, that is, were integral parts of the culture of the ancient world. Some
varieties
of Judaism were more Helleniz ed than others, but none was an island unto
..,

Stern, section III, Jewish Traditio ns in Early Christia n Literatu re, vol. 1, (n. p.: Van Gorcum ,
1974), 32. After reviewin g material about the covenan t fidelity of diaspora n Jews and
specific ally the careful observa nce of Mosaic ritual by Philo, Tomson writes , "The halakha,
we may safely conclude, was a vital element of ancient Judaism , in the diaspora at least a
much as in Palestin e. In contrast to what is generall y supposed Philo , the proverb ial repre entative of Hellenis tic diaspora Judaism , appeare d to be one of our more significant witne e , "
Ibid., 47 .
9

William Arndt, and F . Wilbur Gingrich , A Greek-English Lexicon of the ew
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature (BAG) , s .v . '" 1111ri vtaTtj<;," (Chicago:
Univers ity of Chicago Press, 1973) .
10Ibid ., 213.
11
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itself. It is a mistake to think that the land of Palestine preserved a "pure" form of
Judaism and that the diaspora was the home of adulterated or diluted forms of Judaism.12
At least one thing is clear: it is difficult to define the terms used by Luke from historical
sources alone. In reality the best clues to the meaning of the term come from the pen of Luke
himself. He only uses·E.111111vtcrTtjc; one other time in the book (9:29). 13 In this passage Luke
refers to persons who, by their actions, identify themselves to be religiously zealous Jews.
Windisch notes: "Of course, the· E.111111vtcrTaf with whom Paul disputed in 9:29, and who tried
to destroy him, were fanatical orthodox Jews of the dispersion ." 14
The closer context gives sufficient clues to understan d Luke ' s use of the term as
well . From what we have seen, whatever the religious tendencies were of those outside the
land , the Greek-spe aking populace within the land of Palestine appears to be zealous of the
Law (9:29).
Those who dispute with Stephen (6:9) , though not specifically termed hellenists,
,.,.
trace their origins to the diaspora (Alexandria, Cyrene, Cilicia and Asia) and these are the
first to express fierce loyalty to Moses . Again in 21:27 it is "Jews from Asia" who incite the
crowds in Jerusalem with charges against Paul ' s fidelity to Moses and the Temple. Thu ,
although we may not be absolutely certain what the term means because of Luke's wide
variety of meanings, it would seem most likely in the context of Acts 6 and 9 that tho e Je

12 haye J . D . Cohen , From the
Maccabees to the Mishnah, Library of Earl
tianity, ed. Wayne A. Meeks (Philadelphia: The We tminster Pre , 1987), 7.
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who are referred to are faithful to Moses. This being the case, it would seem that the nature
of the problem in 6: 1-7 was really only an overlooki ng of certain widows in a church which
was otherwise unified in its worship and fellowship 15 rather than difference s in culture and
religion. Thus, the term identifies one of the parties in a dispute (which is quickly solved)
rather than the cause of a dispute which results in a division within the Church. 16

Was Stephen

a Hellenist?

Because the understan ding of Stephen's speech is often seen to hinge upon his
alleged hellenism it is appropria te to determine Stephen's relationsh ip to it. The two major
reasons for assuming that Stephen was a hellenist are the nature of his name and the logic of
the situation. First, the name Stephen is Greek which suggests that he was not a Palestinia n
Jew. While some Palestinia n Jews did use Greek names (Andrew, Phillip) none of the others
in the lis...t of seven were used by Palestinia n Jews. 17 Second, it makes good sense to address
the problem of hellenistic widows who were being slighted with hellenistic overseers . The
problem is that Luke nowhere makes this explicit. Tyson cautions:
Martin Hengel, for example, is convinced that all members of the seven were Helleni t
(meaning Greek-spe aking Jews) because they all bore Greek names. There i , in thi
reference , no typically Jewish name, except perhaps that of Philip . Accordin g to him ,
these Christian s came from a group of Jews who had adopted Greek name a well a
Greek speech.
If, however, we confine our attention to the text it elf, the matter be ome far
from certain . For instance, if Luke thought of the even a per on who poke Gr k ,
he did not give any indication of it. . . . They both exhibit familiarit with H bre
cripture . In any ca e, the narrative d e n t give a cl ar ignal ab ut th gr up t
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which the seven belong. 18
Ultimat ely the question of whether Stephen was a hellenis t can not be resolved . What can be
resolved , howeve r, is how Stephen is depicted in the text. The importa nt question is how
Luke portrays Stephen literarily . If Stephen 's identity is importa nt to Luke ' s message we
would expect Luke to make that issue clear; in fact, he does.
Luke never states the Stephen was a hellenis t but he does describe him multiple
times as a man of wisdom and of the Spirit. In the solution to the problem of the widows the
Apostle s asked the people to find "seven men of good reputati on, full of the Spirit and of
wisdom , whom we may put in charge of this task" (6:3) . Stephen , of course , meets the
qualifica tions. Then as Stephen preache s Luke describe s him again in similar terms " And
Stephen , full of grace and power , was perform ing great wonders and signs among the people"

(6:8). Those who dispute with him are "unable to cope with the wisdom and the Spirit with
which he was speaking " (6 : 10) . Before his speech he has a face " like the face of an angel"
(6 : 15), a person who is close to God and reflects some of his glory as a result of being in hi
presenc e (Ex . 34:29). 19 After his speech and defense Luke states that " being full of the Holy

18

Joseph B . Tyson , " Act 6 :1-7 and Dietary Regulat ion in Early Chri tianit '
Perspectives in Religious Studies 10 (1 983): 159 . Though Cadbury feel that the Luke int nd
the meaning Gentiles by hellenis t, he caution that the connect ion b tw en teph n' 11
d
helleni m and hi martyrd om i tenuou . "The connexion b tween th hoi e f th
the controv er y of tephen i not clo e, and it i not tated that the f r ign r at th
nago u of th Libertin i hou ld be called H 11 ni t . Th lo
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Spirit, he gazed intently into heaven" (7: 55a).
As Luke portrays Stephen (even apart from the content of his speech which will
be discussed later) it is clear that he is a man full of the Spirit. Howeve r we are to understand
his actions, Luke sees Stephen not as a renegade theologian who understands more about the
universal nature of God's program because of his culture, but as a man whose wisdom and
words are inspired by God who promised to empowe r his followers in times like these (Luke
12:11; 21:14-15). 20 What Luke would have us see is not Stephen the hellenist, but Stephen the
man of the Spirit.

The Role of Stephen 's "Hellen ism"
Although Luke went to no effort to identify Stephen as a hellenist (and even if he
had it is likely that the term'LU11vLaTa( does not indicate a lax attitude towards the Judaism),
,,.

the tendency still exists to interpret Stephen ' s speech in light of his alleged hellenism. That is,
words and themes which might normally have one significance are given another because of
Stephen 's alleged universal tendencies. 21 Even if Stephen were a hellenist we hould not prejudge his words or add meaning to them which we would not otherwise attribute to hi
peech . Likewise, even though the theme of the geographical spread of the go pel i e plicitl

20

Stephen 's speech "illustrates how a believer was in pired to peak in hi own
defen e; it is an example of the fulfillment of Jesus ' promi e reported in Lk 12 . 11 f. and in
Lk 21. 12-15 . The close links between the two Go pel pa age and that in ct 6. . ff.
confirm that Luke u ed thi dramatic unit to how how the e alt d L r k pt hi pr mi t
the threatened hurch . . . . In thi unit Luke completed another of hi th m and d m ntra ed to hi reader the certainty of the thing in whi h they had b en in tru -t d (Lk 1. 4) ."
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stated early in the book (1:8) we should be careful to let Stephen 's speech interpre t itself.

The Meaning of Stephen 's Defense
The point of Stephen 's speech has been the object of much debate. Is it unrelate d
to the accusati ons brought against him or is it a recital of hellenistic theology? To answer
these question s we will look at the accusations brought against him, and the themes of his
speech.

The Accusat ions against Stephen
The formal charges against Stephen appear to be twofold , including a general
stateme nt (6: 13) and then the specific ation of it (6: 14). Speakin g against this holy place (6: 13)
seems to be defined by Jesus will destroy this place (6: 14), while speaking against the Law

(6: 13) is equivale nt to altering the customs which Moses handed down to us (6: 14). 22
While Luke labels the accusations against Stephen as false (6: 13) , many question
exactly how 23 false they were. The question is a significant one because of its relation hip to

22

Dupont sees an intensification of the charges, "Les lecteurs ont ete prevenu d 'abord
d 'une inculpat ion tres generale . Ses accusate urs disaient : ' Nou l' avon entendu profe rer de
paroles blasphem atoires contre Mo'ise et contre Dieu ' (6 :11) . Le grief devient plu preci au
v. 13 : ' Cet homme ne cesse de proferer des paroles contre le Lieu aint et la Loi.' Enfin la
fo rmulatio n du v . 14 explicite exactem ent !'imputa tion: ' Nou l ' avon entendu dir qu J' u ,
ce azoreen , detruira it ce Lieu et changer ait le coutume que Mo'i e nou a tran mi
'"
Jacque Dupont , " La tructure oratoire du di cour d 'Etienne (Acte 7)," Biblica 66 (19 ):
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Stephen 's speech. To put the issue in different terms, "Is Stephen 's speech meant to refute the
charges against him completely, in part or not at all?" 24 While Stephen 's speech must stand on
its own we can attempt to answer how Luke portrays Stephen 's innocence.
Luke first informs the reader that certain men were "secretl y induced " (unl~CXAov , 6: 11) to bring charges against him. When they are put forward to testify, Luke again
labels them as "false witnesses" (µapTupac; \jJ EU8E1c;, 6: 13). Further, very similar charges
occasionally surface in Acts suggesting that Luke considered them to be a common misunderstanding of the Christia n faith. 25 In 21:28 Paul is accused as "the man who preache s to all
men everywh ere against our people, and the Law, and this place," a charge he had taken
definitive measure s to defeat (21: 20-26). Elsewhe re he is credited with attacks on the Mosaic
Law (18: 13-15; 24:5-9) which he carefully refutes (24: 10-18) before Felix.
Luke also records that the charge involves Jesus, "for we have heard him ay that
this Nazaren e, Jesus, will destroy this place and alter the customs which Moses handed down
to us" (6: 14). These are the same false charges brought against Jesus at hi trial (Matt 26:6061 ; 27:40; Mark 14:57-59; 15:29) .26 "And some stood up and bore false witnes again t him,

replacem ent of the Mosaic system, including the Temple, by Chri t. Mar hall, Acts, 130.
Tou saint agrees, "The other half of the allegation again t Stephen involved the t mp rar
nature of the Mosaic ystem. Undoubtedly he aw the theological impli ation of ju tifi ati n
by faith and the fulfillment of the Law in Chri t. Furtherm ore, if the go p l wa f r the h 1
world (Act 1:8), the Law had to be a temporary arrange ment," Tou aint, Act , 6 -6 .
24
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saying, 'We heard him say, "I will destroy this temple that is made with hands, and in three
days I will build another, not made with hands."' Yet not even so did their testimony agree "
(Mark 14:57-59). Each of the respective Gospel writers indicates that these charges were
false, though only John explains why they were false: "Jesus answered and said to them,
'Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up'. The Jews therefore said, 'It took
forty-six years to build this temple, and will you raise it up in three days?' But he was
speaking of the temple of His body" (John 2: 19-21). If the charges against Stephen are
modeled after those against Christ then it would appear that they are completely false . As
Luke renders the circumstances which precipitate Stephen's speech the reader is encourag ed to
understan d that Stephen is innocent of the charges brought against him. If this is correct, one
would expect the defendan t's words to corrobora te this conclusion .
..;

The Speech of Stephen
· Stephen's speech may appear at first to be not only unrelated to the accusations
brought against him but also a pointless recital of Jewish history. 27 Many have seen Stephen'

and the charges about destroying the Temple). He summariz es, "En comparan t 6: 11 et 6: 12b14, on peut done dire que le but des additions lucaniennes a ete d 'etablir un parallelis me entre
Etienne et Jesus ," Boismard , "Le Martyre D 'Etienne : Actes 6:8- 8:2," 191.
Jesus' other words about the destruction of the Temple (Matt. 24: 1-2; Luke 19:44;
21:5-6) do not ingle out the Temple as an institution which mu t be replaced, but rather link
its destruction with that of the city. "It is primarily the city, and the Temple onl incidentall ,
which i threatened because of its resi tance to God (Lk 13 .34-35; 19.41-44; 21.6)," Doble,
"The on of Man aying in Acts 7.56," 80 . M r imp rtantly, the form of the a u ation
against tephen echo the charge brought again t J e u at hi trial whi h ar a di tortion f hi
di cus ion after the first clean ing of the Temple (Mark 14:5 -59 and John 2: 19- 1).
27
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emphasis upon the blessings of God on people outside the land as an important element in his
speech.

Movem ent outside of Palestine
One possible unifying factor may be the emphasis upon geographical movement
outside of Palestine. This is understood not only as a rebuke to nationalistic Judaism with its
selfish and provincial attachment to the Temple but also as the basis for a universal movement
beyond the bounds of Palestine and Judaism. Scott writes:
The Judaism of Stephen 's day had become increasingly 'place-conscious ,' provincial
and localized in its view of God. Palestine in general, and Jerusalem in particular, had
come to be looked upon as the only places where God could be found and as the full
extent of his earthly activity and concern .... for many first-century Jews, for all
practical purposes, God was little more than a tribal deity of the Hebrews.
Stephen 's speech attempts to show that this notion was both historically and
theologically incorrect. He reminded his listeners of numerous important events of the
history of Israel in which God had appeared and acted outside the geographical borders
o(Canaan, the promised land. 28

qu'acqu iescer," Dupont, "La structure oratoire du discours d'Etienn e (Actes 7) ," 157. 'In
form it is a lengthy recital of Old Testament history, discussing in detail what appear to be
insignificant points and culminating in a bitter attack on the speaker 's hearers. What i the
speaker trying to do? Is the speech rally a defence to the charges brought against him (6: 11,
13 f.)?" Marshall, Acts, 131. Neil concurs, "it is not designed to secure Stephen' acquittal of
the charges brought against him, but to proclaim the essence of the new faith" Neil, The Acts,
116.
28
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The idea howeve r that God's activity outside the land of Palestin e should be a clue that God's
program has now become universa l is problem atic for several reasons. Althoug h much of
Israel's history as recited by Stephen occurs outside of Palestin e, it is clear that the goal of
that moveme nt is toward the land. Abraham only leaves his home because he is promise d a
land of his own (7:3). Althoug h he possesse d none of it, the same land is promise d to his
offsprin g (7:5). The goal of the Exodus as stated by Stephen is that the nation "would come
out and serve Me in this place," a referenc e to Jerusale m and the Temple (7:7), and Israel 's
entrance into the land is accomp anied by a "disposs essing of the nations " (7:45). It is true that
Israel is a nation on the move, but that moveme nt comes to an end with the conques t of her
enemies and rest in Canaan. Rather than simple moveme nt outside the land , the theme is
progres sion toward the land. It is the fulfillment1 9 of what was promise d which is stressed . If a
theme

of universa lism
~

exists in Stephen 's speech it cannot be found in the geograp hical

moveme nts of Israel's history. 30

A defense and refutatio n of the charges
A better understa nding of Stephen 's speech may be that Stephen is actuall
answering 31 the charges levelled toward him . In reality, as Stephen refutes the charge again t

29

L. D . Hurst, The Epistle to the Hebrews : Its Background of Thought. Societ for
ew Testame nt tudies Monogr aph Series 65 (Cambri dge: Cambrid ge Univer it Pre ,
1989), 99. God' program ha not changed accordin g to tephen. I rael' po e ion of th
land and worship at the Temple are pr f f God' faithfuln e to hi promi e .
30
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him he also demons trates how Israel is guilty of them. 32 If this is the case, three emphase s, all
of which intertwi ne, may be seen flowing through his speech: fidelity to the Law, and the
Temple , and the proper understa nding of "this Nazaren e, Jesus." In each of these charges ,
Stephen is seen as faithful while Stephen 's accusers are unfaithf ul. These three emphase s can
all be seen in Stephen 's words in the introduc tion (6: 14), in the conclus ion (7:51-53) and,
through out the body of the speech. Luke clearly sets the stage in the introduc tion (6: 14-7: 1)
when, through the words of the accusers , he announc es this threefol d theme of Jesus, Temple
and Law,
for we have heard him say that this Nazaren e, Jesus, will destroy this place and alter
the customs which Moses handed down to us. And fixing their gaze on him, all who
were sitting in the Council saw his face like the face of an angel. And the high priest
said, "Are these things so?"
These are all included in Stephen 's dramati c conclusi on as well: Temple , (7:48-50); Jesus,
..,

(7:51-52); and Law (7:53).
· Stephen addresse s his audienc e for the most part in the form of a historica l
narrativ e. For this reason he does not deal with each charge fully and then progress to the

become s clearer that the speech in chapter 7 is not evidenc e for the martyr's distincti ve
message . The long speech illustrates how a believer was inspired to speak in hi own defen e;
it is an example of the fulfillment of Jesus' promise s reported in Lk 12. 1 lf. and in lk 21. 1215. The close links between the two Gospel passages and that in Act 6. 8 ff. confirm that
Luke u ed this dramati c unit to show how the exalted Lord kept hi promi e to the threaten d
hurch. The peech wa a Spirit- or Je u -inspired defence (Lk 12. 12; 21. 15 f.
t 6.
10), unprepa red (Lk 21. 14), but eloquen t and characte ri ed by i d m (Lk 21. 1 f.
6. 10) ." Doble, "The on of Man aying in Act 7 .56," 72. f. al Mar hall , ct , l ,
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next but rather emphasi zes various points of Israel's history as they demons trate his various
points. In addition , the three themes are themsel ves inter-rel ated. The Temple is not an
indepen dent instituti on but is given through Moses and much of the material concern ing
Moses really speaks to the theme of Jesus, the "prophe t like me" whom God raised up (7 :37).
Neverth eless we will attempt to summar ize Stephen 's message as he speaks to each of these
issues.

Stephen 's words about the law. The accusati ons against Stephen are worded in
such a way as to describe more than the Mosaic covenan t in particul ar ("This man incessan tly
speaks against ... the Law" 6: 13), but also the revelatio n handed down through Moses
("alter the customs which Moses handed down to us"). The customs from Moses and the Law
in particul ar were the things which constitu ted Israel a nation and set her apart from the
.,

nations. Thus, one's attitude toward the Law and the customs of Moses reflected one ' s
attitude toward the nation and the Law defined the boundar ies of those who desired to be in
the nation . 33 This is why Stephen 's first words concern ing God 's promi e of land to Abraham
immedia tely address the accusati on of his unfaithf ulness to the Law . He look favorabl y on
God 's call of Abraham and the tangible promise of land (7 :3) which define the territory of
the nation . Althoug h Abraham did not possess the land , God promi ed that hi off pring
would inherit it a their own (7 :5) and would "serve Me in thi place" (7 :7), a lik l
referenc e to the Temple. 34 tephen thu approve of God ' individu al dealing
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and sees worship in Jerusalem as a divinely granted fulfillment of the original promise.
Stephen next narrates with approval the giving of the covenant of circumcision to Abraham
and records the "lawfully correct" circumcision of Isaac on the eighth day (7:8). 35
The largest section of this, the longest speech recorded by Luke, is devoted to
Moses (7: 17-44), the giver of the Law. Moses is presented from beginning to end in the most
favorable light; none of his weaknesses are ever mentioned. To the Old Testament statement
that Moses was a "goodly child" (Exod 2:2) Stephen adds "in the sight of God" (7:20)
underscoring the divine approval. Even his murder of the Egyptian and consequent flight to
the desert are cast in the most favorable light (7:23-29). Moses is described as the divinely
approved "ruler and deliverer" (7:35) credited with performing signs and wonders (7:35) who
spoke directly with God at Sinai (7:38). Then, in perhaps his most remarkable and direct
answer to the charge made against him concerning the "customs of Moses," Stephen describe
,;,

the Law which Moses received from God as "living oracles" (116yta swvTa , 7:38). If Stephen
considered Moses and the Law to have been anything except God's gracious gift to be
treasured, he hid his feelings well.

concerning the Temple, "he speaks incessantly against this holy place" and "will de troy thi
place," 6: 13-14) as "this place" (Tonov To0Tov ) would suggest this correlation. The writer of
2 Maccabees uses the same familiar terminology: 2 Maccabees 5: 19-20, "But the Lord did not
choose the nation for the sake of the holy place, but the place for the sake of the nation. 20
Therefore the place itself hared in the misfortunes that befell the nation and after ard
participated in its benefits; and what was for aken in the wrath of the Almight wa re t red
again in all it glory when the great Lord becam r onciled" (NR ) . onzelmann e
tephen' word "and worship me in this place" a a replacement of the
rd f
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3: 12, "you shall wor hip God on thi mountain ." Whatever the original te t a , it i
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Not only does Stephen exalt the "customs of Moses" and exonerate himself, but
also turns the charge against his accusers. He first narrates the historical rejection of the Lawgiver and the Law by the nation and then indicts the present generation with the same crime.
This is first evident as he describes Israel's misunderstanding of Moses first dealings with
them, "And he supposed that his brethren understood that God was granting them deliverance
through him; but they did not understand" (7:25). Consequently they rejected him with the
words '"Who made you a ruler and judge over us?"' (7:27). This key phrase is repeated
again for emphasis (7:35). 36 One of the more direct attacks against the nation's rejection of the
Law comes when it is first delivered (7:38-40). Moses received the "living oracles" from God
and delivered them to the people (7:39); the people "were unwilling to be obedient to him,
but repudiated him, and in their hearts turned back to Egypt" (7:40), and then asked Aaron to
"make {or
us gods who will go before us" (7:41) in obvious rejection of the very first
..,.
commandment. From then to the exile in Babylon the nation was plagued by idolatry, the
most blatant form of disobedience to the Law (7:41-43). Stephen 's most direct criticism of the
people's rejection of the Law comes when he compares their behavior to previous generation ,
"You men who are stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears are always resisting the
Holy Spirit; you are doing just as your fathers did .... you who received the Law a
ordained by angels, and yet did not keep it" (7:51, 53).
Thus , Stephen, unlike his accuser who resi t the Spirit, i full of the pirit (6 : ,
10; 7:55), and, unlike hi accu ers who do not keep the Law, he reverence th La .

diatn
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Although many years later, and in a much different context, Paul would view Spirit and Law
as antithetical, J ervell notes that:
Luke does not separate nvcuµa and voµoc;, charismatic life and observance of the law .
. . . Stephen is characterized as an adherent of the law and as a charismatic-ecstatic
prophet (6:8-15; 7:51-53, 54-60). Suggestive are verses 7:51-53: The nonbelieving
Jews resist the Spirit, which means that they do not keep the law! 37
These words , of course, lead to Stephen's death. Those who bury Stephen are described as
"devout men" (av8pcc; EuAa~E1c;), that is, men who are scrupulously observant about the
Law .38 Thus , Luke shows that, to the very end of Stephen's life, those who honored the Law
also honored him .39

Stephen's words about the temple. Because the priesthood and sacrificial cultus
were given through Moses and rightly belong to the "customs of Moses " the subjects of
Moses a d the Temple cannot be completely divorced from each other. In many ways
Stephen's ~ndorsement of Moses is also an endorsement of the Temple cultus. However ,
Stephen does speak directly to the charge that he "spoke incessantl y against thi holy place'
and that it would be destroyed 40 (6:13-14) . Early in his narrative Stephen emend the te t of

37

J. Jervell , Luke and the People of God (Minneap oli : Aug burg, 1972), 72 .

38

Bultmann describes the ignificance of Eu.Aa~E1c;: At Ac. 2:5 th J w of th
di per ion dwell ing at Jeru alem are called avcpcc; Eu.Aa~E1c;, and tho e who bur t ph n at
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God's promise to Abraham (Gen 15: 13-14) to express God's ultimate intention of the exodus ,
that "they will come out and serve Me in this place" (7:7). Given the wording of the charges
against Stephen, that he "spoke incessantly against this place" (6: 13-14) it is likely that he is
directly answering those accusations. 4 1 Stephen sees the Temple as more than an afterthought
in the mind of God; it has been a fundamental part of his plan for the nation since the earliest
promise s to Abraham .
Despite the idolatrous history of the nation from the exodus to the exile (7 :3943), Stephen affirms that the tabernacle was made exactly according to the plan of God as He
had directed Moses (7 :44). That God was pleased with it as a place of worship is implied by
his driving out the nations of Canaan as the tabernacle accompanied the people upon their
entrance into the land (7:45). This happy tradition continues through the time of David who
found fa.vor
., with God and sought to build another house for God (7 :46). While some charge
that Stephen found the Tabernacle acceptable while repudiating the Temple, 42 he clearly paints
David, with whom , humanly speaking , the original intention to build the Temple was born, in
the most divinely approved terms. He found "favor " (xcip tv) with God (7 :46) .
Some suppose that at this point in the narrative Stephen 's attitude toward the
Temple changes .43 The argument is that while David envisioned a dwelling place (axii wµa ,

41

Boismar d , "Le Martyre D 'Etienne: Actes 6:8- 8:2," 186-89 . For evidence that 'thi
place" is a reference to the Temple ee note number 34 above on page 59 .
42
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7:46), Solomon wrongly built a house (otKoc;, 7:47). First, the 8t of 7:47 is not adversative
indicating a change from an attitude of divine approval to one of disapproval , but merely that
David originated the plan and Solomon fulfilled it. Second, interpreting Solomon's building of
a house as contrary to the divine intention is artificial since this wording corresponds to the
Old Testament references. Solomon states, "So I intend to build a house for the name of the
LORD my God, as the LORD said to my father David, 'Your son, whom I will set on your
throne in your place, shall build the house (otKoc;, LXX) for my name."' 1 Kings 5:5 . 44
Stephen's next words, "However, (d1111a) the Most High does not dwell in
houses ... " (7:48) do clearly indicate a contrast, the exact nature of which , is hotly debated.45 Does Stephen continue in the tradition of faithfulness to the Law and Temple which he
has established thus far in his narrative or does he depart from that view here? Does he stand
with Moses
and the Law or is he now giving new revelation which opposes Moses? Hurst
.,
captures the issue well when referring to these verses (7:47-50) he says, "My question,
however, is this: Does Acts 7 stand in a thoroughly well-precedented prophetic tradition , or

(Dieu n'avait-il pas lui-meme ordonne la construction de la Tente du Temoignage ?), e t an
commune mesure avec le ton agressif des vv. 35-43," Boismard , "Le Martyre D 'Etienne :
Actes 6:8- 8:2," 185-86 .
44 f . al o the original giving of the promi e a well, 2 Samuel 7: 1 and 1
17: 12.
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does it stand as a radical new element in Judaism which transcends anything going before?" 46
Some argue that Stephen's reference to the Temple as "made with hands " (xn ponoL tjTo Lc;) is
deprecatory because the term often refers to idolatry in the Septuagint. 47 We need look no
further, however, for the meaning of the passage than to the words of the one just mentioned,
Solomon himself. The words of Stephen in 7:48 are a virtual paraphrase taken from Solomon' s own dedicatory prayer of the temple, "But will God indeed dwell on the earth? Behold
heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain Thee, how much less this house that I have
built! " (1 Kings 8:27). 48 Certainly Solomon's intent was not to deprecate the Temple which
was being dedicated to God, but to recognize that it was only a place in which the transcendent God had graciously chosen to localize his presence. The God of Israel was not like an
idol which needed a house to protect and preserve him. Whatever the meaning of Stephen's
words is here , he intended that it should be clarified and supported by his next quotation
~

because he introduces it with the words , "as the prophet says " (Ka0wc;

o npo<j>tjTrJ c;

Myn).

These next verses (7 :49-50) are often taken as a testimony to God 's transcendence by which Stephen implies the universal nature of the gospel . God 's program is no
longer limited to Jerusalem but should go to all nations. 49 If this is the interpretation of the
quotation, however , then Stephen has given a different meaning to the words than the original
author did. A closer look at the context of Isaiah (66: 1-6) reveal that the prophet wa not

46

Hur t, The Epistle to the Hebrews, 92.
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speaking derogatorily of the Temple, but rather condemning the people of his day who abused
it. They had forgotten that God looked "to him who is humble and contrite of spirit, and who
trembles at his word" (66:2b). Isaiah continues with the words, 50
He who slaughters an ox is like him who kills a man; he who sacrifices a lamb, like
him who breaks a dog's neck; he who presents a cereal offering, like him who offers
swine's blood; he who makes a memorial offering of frankincense, like him who
blesses an idol. These have chosen their own ways, and their soul delights in their
abominations; (Isa 66:3).
The point is that God is indeed transcendent and free from creaturely restraint, i.e., men
cannot obligate God to them through the means of the Temple cultus. Apart from a heart of
contrition, the best sacrifices are abominable to God. Isaiah made this point more than once in
his prophetic career. 51 Thus, these verses do speak of God's transcendence , but this message
serves as a warning against those who would abuse the Temple, not as a call to abandon the
Temple because Jesus had replaced it or called his followers to go beyond the bounds of
Judaism. 52 Doble paraphrases and evaluates this quotation: "Zeal for God's Temple wa no

50

The rest of the context of Isaiah 66 is extremely relevant to Stephen' ituation. The
whole of Stephen's speech dealt with God's righteous messengers whom I rael had rejected
as also was the case with Stephen himself. Isaiah 66 :5 reads , "Hear the word of the LORD ,
you who tremble at his word : "Your brethren who hate you and ca t you out for my name '
sake have aid , ' Let the LORD be glorified, that we may see your joy '; but it i the who
shall be put to shame." The text of I aiah 66 :6 wa about to find expre ion a well a
tephen was about to directly accuse hi obdurate brother in the mid t of the Temple , "Hark,
an uproar from the city! A voice from the temple! The voice of the LORD , rendering
recompen e to hi enemies! "
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guarantee of loyalty to God. The speech, and the quotation from Isaiah, are directed against
the accusers, not against the Temple. " 53 That Stephen was speaking against abuse of the
Temple rather than the Temple itself is then preferred for the following reasons . This view
demonstrates better continuity of thought in the narrative by expressing divine approval and
veneration of the Temple itself while at the same time turning the same charges against
Stephen's attackers as the ones who were really guilty. This understanding also harmonizes
well with the pattern of Stephen answering the false charges against him . Most importantly, it
allows Stephen's quotations to have the same sense as Solomon and Isaiah intended by them .

Stephen's words about Jesus . At first glance Stephen's speech seems not to

within just a few years (Acts 10) God would clearly reveal to the surprise of Peter and his
contemporaries that Gentiles were accepted just as Jews , but we must be careful not to read
later reveJation back into the speech of Stephen. Weinert makes this point concerning the
Temple: "many scholars even today continue to confuse Luke 's outlook on the Temple with
insights taken from elsewhere in the NT , or else to use only a handful of the more than 60
references to the Temple in Luke-Acts as a basis for generalizations about Luke's attitude
toward the Temple. The results are anything but systematic or complete, and often they are
highly questionable .
As an example, one widely-held and persistent misconception is that Luke basically i
critical of the Temple, and sees this institution as something to be rej ected, destined only for
destruction and replacement by a higher kind of worship . The Lucan basis for thi interpretation, however, is hardly solid or broad . In Acts, it is true that Stephen (7:48-50) and then
Paul (17:24-25) both affirm that God does not dwell within what is mere human handiwork.
For Luke such statements represent a traditional prophetic assertion of God' tran cendence
and freedom from creaturely constraint (cf. Isa 66: 1-2)," Franci D . Weinert, "The Meaning
of the Temple in Luke-Acts," Biblical Theology Bulletin 11 (July 1981): 85 .
53
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involve Jesus at all. As Neil notes, however, "It has been well said that, although the name of
Christ is never mentioned, Stephen is all the while 'preaching Jesus. "' 54 That the person of
Jesus is behind much of Stephen's speech can be discerned from: (1) the emphasis upon him
at both beginning and end, (2) certain direct clues within the speech, and (3) from the literary
style of a long historical recital. Marshall describes the impact of the literary style:
By choosing this style of presentation Stephen was able to show that the present conduct
of the Jews was all of a piece with that of their ancestors and at the same time that God
was still working in the same way as he had done in the past. This means that we may
expect to find a deliberate use of typological language, and it is the case that some of
the language used about Moses suggests a parallel between him and Jesus. Although ,
therefore, Jesus is mentioned only once in the speech (7 :52) . . . a Christian outlook
pervades the speech as a whole. 55
Luke indicates the importance of Jesus in the speech by recording in the beginning that the
charges against Stephen involve not just his view of the Law and Temple but also "this
Nazarene Jesus " (6: 14). At the end of Stephen's speech Jesus is identified as "the Righteous
..,
One whose betrayers and murderers you have now become" (7:52). His reference to Jesus as
the "Son of Man" (7:56) and prayer to Jesus (7:60) emphasize the place of Jesus in both the
thinking of Stephen and in the debate. Finally , an example of a direct clue that Jesus is the
unnamed subject of the speech may be found in Stephen's reference to Moses' mes ianic
prophecy of Deuteronomy 18:15 that "' God shall raise up for you a prophet like me from
your brethren'" (7: 37).
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fulfilled and was being enjoyed by those present. In the same way Stephen identifies Jesus as
the fulfillment of the Messiah who was also promised . As God had been faithful to fulfill the
promise of Land it was not unusual to think He would fulfill the promise of the Son of Man
as well. 56
In the second main section of the speech (7:9-16) involving Joseph , Stephen
begins to show the pattern of opposition to God's leaders. Joseph 's brothers reject him out of
a spirit of jealousy which corresponds to the attitude of the current leadership towards Jesus. 57
Luke also records that "God was with him " (o 81:oc; ~v µn ' mhoO , 7:9), the identical phrase
by which he describes Jesus (10:38). Although Joseph was sold as a slave and experienced
many afflictions (7: 10) God rescued him and eventually used him to rescue his own brothers

(7 : 11-15) . Thus , Stephen shapes the narrative on a humiliation-vindication-glorification
pattern58 which reflects the story of Jesus .
'

The next main character, Moses, provides the greatest reflection of the "Righteous One ." He too was one chosen by God (7 :20) to deliver and rule his people (7:35) .
Stephen breaks the historical narrative which he had established for a word of interpretation
about Moses meant to articulate his main point about his own accusers and audience with the
words, " And he supposed that his brethren understood that God was granting them deliver-

56
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ance through him; but they did not understand" (7:25) . When Moses first attempted to rescue
his brothers they refused him with the harsh words , " 'Who made you a ruler and a judge over
us? " ' (7:27), words which are repeated for emphasis in 7:35. As Stephen portrays Moses
fleeing from Egypt he ignores the reason given in the text of Exodus (Exod 2: 15 , for fear of
Pharaoh) , connecting it with the rejection of the people, making the parallel with Jesus all the
more clear . This Moses was at first rejected by his own, humiliated and then vindicated by
God (7:27-35).
A literary change occurs at 7: 35 from the purely historical narrative to a
rhetorical style. The demonstrative To0Tov , "this " occurs twice in verse thirty-five and
oihoc;, "this one" introduces verses thirty-six through thirty-eight.

59

Each of these verses

emphasize an important part of the Moses/Christ typology. 60 The first clarifies that "This
Moses whom they disowned saying, 'Who made you a ruler and a judge?' is the one whom
~

God sent to be both a ruler and a deliverer . . . " (7 :35). Clearly the nation's response to the
deliverer did not change God ' s intention for him . Next Stephen indicates, "This man led them
out, performing wonders and signs (Tip aTa Kai crriµ t:'ia ) . .. " (7 :36) a parallel to Jesus own
miracle working powers (Tip aat Kai miµ dotc;, Acts 2:22). 61 Once again Stephen empha ize
that the Moses who was destined as ruler and deliver though rejected by hi own, who wa

59
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also a miracle worker, "This is the Moses who said ... 'God shall raise up for you a prophet
like me from your brethren"' (7:37). That is, the points of correspondence between Moses
and Messiah are his appointment as a ruler and deliverer by God, his rejection as such by the
people and his performance of miracles. The climax to this section, however comes with
7:38-39 where Stephen's last "This is the one" statement is found. Moses spoke to God on
the mountain, and received living oracles from God but the fathers were "unwilling to be
obedient to him, but repudiated him and in their hearts turned back to Egypt."
Thus, when Stephen asks rhetorically, and accuses, "Which one of the prophets
did your fathers not persecute? And they killed those who had previously announced the
coming of the Righteous One" (7:52) he has thoroughly demonstrated his case. Both Stephen
and Moses have "announced" (at least typologically , 7:37) the coming of the righteous one
and were rejected by their brothers. Using the pattern of one rejected by his brothers ,
humiliated and yet vindicated by God, Stephen has answered the third part of the charges
brought against him. He has declared that "this Nazarene , Jesus ," (6 : 14) is, in fact, the
Righteous One (7:52) and the "Son of Man" who stands at the right hand of God (7:56).
This concludes the discussion on the defense of Stephen. Hi

peech ha not onl

served to defend himself but also, in each point, to accuse the accu er . He ha demon trated
loyalty to Moses, honored the Temple and recognized and accepted the Me iah. Hi a u r
are found guilty on all count . At thi point we will attempt t define th
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speech. Three major possibilities exist which explain the meaning of the Stephen incident in
reference to the book of Acts: (1) a rejection of Law and Temple, (2) rejection of the Jewish
people and Jerusalem and (3) rejection of the message of Jesus by the leadership.

Rejection of Law and Temple
Neil summarizes this view of Stephen's speech:
He is demonstrating that everything in Israel's past history and experience pointed
forward to God ' s culminating act in his plan for the redemption of the world in sending
Christ. The witness of Abraham, Joseph, Moses and David in one way or another
underlined the transitory nature of existing Jewish institutions and the hollowness of
Jewish claims to have the monopoly of the way to salvation. The presence of God could
not be restricted to one Holy Land or confined in one holy Temple , nor could his Law
be atrophied in the ceremonialism of the Sadducees or the legalism of the Pharisees.
Such a critique . . . was under the guidance of the Spirit, the cause of the next great
advance in the expansion of the Church. 62
As we have seen, however , Stephen's speech demonstrates only the highest reverence and
faithfulness to the institutions of Israel. The Law is held high , being of divine origin (7: 53) 63
and valid (7 :38) .64 Likewise, Stephen's words are not directed against the law per se but, in
the traditions of Solomon and Isaiah , against its abuse by sinful men . In the words of Hur t,
"' A declaration that Jesus means to change and supersede the cultus and the Law of Judaism '
is hardly obvious in Acts 7 and seems to be drawn instead from the 'false' charge of 6: 14. " 65

62

63

eil, The Acts, 116.
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Rejection of Jewish People and Jerusalem
In distinction to the institutions of Israel, are the people and place where they live
an object of rejection? Luke answers clearly in the negative . Although many of the leadership
reject Stephen's message, Luke is careful to inform us just before the speech that the word
kept on spreading and that "the number of the disciples continued to increase greatly in
Jerusalem," to which he adds "a great many of the priests were becoming obedient to the
faith" (6:7). Although the subsequent persecution drives many from the city , the apostles
remain (8:1) and when Luke describes the church in the city some twenty years later, 66 it is
composed of "many thousands of believers" (21:20). While some of the people may have
rejected Stephen's testimony, many did not.
In addition, the leading role of the church of Jerusalem did not seem to be
affected by the martyrdom of Stephen any more than it was by the martyrdom of Jesus. Luke
.;

continues to "use Jerusalem as the hub of the wheel of the church. " 67 The apostles remain in
Jerusalem (8: 1) and the mission to Samaria is legitimized only when the apostles come from
Jerusalem (8: 14-17) . Paul was brought there for confirmation of his calling ( 11: 27) and Peter
reported back to the apostles and brothers in Jerusalem when the door wa opened to Gentile
(11 :4 ff.). Clearly, the most important council in the growth of the early church which
involved the place of Gentiles in the church was decided in Jeru alem (15: 1-29) . Thu
according to Luke the central role played by the church at Jeru alem i ba i all unaff t d b

the Jeru alem Jew , " Hur t, The Epi tle to the Hebrew , 165 r f rring t
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the Stephen incident.

Rejection by the Council of Jesus and the
Spread of the Word
The rejection of Stephen's message by the Sanhedrin is a turning point in the
book, but a turning point which involves a rejection of Jesus by the leadership rather than a
rejection of Judaism by Jesus. That is, this rejection of the message of Jesus involves a
spreading of the word, but not a changing of the word. A modification to the message does
occur in the book of Acts, but when it happens several years later68 it is inspired by direct
revelation (Acts 10-11) and confirmed by Apostolic council (Acts 15). If the scenario
presented here is correct, Stephen did not lose his life because of false doctrine about the Law
or the Temple any more than Jesus did but because, like Jesus, he spoke the truth about his
accusers and who the Messiah was. In fact, the words which Stephen spoke were really not
new and the reaction which they elicited had occurred before as well. The culmination of
Stephen's speech, that (1) Jesus who is the Messiah, (2) was betrayed and murdered by the
Jewish leadership, (3) now stands at the right hand of God (4) as ruler and deliverer and (5)
this is acknowledged by those who do not resist the Holy Spirit but obey him, imply refle t
the major points of Peter's defen e delivered to the Sanhedrin in Act 5.
Act 5:30-32
30 The God of our ance tor rai ed up J eu , whom you had killed by hanging him
on a tree .

Act 7:35, 51-5 , 56
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32 And we are witnesses to these things,
and so is the Holy Spirit whom God has
given to those who obey him."

7:51 "You stiff-necked people, uncircumcised in heart and ears, you are forever
opposing the Holy Spirit, just as your ancestors used to do.

The results are also cast in parallel terms by Luke:
Acts 5:33
But when they heard this, they were cut to
the quick and were intending to slay them.

Acts 7:54
Now when they heard this, they were cut
to the quick and they began gnashing their
teeth at him.

The only factor which seems to have prevented the same outcome for Peter which occurred
with Stephen is that before Peter's enemies could kill him Gamaliel interjected his advice
(5:34-40). His advice, which is included by Luke, plays an important role in how Luke
intends Stephen's death to be understood. Gamaliel commented that twice in the past when
men who had claimed a cause were killed, their followers were scattered and the movements
came to nothing (5:35-38), making it evident that these movements were not of God (5:39).
Luke joyously reports that though in the death of Stephen, many believers were scattered to
Judea and Samaria (8: 1), "those who had been scattered went about preaching the word"
(8: 4). Thus, Gamaliel 's words are used by Luke to confirm the divine approval of the go pel
as it spreads through persecution. Thus, the Stephen incident i a ignificant turning point in
the me sage of the book of Acts becau e it i the cataly t which ignite the pread f th
mes age beyond Jerusalem and into Judea and

amaria. It is fir t tated a a general truth that

many were cattered and began to preach in Judea and amaria and then Philip' mini tr in
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The persecution which spreads the gospel outside of Jerusalem is clearly the result of chapter
seven but it is neither what Stephen was calling for nor the reason for which he was stoned.
The message was the same message which Peter preached, that Jesus was the risen Messiah
and salvation could be found only in Him.

Conclusion
The first issue discussed in this section was Hellenism and its relationship to
Stephen. It was found that in the context of Acts the concept of Hellenism probably implies
little more than the language of the speakers. Those hellenistic Jews which were mentioned in
the account were found to be just as zealous and loyal to the Law as Aramaic speaking Jews.
Furthermore, as he composes the story Luke goes to little effort to paint Stephen as a
Hellenist, preferring to emphasize his character, power and relationship to the Spirit. Though
the Hellenists may have been an identifiable group in the Church they were not a faction
which heralded an avant garde theology. Thus, it is doubtful that Luke 's mention of certain
hellenistic widows in chapter six was a clue by which he intended the reader to understand
any universal overtones to Stephen's speech.
Stephen's speech was a powerful and double-edged sword which both defended
him and attacked his accusers . If his speech was any indication of his theology then he wa
thoroughly faithful with regard to three area : hi view of Mose , the Temple and the
Me siah. While his accusers were the one who di obeyed Mo e , abu ed the Temple and
rejected the Me iah,
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The contribution of the Stephen incident is therefore not difficult to understand. It
plays an essential part of the story which Luke would communicate about the triumphant
spread of the Gospel in the midst of persecution. As a result of Stephen' s death centrifugal
forces are set in motion which result in the first major advance of the Gospel away from
Jerusalem and Judea into Samaria. Essential to understand , however, is that the message is
spread but not changed. Though Stephen did accuse his accusers of rejecting God he never
taught that God had rejected them or spoke of any Gentile mission . That is the territory of
later Pauline theology and is best left in its own chronological and theological setting .

Acts 10:1- 11:18, Cornelius
The critical importance of the Cornelius episode is evident from its length ,
location and theme . Its sixty-six verses make it the longest narrative in the book. 69 The main
geographical location of the episode is Caesarea, the seat of Roman power in the land . The
spread of the gospel there is a an important symbol pointing toward the geographical advance
of the gospel from Jerusalem toward the "ends of the earth" (1: 8; 11: 19 ff.). Together with
Apostolic Decree (Acts 15) it is the most comprehensive statement regarding the ocial and
religiou dilemmas encountered as the M es ianic movement began to embrace both Jew and
Gentile .
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an intermediate step in which it first drops its nationalistic trappings and only then is able to
reach out to Gentiles? That is , did the early church in Jerusalem continue happily in the
traditions of the Law , distinguished from other Jewish parties only by their belief about Jesus
as Messiah, or did they question the place of Judaism in the new order, proclaiming a nonJewish message? Scott holds to the latter understanding , alleging that the church struggled
early with its relationship to Judaism and that those questions are answered decisively with the
Cornelius incident.
As the primitive community struggled with its self-understanding in relation to
Judaism it faced two basic issues: (1) Who is Jesus, and ... . (2) What place were
contemporary (first-century) Jewish traditions, attitudes and observances to have in the
new faith? 7 1
Some argue that this discussion, and the story of Cornelius , really begins with a tanner named
Simon.

The Significance of Simon the Tanner
Because a tanner had contact on a daily basis with the skins of dead animals,
some modern interpreters have thought them to be unclean in violation of the Law (Lev
11: 31-40). Peter's willingness then to associate with a man of such an occupation is interpreted as a softening in his loyalty to Moses. Neil interprets: " ... this man's trade is mentioned ,
not merely to distinguish him from Simon Peter , but perhaps also to point to another break

Gentiles into the community and serves as a part of the later justification for the Gentile
mi sion as a whole. But just what role does it play in the total cheme of the de elopm nt of
the elf-understanding of the early Christian ?" J . Jul iu cott, Jr. "The orneliu In ident in
the Light of it Jewi h etting," Journal of the Evangelical ociety 34 (1991): 477 .
71
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with the restrictions of rigid Judaism: Peter lodges with a man who handled skins of animals
which were technically unclean. "72 This understanding is hardly likely, though , for several
reasons . First, Luke portrays Peter as one whose loyalty to Moses is unflinching. His
threefold protest to the thought of eating "unclean" animals is testimony that he was not
questioning the place of Moses at least in his own personal practice ( 10: 14-16). Second , the
prohibitions involving the uncleanness of dead animals only applied to those which died of
natural causes (Lev 11 :31 ff.) , otherwise, even the priests would have been rendered unclean
in their normal duties of sacrifice! As long as the tanner avoided the carcasses of animals
which had died on their own he would be as clean as the next Israelite. Finally , historically,
tanners were not considered unclean by first century rabbis. The occupation was somewhat
despised, but only for practical, not for moral or religious, reasons. Because the process of
tanning required
acid , the tanner worked daily with animal dung .73 Thus , while the tanner
,.,.
may have been on the lower end of the social scale he was not a religious outcast. This understanding seems to agree better with Luke's message of the gospel finding a home with the
poor and the lowly. Peter 's decision to reside with Simon is probably not an evidence of a
soft attitude toward the Law .74

72

Neil, Acts, 136.

73

Jeremias describes the trades of the tanner and dung collector which were pra ti ed
al o in Jerusalem, a ones which were "certainly not considered di honourable, but wer

repugnant especially because of the foul smell connected with them. Dung-collector and
tanners went together, ince the former collected the dung needed for fulling and tanning. If
anyone engaged in one of the three trade in thi Ii t, hi wife had the right t laim di r
before th court, and to be paid the um of money which had been a ured h r in th
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The Place of Cornelius in Relation to Judaism
Luke clearly describes Cornelius as a pious follower of the God of Israel. What
is not so clear is exactly where along the Jewish/Gentile spectrum he belongs. 75 The discussion revolves around the meaning of the significant terms with which Luke describes
Cornelius such as devout (EuaE~~c;) and Godjearing (cpo~ouµcvoc; Tov 8cov ). Do these terms
describe Cornelius as a member of a distinctive class of Gentiles which were attracted to the
synagogue and adopted the Jewish religion or, differently, do they merely depict his character
as pious? Lake asks the question well: "The point at issue is to what extent cpo~ouµcvot Tov
8c6v is a technical description of the non-Jewish fringe attending the Synagogue, or is merely

an honourable epithet applicable to Jew, Gentile, or Proselyte, as the context may decide. " 76
Luke uses two similar participles (or participial phrases) in his work, fearing God
(cpo~ouµiyoc;
_, Tov 8cov ) and worshiping God (crc~oµfvoc; Tov 8c6v ), the former five and the

latter77 six times. The first two instances (10:2, 22) describe Cornelius himself while the third

(10:35) seems to refer generally to pious individuals in any nation . The last two instances
which involve cpo~ouµcvoc; (13: 16, 26) could either be appositives referring to faithful Jews

whether Peter was ever worried by such scruples, and hence whether Luke intend to record a
step forward in his liberation from them," Marshall, Acts, 180.
75

Tho e Gentile which were attracted to Judaism and cho e to convert to it full
adopted the Jewi h way of life and took the final step of conversion, namely, circumci i n .
According to biblical and rabbinic law the e Gentile were con idered in all re pe t Je i h
and were termed proselytes, BAG, .v. "npoaTlAUToc; , " and Kir opp Lak , "Pro el te and
od-fearer " in The Beginning of 'hri tianity, Part One : The ct of th
po tl , ed . F.
J . oake , and Kir opp Lake ( rand Rapid : Baker Book Hou e, 19 6) , 4 : 0- 4 . Luk
thi term to de cribe thi cla o people el ewh re (Act 2: 11 ; 6: and 1 :4 ), and, d
apply it to orneliu , who wa , of cour e, n t circum i ed ( 11 : ) .
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or to Gentile adherents to the synagogue. 78 The significant factor in Acts 13, however, is that
Luke describes the same people with both terms, cpo~ouµEv0<; and crE~oµtvoc;.

79

In addition,

crc~oµtvoc; is used adjectivally to describe the well-fixed term proselyte (npocrriAuToc;).

80

Since proselyte does refer to a class of individuals which are fully converted to Judaism ,
crc~oµtvoc;, must have the meaning of piety or zeal rather than a class of individuals which

are not fully converted. Wilcox summarizes the data:
In Acts, then, ot <po~ouµEvot Tov 8cov would seem to refer to "the pious"
amongst the Jewish community, whether Jew or Gentile, proselyte or "adherent". This
in turn fits with the fact that the phrase occurs only in that part of Acts in which the
thought of the specifically Jewish mission is uppermost . . . . Cornelius would thus be
one who has adopted the piety proper to the Jews. The term cpo~ouµcvoc; Tov 8Eov -if
a technical term at all-denotes one who is especially devout. 81
What can be affirmed about Cornelius then is at least that he was righteous,
pious, and worshipped the God of Israel. He gave alms to the nation of Israel , prayed

78

""Av8pcc;'Icrpa17XtTat Kal o1 <po~ouµEvot Tov 8cov, aKoucraTE," (13:16)"
"Av8pcc;
a8EA<po(, u1ol ytvouc;, A~paaµ Kal ol EV uµ1v <po~ouµEVOl TOY 8EOV
... " (13 :26) .
79

Cf. 13: 16, 26 (<po~ouµcvoc;) and 13 :43 ( crE~oµtvoc;). LE~oµtvoc; is also used in
13:50 referring to religiously zealous, but, as far as the gospel is concerned , misguided ,
women. This only serves to expand the semantic range of the term and call into question it
technical meaning as a particular class of individuals. As Kraabel says, "The fact that Luke
can use two terms suggested that he did not believe he was using technical terminology " A .
T . Kraabel , "Greeks , Jews , and Lutherans in the Middle Half of Acts," Harvard Theological
Review 79 (1986) : 151.
80
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f. the discussion on npocrri11uToc;, a a technical term in note 75 above.
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continually (10:2), influenced those around him toward Yahweh (10:7, 24, 44), and was
therefore "well spoken of by the entire nation of the Jews" (10:22). 82 Yet because he had not
taken the final step of proselytization, i.e. circumcision, he was still a Gentile and therefore
unclean. 83 Whether he observed the Sabbath, and kept the kosher laws, though possible and
perhaps likely, is not made clear by Luke.

Peter's Vision: The Possibilities of Meaning
Luke records that the original vision left Peter "greatly perplexed" and "at a
loss" as to what to think (10: 17). He has not been alone in his bewilderment. The point of
greatest confusion is that while the vision deals with foods, Peter and the Jerusalem believers
understand it to refer to people. 84 If (1) the vision had involved people and Peter applied it to
people or (2) if the unclean animals of the vision were applied to Peter's eating of unclean
foods then the application would easily flow from the vision. The mixture of foods and
people, however has caused Conzelmann and others to assert that

82

"These individuals, 'God-fearers,' worshiped Yahweh only, practiced imageless
worship, attended the synagogue, observed the Sabbath and food laws , and conformed to
other basic elements of Jewish law and tradition" Scott, "The Cornelius Incident in the Light
of its Jewish Setting," 478 , n. 14.
83

E. Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles: A Commentary, trans. Ba il Blackwell
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press , 1971), 346. Cf. also Lake, "Pro elyte and Godfearers," 74-96 . Kuhn quotes from the M ishnah and then put the place of the "god-fearer" in
per pective, "' A goy who keeps the Torah is of much greater value in God' ight e en than
the high-prie t him elf' ( . Lv ., 18, 5 etc.) .. . . Neverthele , the predominant e luation of
the D ntv ~~-, in Rabbinic Judaism i unfavourable" G. Kuhn, ' npoatjAuToc;, " TDNT, 6:74 1.
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Luke found the vision somewhere else (he did not construct it himself) and inserted it
here . . . . The original intention of the vision does not conform with Luke 's use of it.
Its original point did not have to do with human relationships (Jews and Gentiles) , but
with foods-that is, with the issue of clean and unclean (cf. vs 15b) .85
Assuming, however, that Luke has recorded the facts accurately and that the application to
people is appropriate from the vision of animals, how are we to understand the incident? Two
proposals are offered: "a reference to food and then people" and "a reference just to people ."

A Reference to Food and Then People
Explanation and support of the view
The first proposal actually sees two major issues unfolding in the Cornelius
incident: the abrogation of the food laws of Israel and a consequent reaching out in the
Gentile mission. Though these are two distinct issues they are combined here by Luke
because, in this view, one is a natural consequence of the other . The view holds that God fir t
announced the end of the food laws for Israel through the vision to Peter . Then, ince the
food laws , which were a major barrier to Jew/Gentile relations had been broken down, the
expansion of the mission to the Gentiles was a much smaller theological and practical tep . If
the Jew no longer had to concern himself with avoiding pork then he could freely mingle with
Gentiles who ate pork and could preach the go pel to them a well . Thu , the Gentile mi 10n
a theological deduction based upon a literal under tanding of the vi ion .
upport for the literal under tanding of the vi ion i mar hall d b Dib liu
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cites the reference to the setting of the vision.
In the first place, we are told in 10.10 that Peter became hungry and wanted to eat.
This suggests that the command "kill and eat" is meant quite literally and that the food
from heaven, which is intentionally mixed with unclean animals , is to serve as earthly
food. 86
Literal hunger on the part of Peter however, hardly implies a literal understanding of the
vision. After all, God's command to "kill and eat" can hardly be taken literally as Dibelius
insists simply because one can not "kill and eat" a vision . The significance of Peter's hunger
rather seems to accentuate the certainty of his response. That is, much like the hunger of
Jesus at his temptation (Matt 4:2-4) emphasized his resolve to resist the thought of bread , so
also Peter's resistance is all the more clear in light of his desire for food. 87 The hunger of
Peter provides a meaningful background for his emphatic refusal to eat the food and thus
sharpens the contrast in the dialogue between Peter and God , which seems to be the critical
part of the vision incident. 88
· A second line of support for a literal understanding of the vision is given by
Dibelius: "Next, the account of the vision (11 :5-10) , which is given in Peter 's defence

eem

to supply the direct answer to the reproach in 11. 3 that Peter ha eaten with the uncircumcised: obviously , this has involved eating that which is unclean . " 89 The problem with thi
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Dibelius , Studies in the Acts of the Apostles , 112.
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support, however, are at least twofold: textual and historical.
Dibelius has to qualify his assertion with the words "obviously, this has involved
eating that which is unclean," because the text does not do so. 90 The accusation of the
brethren in Jerusalem was not directed toward what Peter ate, but rather , with whom he ate ;
not his menu but his companions. Our misunderstanding of the sociology and culture of the
first century has caused us to misread "you ate with them" as shorthand for "you ate unclean
food." The distinction in Jewish society however was clear and significant. 91 Because a
common table was the best expression of fellowship (cf. 2:42-46) , Peter had taken unclean
Gentiles into an intimate fellowship by sharing meals and this was judged as inappropriate by
his peers. Simply eating with Gentiles was a significant charge by itself and does not
necessitate that Peter ate unclean food . This understanding is also corroborated textually by
Peter' s itlitial objections upon entering Cornelius ' house . His misgivings did not involve food
-<'
fo r the thought of eating was surely far from Peter's mind at that point. 92 His concern was
simply being in the house of a Gentile and associating with him. "And as he talked with him
he entered , and found many people assembled . And he said to them , ' You yourselves know
how unlawful it is for a man who is a Jew to associate with a fo reigner or to visit him .

'"

(10:27-28).
Furthermore, to assert that Peter was non-kosher because he ate in the home of

90
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Cornelius, one must assume first that Cornelius ' household was non-kosher. As we have seen
before93 by the way Luke describes Cornelius ' attachment to , and reputation among , the
Jewish nation it is quite possible that he followed the food laws. It is, of course , also possible
that he did not keep a kosher kitchen, but the point to be made is that if Cornelius ' nonkosher kitchen is a critical point in understanding the meaning of the vision as Dibelius would
make it , then we could at least expect Luke to make the point certain. Therefore , what is
certain from a textual standpoint is that we can not assume that Peter was non-kosher when he
ate with Cornelius . In addition, and this brings us to our next point which is historical , it was
possible for a Jew to eat in a kosher way even at a non-kosher table.
Several historical possibilities can be suggested . Even if Cornelius ' kitchen was
not kosher, it is hard to imagine that one so sympathetic toward the Jewish nation would be so
insensitive, as to offer his guest (for whose arrival he had four days to prepare and at whose
feet he fell at their first meeting!) unclean food . Sanders addresses the question of how a Jew
could see a Gentile socially :
One answer was to eat Jewish food . We do not hear that vessels in which pork had
been cooked were a problem , and it seems to have been only the actual food that
constituted a difficulty. The king in Aris teas had Jewish food prepared , pre umably in
the regular kitchen . All a Gentile would have to do to entertain a Jewi h friend would
be to buy meat and wine from a suitable source. It wa not nece ary to have a eparate
set of Jewish dishes and utensil .94
ven if
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wine, and preferably bring your own food. " 95 Or as Daniel handled himself, drink only water
and eat vegetables!
In summary the textual and historical evidence would suggest that what both
Peter and his fellows in Jerusalem objected to at first blush was his company rather than his
menu. Therefore if there is little evidence to suggest that Peter violated the laws of kashrut it
is especially ill-advised to posit on this basis that Peter understood the vision as a literal
abrogation of the food laws of Moses.

Criticism of the view
Our first criticism of this view is that it is unnecessarily complicated or perhaps
just unnecessary. That is, the proposition of "if the Gentile mission, then the end of the Law"
is simply untrue . The Mosaic law in general and the food laws in particular did not stand in
the way of the mission to the Gentiles. The abrogation of Moses was not a necessary step on
the way to the Gentile mission. 96 To be sure, the Law did serve to make Israel distinctive and
the food laws in particular did regulate and sometimes restrict interaction between Israel and
her neighbors. Yet, ". . . there is a fundamental difference between the OT concept of I rael
as Yahweh's 'special treasure' and the second commonwealth Jewish insistence upon I rael a

95
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onversation Continues, festschrift presented to J . Loui Martyn, ed . , Robert Fortna and
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his exclusive concern with privileges that could not be shared. " 97 The attitude towards
Gentiles fostered in the O Id Testament was one of compassion and openness. 98 Indeed , Israel 's
mission given upon the very establishment of the law was that she would be a light to the
Gentiles (Exod 19:6)! It was not until the experience of Gentile domination beginning with the
destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B. C . and continuing through the intertestamental period with
the threat of Hellenism from the fourth century onward that the Jewish attitude toward
Gentiles began to harden. This stimulated the growth of protectionist and isolationist barriers
against all but the most necessary of Gentile associations.
The OT commands include circumcision, Sabbath observance, and kosher regulations .
During the intertestamental period special emphasis was placed upon these three and
other prohibitions , including restrictions upon dining companions (an issue specifically
raised in Acts 11 :3). They had been turned first into instruments for protection of
racial , cultural , national and religious identity and then into emblems of Jewish superiority, privilege and exclusivism. Post-Biblical Judaism displayed a variety of attitudes
toward non-Jews, almost all negative. Gentiles were godless , idolatrous , unclean and
rejec ted by God . Dealings with them made Jews unclean. 99
It was not the Law which stood in the way of the Gentile mission, rather it was the xenophobia which had developed since the close of the Old Testament, and this attitude could be
addressed apart from the abrogation of Moses . 100
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Scott, "The Cornelius Incident in the Light of its Jewish Setting," 476.
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Cf. fo r example, Exod 23: 9; Lev 19:33-34 and 23:22. According to Number
15:14-16 a Gentile who was so inclined could even bring acrifice to the Temple in the am
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In reality, the Old Testament foresaw the accomplishment of the Gentile mission
not apart from, but by means of the Law. Isaiah prophesied:
and many peoples shall come, and say: "Come, let us go up to the mountain of the
LORD, to the house of the God of Jacob; that he may teach us his ways and that we
may walk in his paths." For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the
LORD from Jerusalem (Isa 2:3).
It was precisely when Israel obeyed the Law that she would be a light to the nations as Isaiah
says again, "Listen to me, my people, and give ear to me, my nation; for a law will go forth
from me, and my justice for a light to the peoples (51:4). And it was Jesus who said, '"My
house shall be called a house of prayer for all the nations'" (Mark 11: 17). Finally, Paul
looked to Isaiah 49:6 as justification for the mission through Israel to the Gentiles as well

(13: 47). The end of the Law was not a necessary prerequisite to the Gentile mission. 101
A second criticism of the view involves the unity of the Law. If in fact the vision
signals the end of the kosher guidelines, then the implications go well beyond food laws. The
principle of "to transgress in one point of the law is to transgress the whole" (James 2: 10 and
Gal 3: 10) is based on the unity of the Law . It was given as a single covenant to the nation

breaking a social custom but not necessarily Old Testament law. "If ... we suppose that
Luke deliberately chose d0tµt TO<; rather than the more specific avoµo<; precisely becau e it
had a more general meaning, it may express his awareness that the distinction between clean
and unclean was seen to be part of the order of things, a matter of ingrained cu tom and
practice, rather than the result of a legal prescription. If so, then the effect of the i ion i not
to contravene the law as such but to challenge what Luke knew to be the common Jewi h
practice of segregation from Gentiles . Certainly it contradicts the view of the Jamnian age
and what wa probably the view of pre- 70 Phari ai m a well a the practi of man oth r
Jew , but the law as uch i not at take . If thi i what Luke mean then what i oth r i
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which could not be subdivided at will. It would be impossible for one part of the Law to have
been terminated and the rest to have remained. Scott recognizes that "The issue is not just
foods and associates, or even the whole of kasrut, but the entirety of the system that both
maintained Jewish distinctives and separated them from Gentiles. " 102 Thus if the food laws
had indeed been abrogated by this vision, then the rest of the law had been terminated by it as
well, including the Temple and sacrifices, tithes and offerings, the feasts and celebrations and
in short, the distinctive way of life as prescribed by Moses. This is not an unthinkable
situation, and indeed we would hold it to be true-from God's point of view. However , the
issue to be determined here is what did Peter and Cornelius understand about the end of the
law? And, once again, as we seek to determine the answer to this question the later revelation
about the incompatibility of the Old and New Covenants from Hebrews can not be projected
back upon the understanding of earlier generations without good reason. This incident could
be the revelation from God to Peter that the Old Covenant has been abrogated but it might
also simply be revelation from God to Peter that the doors of salvation are now winging open
to Gentiles. 103 Our point in this context is that if God was speaking to the i ue of the
abrogation of the food laws then any Jew would have immediately realized the unmi takable
implications for the entire law . It is difficult to overestimate the gravity of thi tea hing and
the effect it would have had on the Jeru alem church. It would have effectivel tak n th
Jewi hne
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laity and leadership of the nation. 104 The problem is that nothing in the narrative indicates that
Peter, his fellows , the believers or unbelievers in Jerusalem understood it this way . As
Haenchen notes, " ... the men of Jerusalem do not infer 'So now we can eat unclean food as
well' , but ' So God has given repentance unto life to the Gentiles also."' 105 Likewise , the flow
of the rest of the book, Acts 15 and 21 in particular, would argue against this understanding . 106 All of the indications suggest that the subject in chapter 15 is the place of the law in
the life of the believing Gentile not Jew. The relationship of the Jew to the Law is never
discussed because the leadership takes it for granted that the Jews are still under the authority
if the Law . If this understanding is missed in chapter 15, Luke clarifies the distinction
between Jewish and Gentile obligation to the Law in chapter 21. James calls upon Paul to
demonstrate his fidelity to the Law while giving the disclaimer that of cour e according to the
apostolic C:ouncil (Acts 15) Gentiles are not obligated to keep the Law .

A Reference Just to People

If we were to interpret the vision alone (10:9-16) apart from its context we would
agree that the meaning probably referred to the cancellation of the food laws. A great heet i
lowered fro m heaven containing both 107 clean and unclean animal which Peter i

ommand d

to kill and eat. It appear that the di tinction between clean and unclean of Leviti u 11 ar
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being annulled. Like most other biblical visions, however, only the divine interpretation can
assign the correct meaning. That interpretation is provided by Luke in the rest of the
Cornelius narrative 108 where he consistently and only applies it to people rather than foods or
the Law. With sensitivity to the literary development of the story Tyson insightfully writes :
But Luke has . . . refused to interpret Peter' s vision as an annulment of the food
laws . That point is borne out in the so-called apostolic decree in Acts 15.20 (cf. 15. 29 ;
21. 25), which seems to impose some dietary regulations on Gentiles. This is a
notorious problem for those who think that the vision of Peter constitutes an annulment
of the laws of kashrut. . . . Despite the indications in his own narrative , Luke refuses
to say that the food laws have been abolished or altered . 109
Haenchen argues that the vision as it now stands does not refer to foods and "Expositors
would not have thought of interpreting the vision in terms of food (the actual text sees it only
in terms of men!) if 11.3 had not emboldened them to do so. " 110 That the vision is understood
in a figurative sense "is the conclusion of most of the more recent commentators with regard
to 10 :28b /' according to Dibelius. 111 But one may ask, How can the vision not refer to the
annulment of the food laws? Wilson explains :
A vision which is aimed at teaching something does not necessarily have the same
content as the problem to which it refers . That is , visions can have parabolic significance . The vision of foods and the twofold command and refusal may originally have
been intended to teach Peter something about clean and unclean men. Because Peter'
vision is to do with eating, this does not narrow its terms of reference to the problem of
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foods. It may be a parable whose terms of reference are much wider. 11 2
Thus, according to this view the vision, though cast in terms of animals, is intended to be
understood figuratively and applies only to people. It thus provides divine encouragement for
Peter to begin the Gentile mission and, contrary to the previous view, it does so without
reference to Israel's obligation to the Law. The basis for this type of meaning is discovered in
Luke's careful interpretation of the vision in the continuing narrative of 10: 17-11: 18. We will
now seek to validate this view through the interpretation of the remainder of the text.

The literary presentation of the vision
Although Peter's experience involved only a vision of foods rather than literal
foods, Luke records that he became hungry while those in the house prepared for a meal. As
mentioned previously, against Dibelius, this does not necessarily imply that the vision was
_,

intended literally to apply to foods. Rather, Peter's hunger may function in a literary way to
heighten his· response in the dialogue of the vision. That is, even though Peter was hungry and
thus presumably was tempted to eat, he instantly recoiled at the thought of eating unclean
food and refused to comply, showing his absolute fidelity to the food laws .
The text states that in the sheet were "all (rravTa) kind of four-footed animal
and crawling creatures of the earth and birds of the air" (10: 12) . M o t likely Peter aw both
clean and unclean animals in front of him . 113 Some have asked whether Peter could not ha e
killed and eaten one of the clean animal and not violated the Law . Bru e
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this is particularly important when we recall the practical way in which he had immediately to
apply the lesson of the vision." 114
The dialogue which follows is short, involving only an initial command by God ,
a response by Peter and a final statement of principle given by God. God's command of
"Arise, Peter, kill and eat," is met with an immediate and emphatic refusal by Peter, "By no
means, Lord, for I have never eaten anything unholy and unclean." Peter's polite but
emphatic refusal to eat should not be considered as belligerent but as an appropriate expression of fidelity. The statement serves as a foil for God's response in which he concludes the
dialogue with a general principle, "What God has cleansed, do not call common"
£Ka0aptaEV

au µ~ KOlVOU,
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Peter's response and the arrival
of Cornelius' men
~

If the message of the vision was the cancellation of the food laws , it was lost on

Peter. Luke tells us he was clueless about the meaning of the vision, "he was greatly
perplexed in mind as to what the vision which he had seen might be. " The word 8tanoplw
means "be greatly perplexed , at a loss ... lv

tauT4i

in one's own mind Ac 10:17."
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Luke ,

however, means to interpret the vision for the reader as he notes the providential arrival of
the men from Cornelius at the very moment Peter is wondering about the meaning of the
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vision, "Now while Peter was greatly perplexed in mind . .. the men who had been sent .
appeared at the gate" (10: 17) . Clearly the answer to Peter' s conundrum involves men,
namely, god-fearing Gentiles. 11 7 And just as Luke makes this providential connection clear to
the reader ( 10: 17-18), God makes the connection clear to Peter ( 10: 19-21) . The narrative
returns here (10 : 19) to Peter with the genitive absolute (while Peter is still ruminating about
the meaning) the Spirit encourages him to meet the men and go with them "without misgivings ." Clearly, the command by the Spirit signals the reader that Peter still does not understand the point of the vision. Not until Peter arrives in the house of Cornelius does Peter
articulate the meaning of the vision. 11 8

Peter ' s arrival at Cornelius' house
When Peter greets the family of Cornelius he immediately acknowledges that his
very presence in the house is a serious breach of Jewish custom, but that he has done so
because of God ' s revelation "that I should not call any man unholy or unclean" (1 0 :28). For
the first time , Peter articulates the meaning of the vision and clearly under tands it in term of
men . Evidently the greatest obstacle which Peter had to overcome in the story wa hi
reticence to associate with and vi it within the house of a Gentile. 119 At thi point Peter till
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does not understand that he is to preach the gospel to his host (10:29), much less eat with him
(10:48) and yet already the message of the vision has been articulated by Luke as the catalyst
for the Jew to associate with a Gentile. 120

Peter's message to Cornelius
A clear and appropriate emphasis in Peter's speech is the universal nature of the
gospel. He now recognizes that God does not show partiality but "in every nation the man
who fears Him and does what is right, is welcome to Him (10:34-35). He notes also that
Jesus Christ is Lord of all (10:36) and finally that "everyone who believes in Him receives
forgiveness of sins" (10:43). This accords well with the fact that God calls no man unclean.
However, the particularist nature of Peter's message is also emphasized. The Jewish context
of Jesus' ministry is featured. Peter begins with the fact that this word was sent "to the sons
of Israel " ( 10:36). As he continues he repeatedly mentions the Jewish regions of Jesus '
ministry , " throughout all Judea (01111c; T17c; 'Iou5a(ac;), starting from Galilee" (1 0 :37), "in the
land of the Jews and in Jerusalem " (10:39). The message starts with the baptism of John
(10:37) and news of the resurrection is given to " all the people " (TQ AaQ, i.e., Jewish people,

acceptance of domestic hospitality . In this reciprocal exchange of hospitality, Simon the tanner
is Peter's host (9 :36; 10:6 , 17-18, 32; 11: 11) ; Peter (and Simon) are host to Corneliu '
emis aries (10: 17-23a); and Cornelius (and his household) play ho t to Peter and hi companions (10:24-48; 11 :3, 12- 17) . For the Gentile family of Corneliu , like the ompan of J
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10:42). The message is confirmed by "all the prophets" (10:43). Comparing this speech to the
other speeches in Acts, Tannehill notes the uniqueness of it.
This story of the Jewish Messiah is placed in a universal frame, which affirms God 's
acceptance of Gentiles as well as Jews. The speech thereby becomes an affirmation of
the significance of the Jewish Messiah for Gentiles also. Jesus, however, does not cease
to be the Jewish Messiah in this sermon to Gentiles. He is the Jewish Messiah who
graciously offers the benefits of his peaceful reign to all, thereby becoming "Lord of
all" (10:36). 121
Thus, Israel has not been set aside here for the sake of the Gentile mission, but is in fact the
very channel of that mission. 122 This is not to deny the reality of the rejection of Messiah by
most of the nation. Clearly a majority of the Jews not only rejected the Messiah himself but
became confirmed in that decision as they rejected again and again the later preaching of
Messiah by his followers (Acts 7). This, however, should not obscure the fact that Peter
understands that God is reaching out to Gentiles through the believing remnant of Jewish
disciples (Acts 10:41-42). 123

121
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While Peter was still speaking the Holy Spirit was poured out on the Gentiles
who began to speak in tongues . This has rightly been called the Gentile pentecost, as Peter
says , they "have received the Holy Spirit just as we" (10:47) . 124 Peter then resides in the
house of Cornelius for a few days , presumably to instruct them in the faith . The news of this
soon reached and rocked Jerusalem.

Peter ' s explanation before the Jerusalem leaders
The first point to be clarified here is the nature of the group which "took issue
with Peter" (11 :2). The RSV translates ot EK m:pLToµfj c; (11 :2) as "the circumcision party"
as though only a particularly strict sect of the leadership was concerned . 125 When a situation
does arise , though, which involves a conservative section of the Church (Acts 15) Luke
knows how to identify a conservative group and calls them "Pharisees " (15 :5). In this context
(especially: 10:45 ; 11 :2, 3) where the main concern is the difference between those who are
circumcised ·and those who are not , it seems likely that Luke is simply identify ing the whole
congregation in terms which point to the issue of the moment. 126 Haenchen says "this appellation (cf. 10.45) explains the attitude of the primitive congregation towards the 'uncircumci ed '
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mentioned in verse 3. " 127
The charge which is brought against Peter is also significant. Interestingly, the
Jerusalem leadership objects neither to the salvation of the Gentiles , nor to their baptism, but
once again, to Peter's association with them, "'You went to uncircumcised men and ate with
them,"' (11 :2). This was, of course, Peter's main objection to the whole affair as well as
Luke has conveyed the story. 128 Once again, Luke retells the salient points of the story, not
only for emphasis but also to demonstrate that the eventual acceptance of the mission to the
Gentiles was not merely initiated by God and approved by Peter but also confirmed by the
entire mother church at Jerusalem as well. Their response is instructive: they "quieted down,"
that is , dropped their objections to Jewish associations with Gentiles and recognized that "God
has granted to the Gentiles also the repentance that leads to life" ( 11: 18) .

Conclusion
We have found that the abrogation of the Law was not a prerequisite to the
Gentile mission. The abrogation of something was necessary however to launch the Gentile
mission and that was the misplaced xenophobia of Judaism which had developed in the
intertestamental period and was a fundamental misunderstanding of the Law. However
traditional it may be to see the end of the food laws in the Peter 's vision, Peter and Luke have
not interpreted the vi ion in this way. What is stated in the narrative i that no man i n
hi is the es ence of the tory a Luke ha recounted it for hi reader. Dib liu
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Luke does not regard Cornelius as the main character, and Cornelius' adoption of the
Christian faith is not the essential content of the story; it is Peter whom we find in the
centre of the narrative from Acts 10.1 to 11.18, Peter, his newly acquired knowledge
and his defence of it. For, obviously, the insertion of the paragraph 11.1-18 is intelligible only if seen from this point of view. It is not the centurion's belief which is being
proved, but the apostle's right to enter the houses of uncircumcised men-and then not
in order to convert the uncircumcised to Christ, but in order to eat with them. This new
truth is expressly proclaimed at the end of the paragraph in question: "Thus God has
granted to the Gentiles also a repentance unto life" ( 11: 18). . . . This is why Luke has
elaborated the story. 129
This understanding fits better with the flow of the book, particularly Acts 15. If
in fact Peter and the Jerusalem leadership have concluded that the Mosaic covenant has come
to an end in chapter 11, then the question in chapter 15 would probably not have arisen in the
first place and, if it had, would have concerned first the Jewish believer's relationship to the
Law before the place of the Gentile was even discussed. If however Acts 10-11 teach the
admission of the Gentiles into the community of the redeemed without reference to the Jewish
believer's relationship to Moses , then it is understandable that some would grant admission to
Gentiles but then later (Acts 15) disagree about their continuing obligation to the Mosaic
covenant. After all, Cornelius' lifestyle was very Torah-centered as it was. The question of
Cornelius' continuing obligation to the Law was a fairly moot point because hi attachment to
the synagogue and Jewish lifestyle was so close already . He probably already more than met
all the term laid upon Gentiles in the apostolic decree.
Although it may be hard to imagine that Peter would not ha
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disclosed, the food laws were not suspect prior to Acts 10, and indeed Israel's self-understanding was not a burning question, then the perspective of seeing the vision as only
referring to people would have been much easier. In our view, when Peter reflected on the
vision, he would have understood it as a very dramatic and powerful statement that "Whatever God cleansed, he had no right to call unclean," rather than being a double pronged
message which first abrogated the Law and then allowed Gentiles into the Church.

Acts 15: 1-16:3, The Jerusalem Council
Many understand the Jerusalem Council as a turning point in the book of Acts. It
is a unique and important event in the history of the Church, for at no other time does the
entire leadership convene, discuss and decree Church policy. Clearly the topic of discussion at
the historic council was freedom from the Law. What is not so clear is what kind of freedom
was discussed, total or near total, and to whom the results applied, Gentiles alone or
everyone? We will attempt to answer these critical questions by investigating the Apostolic
council from the perspectives of: (1) occasion, (15: 1-5); (2) the discussion, particularly the
speeches of Peter and James , (15:6-18); (3) the decree , (15: 19-29) ; and (4) what we understand as a practical demonstration of the decree, the circumcision of Timothy , (16: 1-3).
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involves the relationship of all believers to the Law. 130 While the semantic range of µa811Tfl<;
would certainly allow for a reference to Jews and Gentiles, it is more likely that Peter's
choice of words is intended as an endorsement of the group under discussion rather than a
description of the makeup of that group. That is, he is giving his opinion that these people are
already full members of the church apart from their keeping of the Law, rather than discussing the parameters of the group. 131
Actually, the membership of the group under discussion is made clear throughout
the chapter. It is the relationship of the Law to Gentiles which is being discussed. First, the
very fact that circumcision is being urged on these people defines the group as Gentile ( 15: 1,
5)! Second, Peter's speech refers back to the precedent set by the Holy Spirit in the salvation
of Cornelius (15:7-11). Third, the testimony of Paul (15: 12) and the speech of James (15: 1318) clearly concern Gentiles rather than Jews. Fourth, the wording of the decree as it is first
'

formulated by James (15: 19) and the letter as it is formally written (15:23) are only addressed
to Gentiles. Finally, Luke clarifies the aim of the letter when he repeats it for the reader
through the mouth of James (21: 21-25). As James asks Paul to demonstrate his fide Iity toward
the Law for the benefit of zealous Jewi h believers in Jerusalem , he doe so with the
di claimer, "But concerning the Gentiles who have believed , we wrote that they hould
ab tain .. . " (15:25), repeating the es ence of the decree of chapter fifteen . Th r for , th
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discussion of this chapter involves only the relationship of Gentiles to the Law. 132 To apply
the discussion and decision of the council to Jewish believers can only be done in denial of
the clear signals from the author.

The Issue Involved
This is an enormously important issue to discuss, but its importance is only
eclipsed by our questions about it. Wilson puts his finger on the issue when he says "It is one
of the oddities of Luke's narrative that he does not tell us precisely what the decree was for
nor what it meant." 133 Conzelmann argues that the issue of the decree was basically one of
social compromise hammered out to promote commensality.
The intention of the decree is not to retain the Law as valid, not even symbolically or
"in principle." The fundamental prescription of circumcision is not imposed. The
decree is conceived rather as a concession to the Gentile Christians , which would
enable Jewish Christians to live with them, and particularly to have table fellow hip . 134
This view, however , involves several difficulties, the first of which is the goal of table
fellowship . While one result of the decree would surely be to encourage the goal of table
fellowship, the terms of the decree would certainly not in themselves guarantee it. The decree ,
for example, would allow a Gentile to eat properly slaughtered pork-a menu item inappropriate for the communion table. 135 More importantly, however , the concept of table-fellow hip i
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not mentioned in the extended account of the council. While the results of the decree might
well encourage social interaction between Jew and Gentile, the text points toward a different
occasion.
Lake agrees that the problem involved social intercourse between Jews and
Gentiles, but makes the following admission:
Reading Acts xv. as a connected narrative, and merely looking for the general
meaning of the decrees, it is clear that the meaning of Luke was that they represent the
minimum of the Law which was to be required from Gentile Christians in lieu of
circumcision. 136
He then rejects the view because "it seems so inconsistent with Paul's position, as stated in
Galatians and Romans, that it is almost incredible that he would have accepted such a
compromise." 137 If, however we allow Luke to interpret Luke , rather than alleged Pauline
theology , we find that Lake was correct in his initial admission rather than his disclaimer .
Luke states that "some men came down from Judea and began teaching the brethren , 'Unle
you are circumcised according to the custom of Moses , you cannot be saved,"' (15:1), and in
verse 5, "certain ones of the Pharisees who had believed, stood up , saying, It is neces ary to
circumcise them , and to direct them to observe the Law of Moses "' (15:5). Luke clearly
tates that Paul and Barnabas are dispatched to speak to the elders "concerning this issue"
(m:pl ToO s 11TriµaToc; To1.hou, 15:2) and that the council convene 'to look into
(nt:pl TOO >.oyou TOUTOU, 15:6). Ba ed upon the u age of
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precipitated the event (15: 1) demanded that Gentiles keep the Law (i.e., become Jewish) for
salvation. The statements made later in Jerusalem, seem to apply to their continuing obligation
to the Law after salvation. 139 While these may not be identical and are handled separately in
the speeches of Peter and James, Luke and the council consider them as one basic issue ("this
matter," 15: 6) because of the common denominator in both charges of the Gentiles' relationship to circumcision and the Law. Thus, the question which gives rise to the council may be
formulated, "What is the necessary relationship of Gentiles to the Law of Moses?"

The Discussion 15:6-18
In the discussion of the council two men, Peter and James figure prominently .
Paul is only briefly mentioned, and not allowed to "speak" in the record (15: 12). The
speeches of Peter (15:7-11) and James (15: 13--18) are the focal points of the discussion. It is
the thesis of this section that these two speeches answer the two aspects of the Gentiles '
relationship to the Law already mentioned , namely, salvation and continuing obligation to the
Law .140

The Place of the Law in Gentile Salvation 15:7-11
Peter begins his argumentation by referring to the salvation experience of
ornelius (15 :7-9) . He recall s the basis of their alvation a ' hearing and believing" (15 :7)
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and of God's response of giving them the Holy Spirit 141 and "cleansing their hearts by faith "
( 15: 8-9). The import of these verses is fairly clear, that God has set the precedent through
Cornelius that Gentiles are blessed with salvation apart from the Law. What is not so clear,
however, is the flow of thought from 15 :7-9 to 15: 10. As Nolland asks, "Is v. 10 a new
argument addressed to the disputed matter or does it lack independent status and depend on
what has already been established in the preceding verses?" 142
If the point in verse ten is independent from the flow of thought in the speech

then it may be an argument from the impossibility of the keeping of the law. The logic would
run, "We have found through experience that the Law is an oppressive, impossible burden
and we can not therefore force it upon the Gentiles." Thus since the law is impossible to
fulfill, it is not necessary to keep. This view has several problems, however. If impossibiltiy
of fulfillment
leads to abrogation then why was the Law not cancelled long before the
..,.
council? Further, this understanding hardly harmonizes with Luke 's view elsewhere where he
sees the Jewish people gladly keeping the Law? Nolland asks:
Can this be true of Luke , who is not only aware that Jewish Christians kept the Mo aic
law , but is able to portray with considerable perceptiveness a positive Jewi h experience
of the law (cf. especially the infancy narratives)? As a hellenistic Christian hi own
feelings about the Jewish law may well be negative , but he is too aware of a different
experience of the law to consider it a priori inconceivable that the keeping of the
Mosaic law could be required of anybody. The awarene of thi other e perien e of
the law is too pervasive in his work to argue that for the moment he forgot that it wa
possible. 143
urthermore , the grammar of ver e 10 and 11 indicate that v r
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statement but relates closely to its context. Verse 10 begins with the words, "Now therefore "
( vOv ouv ) indicating a deduction based upon the previous verses. Verse 11 begins with the

strong adversative aAAa, indicating once again that 15: 10 is not an aside but is in the
mainstream of the argument. The essence of 15: 11 clearly involves the salvation of Jewish
believers by grace rather than the Law. It would seem, therefore, that if a precipitating
question of the whole conference concerned the salvific importance of the law (15: 1), and the
contribution of the Cornelius' episode (15:7-9) is that Gentiles are saved by faith, and Peter's
final statement (15: 11) also involves how one may be saved, then it would be likely that verse
10 would also speak to the place of the Law in salvation.

If Peter's reference is to the Law being an unbearable yoke as an instrument of
salvation this would explain a number of things. First, the normal Jewish usage of the term
"yoke" is not a negative one. 144
.;

When a Jewish writer spoke of the law as "the yoke of the kingdom of heaven", he
spoke· of an obligation to which one gladly committed oneself. No sense of oppressiveness adhered to the term l;uyoc; ( ?1l7). Yet the Rabbinic sense of the national failure
to come up to the standards of the law is reflected clearly in the views of some Rabbi
that Israel's failure to repent even for one day, or to keep even one sabbath exactly a it
was meant to be, was delaying the beginning of the messianic age. We can then peak
of "failure to carry the yoke", without speaking of "oppressive burdens". Indeed the
function which we have argued for v. 10 in the development of thought i far better
served by a reference here to failure than by a reference to oppres ion. 145
Thus, Peter is not complaining that the Law wa nece sarily oppre ive but that a a mean of
alvation it was impo ible to fulfill. Thi would make Peter' evaluation equi alent to Paul '
tatement in Act 13 :38-39 146 that the Law could not ave. Thi would agre with t ph n'
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description of the law as "living oracles" (7:38) but which the nation had continually disobeyed (7:53). Peter does not by his statement degrade the Law nor does he address its
continuing validity; rather, he simply points out its insufficiency as a means of salvation. 147
This understanding also explains the emphasis upon the close connection which
Peter has made between Jews and Gentiles. He first states that God gave them the Holy Spirit
"just as He also did to us" (15:8) and "He made no distinction between us and them,
cleansing their hearts by faith" (15:9). Finally he summarizes that Jews are saved by God's
grace "in the same way as they also are" (15: 11). As Paul also says in Galatians 3:28 , 148
while distinctions may obtain elsewhere, when it comes to salvation, both Jew and Gentile are
saved by grace apart from the Law.
In summary, Peter argues that the Law of Moses is not salvific . Specifically he
states that its absence did not prevent Cornelius from being saved (15:7-9) . Secondly , its
;

presence did not bring salvation to the Jews (15 : 10) and finally, Jew and Gentile alike receive
salvation by grace through believing (15 : 11) . 149 Thus Peter answers the first a pect relating to
the Gentile's obligation to Moses: the Law plays no part in the salvation of Gentile .
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The Place of the Law after Gentile
Salvation 15: 13-18
James' speech consists of a relatively short statement (15:14) which is supported
and explained by an involved quotation of Scripture (15:15-18). He acknowledges Peter's
testimony concerning the salvation of Gentiles (15: 14) and endorses it by attaching the prized
and significant term people to the Gentiles, "taking from among the Gentiles a people for his
name" (l~ tevwv Aaov T4J ovoµaTt mhoO).

150

Thus, believing Gentiles now enjoy along with

Israel a close relationship with God which previously was solely the possession of Israel.
James ' justifies his statement based on the prophets, "and with this the words of the prophets
agree" (15: 15).

The text of James' quotation
James' use of Scripture has caused interpreters questions for several reasons .
First, his quotation agrees with the LXX rather than the MT which some reject as unthinkable
for a Jewish leader in Jerusalem. 151 The LXX does differ from the Hebrew 152 text , but what is

150

In the LXX 11a6c; is used "for a specific people, namely, Israel , and it serves to
emphasise the special privileged religious position of this people as the people of God ," H .
trathmann , "11a6c;, " TDNT, 4 :32 . "The paradox inherent in the contrast between 'Gentile '
(or ' nations ') and 'people' is striking, since the latter term was often used of the Jew a the
people of God in contrast to the Gentiles . Now it is being urged that God ' people include
the Gentiles," Marshall , Acts, 251.
151

"Nearly every expositor concede that the Jewish Chri tian Jame would not in
Jeru alem have used a eptuagint text , differing from the Hebrew riginal , a
riptural
proof. It i not James but Luke who i peaking here," Haenchen, Act , 448 . f. al Lak ,
Beginnings, 4 : 176 for the ame entiment.
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more critical is how James' quotation differs from the Septuagintal version of Amos 9:11-12 .
James' words "after these things I will return" (µna Ta0Ta dvaaTptljJw

, cf. Jer 12: 15)

replace "in that day" (lv Tij ~µtpc;x £KELYTJ); "who makes these things known from of old "
(notwv Ta0Ta yvwanx an

' atwvoc;, cf. Isa 45:21) replaces "who does all these things ," ( 6

notwv navTa Ta0Ta ), while the phrase "as in the ancient days" (Ka8wc; al ~µtpm ToO
atwvoc;) is omitted. It is unlikely that James would simply alter the text to suit his own needs

but rather that he has conflated several scriptures. His use of the plural "with this the words
of the prophets (Twv npo<J>riTwv ) agree," indicates that he is likely drawing upon several
sources. The passages from which James most likely draws are Jeremiah 12: 15 and Isaiah
45 :21. Both passages deal specifically with the nations coming to the God of Israel. In the
context of Jeremiah Yahweh speaks of the destruction which Israel's enemies have executed
on her an9., of his vengeance upon them. Yet in the end the offer and prophecy is made that
they will return to God and to Israel. In the Jeremiah passage 153 the prophet envisions the

necessary. . .. In the history of the transmission of the OT there was a time when d and y
were virtually indistinguishable," Michael Braun, "James' Use of Amos at the Jerusalem
Council: Steps Toward a Possible Solution of the Textual and Theological Problems ," Journal
of the Evangelical Theological Society 20 (June 1977): 117. Of course the second discrepancy
regarding "Edom " and "mankind ," would only involve a vowel change which means there
would have been no difference at all in the non-vocalized texts from which the LXX wa
translated. Braun concludes , "we have ample warrant to emend the MT-and uch an
emendation need not be too severe," Ibid . Toussaint notes that, "The text Jame u ed ma
well repre ent the original," Acts, 394. Interestingly, Kai er take the MT a original and
understands Israel' "possession" of the remnant of Edom not a a retaliatory move but a
ble sing. "' dom ' along with the other nation would be brought under that reign of th
Davidic King who i to come-the Mes iah. Thi ' remnant' mu t al o hare in the o nant
promi e to David," Walter . Kai er, "The Davidic Promi e and the Inclu ion of th G ntil
(Amo 9:9-15 and Act 15 : 13-18): A Te t Pa age for heologi al
tern ," 0 (Jul 1 77) :
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nations coming to the LORD with Israel as the channel. If the nations "learn the ways of my
people ... then shall they be built in the midst of my people." Isaiah sees a similar scenario
in which Israel is saved by the Lord (45: 17) who then extends his offer of salvation to the
nations. 154 These references also harmonize and support the thrust of James' words.

The meaning of James' quotation
James' point in his quotation is twofold. First he acknowledges Peter's point that
God is now calling Gentiles to salvation and buttresses it with references to Scripture. This
conversion of Gentiles was announced and approved by God beforehand in the Old Testament. The context of Amos (chapters 7-9) involves five visions of judgment which climax
with the destruction of Jerusalem and the exile (9: 1-7). God promised to sift Israel in the
sieve of the nations but that not a kernel of the remnant would be lost. Then afterwards
during Messianic times 155 God would turn again to re-establish the house of David. The
promise to rebuild the tent of David in Amos is a brief and direct reference to the promises of
God in the Davidic covenant of 2 Samuel 7 . The covenant in its entirety involves God's
particularistic promises to the nation of Israel through king David . 156 Second, he teaches by

the ways of my people, to swear by my name , The LORD liveth; as they taught my people to
swear by Baal; then shall they be built in the midst of my people . (KJV)
154
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his quotation that a restoration of Israel (15: 16) precedes the influx of Gentiles (15: 17). 157 God
first restores Israel and this leads to the salvation of Gentiles. Munck summarizes the second
point:
Here the mission to the Gentiles is regarded as a consequence of the conversion of
Israel. . . . According to the quotation, God will first rebuild the fallen dwelling of
David (i.e., Israel), and when that has been done, it will have an effect on the Gentiles.158
While the first of James' points is clearly acknowledged the second one may not seem as clear
at first. Verses sixteen and seventeen are connected by the conjunction onwc; av with the
subjunctive lKl;17TTiawatv ("in order that they may seek") indicating purpose. 159 Clearly the
one is related to the other and the connection is telic; the former happens so that the latter
may happen. 160

also a kingdom of Israelites over which he will rule. Wilson rebukes Haenchen's interpretation of 15: 16 as the resurrection as "scarcely warranted wither by the content or context of
the verse , " Wilson, Gentiles and Gentile Mission, 224-25 . Wilson is correct that the rebuilding of the tabernacle of David can not be reduced to the resurrection, but urely the re urrection is an essential component of the fulfillment of the entire promise concerning David ' on .
157 Dickinson , "The Theology of the Jerusalem Conference, " 76-77 .
158Johannes Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind (Richmond : John Kno ,
1959), 112, 234-35 .
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The theology of J arnes' quotation
J arnes' quotation has often been seen as a test passage for various theological
systems. 161 The goal of this section is to understand the theology of James' use of Amos and
its contribution to the question of Gentile circumcision.

The amillennial answer . A common understanding of the passage by the
amillennialist is that "The Church has inherited the role of old Israel, and the promises made
to Israel are now being fulfilled in the life and experience of the Church." 162 It is particularly
difficult to see how the Church has replaced Israel because of the important relationship
between Israel and Gentiles in this passage. Understanding the mention of "Gentiles " in verse

17 as a reference to the church is especially suspect simply because the vast majority of the
church at the time of the council was Jewish. Even if that were true , James is hardly teaching
that the church is a replacement of Israel because Israel's role is pivotal in the salvation of the
Gentiles . Israel is restored ( 15: 16) "in order that" the Gentiles may seek the Lord ( 15: 17).

If the fallen tent of David is understood as the church which then leads to the salvation
of Gentiles then James ' quotation has no relationship to the Old Testament meaning of the
Davidic Covenant. In short, the amillennial view does not correspond to the meaning of either
James or the prophets he quotes .
In addition to the textual clues that Israel wa not replaced by Gentile , th
hi tory of the occa ion would also argue again t it. Though it i certainly true that n t all f
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Israel repented at Pentecost or in the subsequent decades of the first century, at the time of
the council everyone knew where the mother church was located. The centripetal force of the
church in Jerusalem was strong not only because of its numbers and leadership but also
because of its historical importance in the history of the nation. That Israel had been replaced
by the church would be a hard message to sell in Jerusalem in the autumn of A.D. 49 with
Jesus ' brother, James, presiding over the assembly of the Twelve.
Finally, the amillennial view does not answer the occasion of the conference of
the Gentiles' relationship to the Law of Moses. Perhaps it would be better to say that it
answers the question too much. The question was not simply can Gentiles be saved, but more
importantly, should Gentiles become Jews in order to share in the blessings of Israel. The
amillennial answer has James giving an answer to a different question, "Jews should become
Gentiles." The logic would run, "If the Church (which is law-free) has replaced Israel, then
,<'

all Jews are also free from the Law." If this were the case then the decision and letter would
not have been addressed to Gentiles, but to Jews saying "abandon the Law." 163

A dispensational premillennial answer. At the other end of the pole i the
dispensational answer which seeks to preserve the meaning of the Old Testament quotation
and to answer the original question posed to the Council. Toussaint under tand Jame '
interest in the Amos passage to be its value a an analogy to hi own time . 'If G ntile

ill

be aved in the Kingdom Age (the Millennium), why hould they become Jewi h pro el te
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by circumcision in the Church Age?" 164 The futurist time frame of the millennium is determined by the utopian context of Amos' words and of James' addition of "after these things I
will return" which are understood as a reference to the second coming of Christ. 165 The
strengths of this are that it honors the meaning of the Old Testament prophets by looking
forward to the Davidic kingdom, and it provides an answer for the present situation. Its only
weaknesses are that the quotation is connected somewhat peripherally to the current situation
(by the understanding of an analogy) and the understanding of "I will return" seem to be
pressed. 166 Additionally, although this interpretation makes good sense of verse seventeen
which speaks of the coming of Gentiles, it does not address the purpose of verse sixteen
which focuses upon the restoration of Israel. If James' point was simply the Old Testament
witness to the salvation of Gentiles a host of other passages come more readily to mind. 167

164

Toussaint, "Acts," 394.

165

"The verb return (anastrepso) used in Acts 15:16 means an actual return. Luke
used it only in 5 :22 ('went back') and here (he did not use it in his Gospel) ; in both occurrences it describes a literal, bodily return. Since God's Son has not yet returned bodily, thi
rebuilding has not taken place." Ibid. Cf. also W. M. Aldrich , "The Interpretation of Act
15 : 13-18," Bibliotheca Sacra 111 (1954): 322.
166

The words "After these things I will return" are understood to mean 'after the
Church age Jesus will return." They, of course, are spoken by James but do not come from
the Amo pa sage which begins simply "In that day I will raise up" (9: 11). Although Jame
could simply be adding his own words ("I will return") to clarify that the promi e refer nl
to that time after the econd coming, hi introductory formula ugge t otherwi e . Jam
begins hi quotation with "the words of the prophet agree, ju t a it i writt n,
ft r th
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The epangelical answer. Kaiser has coined the term "promise theology"
(epangelical ) which he affirms is a mediating position between covenant and dispensation al
theology. 168 In contrast to amillennial theology he does not view the Church as a replacemen t
of Israel and in this way honors the intent of the Amos passage. In contrast to dispensation al
theology he sees the passage as more germane to James' point than simply an analogy based
upon the kingdom. He understands the words "after these things" to refer in the context of
Amos to the exile and "falling down" of David's dynasty. The return then to rebuild the
fallen house of David is seen as a reference to the coming of Messiah and the salvation of
169
Israel which leads directly to the salvation of Gentiles. In this way (1) Israel remains Israel,

(2) the text has direct reference to the time period after the coming of Christ and (3) answers
the original question of "should Gentiles become Jews." Clearly God's work among Israel
leads to the salvation of the Gentiles as Gentiles.
This view is problematic , however. While Kaiser is correct in seeing "after the e
things" as a reference to some time after the events of the exile it also defined in the context
of Amos as the Messianic age. Amos 9:11-15 is a definable literary unit which speak of
future blessing for Israel and the nations. Verses 11-12 and 13-15 are further sub-unit which
170
are defined by similar introductory phrases and conclusion . The second unit (13-15)

describes a time of edenic phy ical pro perity clearly placing it in the promi ed kingd m age .
hur h

It i unlikely that the fir t unit (11- 12) refers, a Kai er insi t , to a different age, th
age . Beyond thi , if Amo refer directly to the Church, then th church w uld n t ha
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a mystery to Paul (Eph 3).

Another dispensational premillennial answer. Though we have found fault with
the epangelical view that found the Church in the Old Testament, this does not mean that the
passage is not particularly relevant to the situation of the Church. While it is true that Amos
referred to the Messianic age it is also true that the Old Testament only saw two stages of
history: "this age" and "the age to come" when Messiah would come. That Messiah would
come and not at the same time establish the kingdom was unthinkable to the Old Testament
171
saint. Although Jesus understood that he would come twice the prophets and his disciples

did not. 172 Peter, Paul and the writer of Hebrews correctly describe the New Testament age as
the " last days," 173 but conditions of physical prosperity do not yet exist. This is because in the
New Testament age the Messiah has come once but not yet twice. Some of the promised
blessings of the kingdom age were given by Messiah during the New Testament era but
certainly not all. For example, the promises of the Davidic covenant referred to by Amo do
not yet realize Jesus reigning on a throne. 174 The seed of David has come , however, a wa
promised to David and he has redeemed mankind. Though Abraham ha not been re urrected ,
the hope of the resurrection which Paul describes as the hope of I rael (Act 26 :6-9 ; 2:22-32)
ha been a ured by the resurrection of Je u . The promi e of the Spirit ha been poured on

I rael (Act 2 : 16-20) and upon Gentile (Act 10:47) and the
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Church as well (Heb 8). One problem which the early believers experienced in coming to
terms within an interim age between Messiah's first and second comings was knowing which
blessings He had dispensed at his first coming and which ones were yet to be given. The
promise of the Spirit was not as difficult to identify since Jesus specifically encouraged the
disciples to be waiting for it just before his ascension (Acts 1:4). How, though, did James
know that the Gentiles were now acceptable to God. It is the contention of this paper that he
could not simply have looked at the passage in Amos and known which blessings would be
realized now and which would be realized only in the coming kingdom. Rather, based upon
the miraculous precedent of God's working through Peter in the salvation of Cornelius, James
could then deduce that the significant parts of the Old Testament promise had now come to
fruition. This could account for the wording of James' speech when he says in essence, "We
are convinced by Peter's testimony that God is now saving Gentiles as Gentiles (15: 14), and
based upon this precedent the prophets agree (15: 15)." James could see that the promises of
David had been partially fulfilled by Messiah. Jesus was not sitting on David 's throne, but he
had come, been crucified and resurrected . As Peter had preached this message to Cornelius he
had become one of God 's people. Surely God 's partial fulfillment of the Davidic promise had
led to the salvation of many Israelites (Acts 15: 16) who had taken the message to Gentile
who are now "called by my Name" (15: 17). We are not suggesting, of cour e, that Jame
ould b

thought the promi e to David had been completely fulfilled . Of all people , Jame ,
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basis for a decision on the matter at hand.
The advantages of this view are first, contrary to the amillennial view, James
would be using the same type of meaning as that of Amos. Thus, Israel remains Israel, rather
than becoming the Church. Yet it would give a more direct relationship between the Amos
reference and the situation of the council than the dispensational view which is based on an
analogy. It also recognizes the importance of 15: 16 as well which deals with the important
role of God's dealings with Israel. Contrary to the epangelical approach, it does not necessitate an Old Testament reference to the Church age. Finally, it provides a relevant answer to
the question which precipitated the conference.

The contribution of James' quotation
James' quotation of Amos forms a fitting answer to the question of "must
Gentiles betome Jewish to be accepted as God's people?" Based upon the precedent of God's
miraculous opening of the door to the Gentiles, James concludes that the promises of God in
calling out from the Gentiles a people for his name have been fulfilled. While acknowledging
the decisive role of Israel as a channel he does not insist that Gentiles become Jewish; rather ,
Gentiles are called a "people " as Gentiles. Israel, as God 's chosen nation, has not been
bypassed; indeed, the fulfillment of God's promises to Israel in the Davidic covenant were
pre-requisite to the Gentiles coming to Him . 175 "For Luke the church' e i tence i pr of that
od ha kept hi promi e to his people ." 176 Thi i Jame ' theologi al an

er to the matt rat
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The Decree 15: 19-29
Verse nineteen begins with the word 8to (therefore) indicating that James ' decree
is based upon his quotation. Any interpretation of the decree must therefore flow from
theological conclusions just reached in the text. The precipitating question, once again, was
" should Gentiles be required to be circumcised and follow whole Law of Moses? " James '
response in 15:19 is in the negative, they should not be troubled by being circumcised. The
next verse (15 :20) involves a concession to the Gentiles , beginning with the adversative a AAa.
Gentiles should not be circumcised but only be required to do four things . Exactly what those
four requirements involve is a matter of some debate. 177
Although some textual problems do exist in the wording of the decree (15 :20)
they are not difficult to explain. The Alexandrian text has four phrases , " things contaminated
by idols ," " fornication , " " what is strangled" and "blood ," while the Western text omits
_,

"what is strangled " (nvtKTov ) , substituting instead the negative form of the golden rule. The
omission of nopvdac; from the Chester Beatty Papyrus p45 , " is an accidental error rather than
a deliberate variant. " 178
The reading of the Western text would favor the "ethical " 179 rather than the
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"ceremonial" 180 interpretation of the text, but the Alexandrian text is preferred not only
because of the sheer numbers which favor it but also because the development from the cultic
to the ethical is easier to understand on the grounds of the more difficult reading. 181 Wilson
argues as well that the demands of the Western text are so widely accepted as to be superfluous. 182 This does not mean, however, that some who favor the Alexandrian reading do not
prefer the ethical understanding of the text.

The Ethical Understanding
Bruce attempts to describe the occasion of the council (and thus the decree) as a
concern on the part of Jews about the ethics and morality of prospective Gentile converts .
"The Jewish Christians feared that the influx of so many Gentile believers would bring about
a weakening of Christian moral standards . . . . How was this new situation to be controlled?" 183~ Although his explanation sounds reasonable, it is not found in the text of Acts and
in fact is contrary to the record. The only concern which is stated in the text (besides keeping

decidedly heightened anti-Judaic attitude" Charles H. Talbert, "Luke-Acts," in The New
Testament and its Modern Interpreters, eds. Eldon Jay Epp and George W . MacRae,
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press , 1989) , 300.
180

These terms are used as convenient categories to distinguish between the two view ,
although the two concepts were intimately related in early Judaism and Chri tianity. B
"ethical" we mean basically those regulations which are inherently incumbent upon all peopl
rather than "ceremonial" or "cultic" which are incumbent becau e they are decreed b
religiou law (in this context Mosaic legislation).
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the entire Law of Moses) is circumcision, which is purely ceremonial. If the occasion as
described by Luke suggests anything about the outcome, one would expect a ceremonial rather
than an ethical decision.
A consistently ethical view understands dcw1i68uTa as a reference to idolatry,
nopvda as sexual immorality and a'iµa as bloodshed or murder. 184 Wilson bases his view

partly on a dissatisfaction with other alternatives and partly on some evidence in rabbinic
literature that considered idolatry, immorality and murder as the three chief sins of Gentiles. 185 The problems with this view are that it requires dcwA68uTa "things sacrificed to
idols" 186 to be equivalent to the more general term dcwAoAaTp(a . Likewise, the use of a'iµa
as a reference to murder without an accompanying verb is at best rare, 187 and would be much
clearer if the simple <j>ovoc; were used. Finally, Wilson insists that "A fully ethical interpretation of

th; decree requires the omission of nvtKTo<;,"

which requires the acceptance of the

textually suspect Western text.
An alternative to the purely ethical understanding is a modified ethical view
which interprets the elements of the decree more naturally but avoids direct Mosaic legi lation
as its support . That is , dcwAov8uTa is understood normally as eating food offered to idol
and nopvda as sexual immorality . The more cultic terms of nv tKTo<; and a'iµ a are under-
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stood naturally as prohibitions against eating blood and meat which was strangled, not on the
basis of Leviticus 17 but because of Genesis 9:3-4. 188 This command given to Noah and thus
to both Jew and Gentile is considered binding upon all men regardless of their relationship to
the Mosaic covenant. 189 This view honors the wording of the prohibitions, finding support in
the generally accepted morality of the Old Testament and provides a basis other than specific
Mosaic legislation for the decree. It also, however, harmonizes better with the view that the
Law was declared obsolete by the Cornelius incident. Though this view is not preferred by
this writer it does seem to be a viable interpretation of the decrees. An important question
which is left unanswered by this view, however, is why only these four prohibitions are
included. If James' point were simply ethical why could he have not cited the decalogue and
more importantly why would James almost apologize with the words, it seemed good to lay
upon you "no greater burden than these essentials." Would more "ethical" demands such as
J

"do not lie" and "do not steal" really have been considered burdensome?

The Ceremonial Understanding
The ceremonial view sees the four elements of the decree as a "conden ed code
of levitical purity, based mainly on chapters xvi, xvii and xviii of Leviticu . " 190 The rea on
why this view has become the opinio communis 191 in recent year i probably becau e the
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are the four requirements imposed by the Law on Gentiles ("strangers who sojourned ") who
chose to live among Israel. Haenchen emphatically notes:
What links these four prohibitions together , and at the same time distinguishes them
from all other "ritual " requirements of "Moses ", is that they- and they only- are given
not only to Israel but also to strangers dwelling among the Jews . Whereas in other
respects the law applies solely to the Jews , it imposes these four prohibitions on
Gentiles also/ 192
The wording of the "official" record of the decree ( 15: 29 ; 21: 25) even lists the four prohibitions in the same order as they are found in Leviticus. 193 The rule concerning "things offered
to idols " comes from Leviticus 17:1-9; "blood and things strangled," Leviticus 17:10-16; and
" immorality," Leviticus 18 : 1-30. Once in each of the three sections in Leviticus the admonition is given that these particular laws apply to the native Israelite and "the alien who
sojourns among you,"(Lev 17:8, 10; 18:26). Thus , the entire passage from 17:1- 18 :30 was
incumbent upon Israel and those Gentiles who chose to live among them .
..,

Although the letter of the decree employs the specific d8w.11ov8uTa , James'
original description is Twv d.11tay17µch wv Twv d 8w.11wv

, " things contaminated by idols ." Lake

responds that "The substantive d.11(ay17µa seems a hapax legomenon , but the verb i in the
LXX and is used of food ... a context where ritual dietary defi lement i suitable. Thi
implies ritual rather than moral pollution." 194 The prohibition against "blood" and "thing
trangled" derive from the relationship between life and blood which wa

o important in the
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sacrificial system. 195 Finally, the prohibitions concerning rrnpvda involve a wide range of
meaning from incest, consanguinity, homosexuality and even bestiality. 196
This view recommends itself for several reasons. It harmonizes with the well
defined subject of the council of "What is the relationship of Gentiles to Moses?" It thus
answers the question that circumcision is necessary for neither Jew nor Gentile for salvation
and certainly unnecessary for Gentiles after salvation as an expression of obedience . It does,
however, require of Gentiles only what the Law had always explicitly required of them. This
view also corresponds well to James' quotation from the Old Testament which not only cited
the salvation of Gentiles but recognized that salvation came through the nation of Israel. If
then, God was still working through the believing remnant of Israel and the abrogation of the
Law had not been made clear in this very specific and limited time period (@A.D. 40-65), so
that it still seemed to be a viable part of God's program (15:16-18) it would make sense that
Gentiles would find their identity in relationship to Israel and her law (15: 19-20).
Several objections to this view exist, however. Perhaps the first which comes to
mind is the alleged conflict with the theology of Paul. Many who hold to this view feel forced
to deny the historicity of the conference, specifically the parts which speak of Paul' pre ence .
. . . in Acts 15 we are told of a council in Jerusalem which endor ed the mi ion to the
Gentiles but laid certain restrictions, including food law , on the convert . Paul
nowhere ugge ts in any way that he know of thi decree, and he certain! w uld n t
have accepted its term . 197
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We would certainly agree that the theology of Paul ought not to conflict with the rest of
scripture but it is also true that the teaching from one book should not overrule or force the
interpretation found in another. A presupposition of this writer is that each book of scripture
is a self-interpreting piece of revelation.
That the theology of Paul contradicts this passage is also a matter of opinion.
According to the view presented here, the council of Jerusalem decrees a "law-free" gospel
for Gentiles which in the context means that Gentiles do not need to become Jews. Circumcision and law observance are not necessary for Gentiles, but this does not mean that they are
free from the moral commandments of the decalogue or that certain minimal regulations do
not apply. As Wilson notes, "Gentile Christians are thus required to observe those parts of the
law applicable to them, and it is misleading to speak of a 'law-free' Gentile mission because it
was never the intention of the law itself that Gentiles should observe any more than these few
rules. " 198 Many interpreters consider this to conflict with the doctrine of justification by faith,
so forcefully taught by Paul, but much of this confusion comes from the failure to understand
the proper function of the Law . As Pentecost rightly affirms, the Law was never intended a a
means to salvation but as instruction for the redeemed . 199 Marshall 's confu ion of the e
separate issues is evident as he comments about verse eleven:
Peter i talkmg about the kind of faith in God that lead to alvation (cf. ver e 7). If
both Jews and Gentile are aved in thi way, clearly obedience to the law i n t
a a
required of Gentile . Nor, may we add, i obedience to the law demanded of Je
means of alvation (Gal. 5:6) . . .. why, then, it i a ked did the Je i h hri tian n t
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give up circumcision themselves? 200
The implication of Marshall's question is "if the Law has no role in salvation then it has no
role in the life of the Jewish believer." One wonders if he would have the same response to
the validity of the ritual regulation of post-conversion baptism today. The principle of
justification by faith was just as valid during Moses' time as during Paul's time and by itself
did not prevent the proper observance of the law any more in 49 B.C. than in A.D. 49.
Another objection to this view is that it would conflict with the truth established
in Acts 10 concerning the acceptability of Gentiles without any obligation to the Law. That is,
the decree would be a retreat from the full acceptance already gained by Gentiles. 201 In
response, it is true that the original objection (15: 1) that circumcision was necessary for
salvation for Gentiles was a regression from the truth confirmed in Cornelius (11: 18). However, the council quickly answered that question by Peter's brief recital of the Cornelius incident
..,.

(15:6-11). But the scope of the question at the council was wider than simply the issue of
salvation and involved the general question of the Gentiles' relationship to the Law. In this
regard the council addresses a different issue or at least a broader issue than Cornelius. In
Acts 10 the issue and the principle defined was confined to the issue of salvation. 202 The i sue
of how Cornelius would live with reference to the Law after salvation was not addres ed by

200
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Luke's coverage and in fact would have been moot since he was already portrayed as a very
close adherent to the synagogue. That is, the four elements of the decree would not have been
an imposition on Cornelius because as he is portrayed by Luke he probably already kept
them. 203 Since his lifestyle was already very devout it was pointless to address the issue and
policy is not made where there is no need. Although the record is not definitive it appears that
even on Paul's first missionary the majority of Gentiles saved were "god-fearers" and closely
aligned to the synagogue. 204 It was not until a great number of Gentiles were saved, and what
was previously an isolated incident with Cornelius became a pattern with Paul, that a
judgment was necessary. Thus, this view is not in conflict with, but is naturally complementary, to the Cornelius incident.
Another objection to the ritual view is that the regulations were to be kept not
because they were Mosaic but apostolic. 205 In response to this, however, the words of the
.,.

decree were not formulated by an apostle, but by James. Although James is the defacto leader
of the council he clearly was not endowed with apostolic authority from Christ, and yet

203
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curiously he is the one who formulates the decree. 206 How is he able to make such an
authoritative statement? In this view, his authority is not personal but, as he demonstrated
before (15: 16-18), found in the text. James feels the freedom to decree church-wide policy
because he does so in accordance within the guidelines of Scripture.
One final objection is that not all of the commandments from the Law which
apply to Gentiles are included here. 207 The only other commandment likely to be included
which is applied to the stranger is the sabbath, "but the seventh day is a sabbath to the LORD
your God; in it you shall not do any work, you , or your son, or your daughter , your manservant, or your maidservant , or your cattle, or the sojourner who is within your gates (Exod
20: 10) .208 Deuteronomy 5: 14, however, clarifies that the law does not apply indiscriminately
to Gentiles but to those who were slaves in a Jewish household. That is , in fairness , a Jewish
master could not force anyone or anything under his care including his Gentile slave to work
-<,.,

seven days a week:
but the seventh day is a sabbath to the LORD your God; in it you shall not do any
work, you , or your son, or your daughter, or your manservant, or your maidservant, or
your ox, or your ass , or any of your cattle, or the sojourner who is within your gates,
that your manservant and your maidservant may rest as well as you (Deuteronomy
5: 14).
The final statement of James (15 :21) has given rise to a number of interpre-
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tations, 209 but should probably be seen in some sense as drawing upon Moses for support.
James begins the sentence with yap and uses the specific term Kapuaaw . After surveying the
use of the term in Acts, Wilson concludes:
The flavour of the word, while clearly controlled largely by the subject matter of
Luke's two volumes, suggests the announcement of something new and previously
unknown to the audience. That Luke chooses this term to describe Jewish preaching in
the synagogues perhaps suggests that he was thinking of the preaching to Gentiles who
attended the synagogue rather than the regular reading and exposition of the law for
Jews which was the main purpose of synagogue gatherings. 210

If this is true then it suggests that James is justifying the decree on the grounds that many
Jews and especially Gentiles were already familiar with these Mosaic demands. This would
not clarify the nature of the commands (whether they were ritual or ethical) 211 but does
suggest that James looks to the Scriptures and particularly Moses for support for his decision .
That is the Law-free mission to the Gentiles does not occur in spite of Moses , but with the
full suppon of Moses. 212
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The Demonstration 16: 1-3
Although the circumcision of Timothy is not directly connected to the decree it
does occur sufficiently close in the narrative that it appears as a practical demonstration of
Paul's understanding of the decision of the council. It is included here as somewhat of a test
case for our view of the decree. Many view the circumcision of Timothy as simply nonhistorical.
Perhaps some of Paul's other acts of simulated Jewish piety are believable, but the
circumcision of Timothy is not. It is too inconsistent with the central teaching of
Galatians, no matter the social setting of the incident or the 'Jewishness' of the circumcised.213
Others, hold that the circumcision was conciliatory in order to "win the Jews ," not because it
was any longer necessary. 214 It is clear that the motives are an important part of any action,
but does this mean that Timothy was obligated to the whole law (Gal 5:3)? Would Paul have
condoned Timothy sacrificing at the Temple? Those who hold the first view would differ with

itself places on "strangers among the Jews " (Lev. 17:8, 10-13; 18:26), i.e., Gentiles. The
implication is that circumcision was meant only for Jews in the first place, not Gentile .
Accordingly, Gentile acceptance of these prohibitions would be fully in keeping with the
Mosaic Scriptures that have been read weekly in the synagogue 'from early generations' (Act
15:21) . James's proposal thus commends itself because it is scriptural in the stricte t ense it
binds on Gentiles what God through Scripture had bound, and that alone, and it ucceed in
waiving circumcision as a requirement for Gentiles. It thus allows Gentiles 'to keep the la of
Moses' (v. 5) in God's intended sense, not in the narrow sense in i ted on by the
'particularist' Jewish Christian Pharisees (v . 5)." Carl Holladay , "Act , " Harper' Bible
ommentary, ed. James L . Mays, 1077-1118 (San Franci co : Harper and Row , 19 ), 1099.
213 haye J . D . ohen, "Wa Timothy Jewi h (Act 16 :1-3): Patri ti
Rabbinic a , and Matrilineal De cent," Journal of Biblical Literature 105 (19 6) :
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the second, of course, charging that even 1 Corinthians 9: 19-23 would not allow Paul to so
quickly deny the terms of the decree. 215 A third view is possible, however.

If in fact Jewish believers still considered the Law to be relevant for them and the
ruling of the council only concerned Gentiles then it is possible that Paul circumcised Timothy
because it was the inherently correct action to take. That is, it was a proper example of
obedience to the Law. The problem with this view, however, is the phrase describing Paul ' s
motive that he circumcised Timothy "because of the Jews" (16:3). It implies that were it not
for them, Paul would not have circumcised his young friend.
Perhaps more basic to the understanding of this dilemma, however, is the
difficult ruling on Timothy's race. Was Timothy a Jew or a Gentile? Cohen asserts on the
basis of historical evidence that during the middle of the first century, one ' s race was judged
patrilineally. 216 This changed when rabbinic law determined that lineage would be determined
matrilineally, but the earliest evidence for this is early in the second century , so that he
concludes:
Was Timothy Jewish? In all likelihood Luke did not think so. The vast majority
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Above all , however , it must have been impossible for Paul , e pecially after the
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of ancient and medieval exegetes did not think so. There is no evidence that Paul or the
Jews of Asia Minor thought so. . . . because there is no evidence that any Jew in
premishnaic times thought that the child of an intermarriage followed the status of the
mother. Was Timothy Jewish? The answer must be no. 217
Cohen notes that the rabbinic law may have been in existence in the first century but that even
if it was, rabbinic Judaism was only one type of Judaism and there is no evidence that all the
Jews in the ancient world listened to the rabbis and followed rabbinic norms. But as Bryan
points out, this argument cuts both ways. It may well be that as the custom was becoming law
that both opinions of lineage were propounded simultaneously. It is clear from the decree that
Paul would not have imposed circumcision upon a Gentile, but Luke also wants us to know
from a later charge (21 :21) that Paul does not teach the same for Jews. What better way for
Luke to demonstrate the falseness of the charge in 21:21 than to show Paul who, though he
denies circumcision for Gentiles, circumcises Timothy who shows the slightest connection to
Israel. 2 18 This would make good sense out of the phrase "because of the Jews in that place
because they ·all knew that his father was a Greek." That is he did not circumcise Timothy out
of fear of them or simply to make his gospel more acceptable to them but as a practical
demonstration to convince them of his commitment to the Law for Israel. 219 They all knew
that Paul might logically have claimed exemption for Timothy on the ba i of Gentile lineag ,
but in order to demonstrate that he was not against Israel or her law he performed the rit
This does not mean of cour e that Paul would have behaved differently if there were no
Jewi h pre ure, but that he wa eager for hi po ition to be known . ' I ma b li
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justice should be seen to be done, but that does not necessarily mean I am unwilling to do
justice if it is not seen. " 220 Thus, it is possible that Paul circumcised Timothy, not out of a
principle of expediency so as not to offend, but in order to demonstrate the truth of his
theology.

Conclusion
Acts 15 does not address the issue of the Law in general, but rather the specific
concern of the relationship of Gentiles to the Law. The decree then should not be applied
broadly as though it speaks to the Jewish believer's obligation to Moses. As Peter noted
neither Jew nor Gentile were saved through the Law but by the grace of God. The appropriate
way to express one's obedience after salvation, however, was another matter. James then
sought scriptural proof for the recognition of the place that Gentiles should have in the
blessings

ofIsrael . He found prophecy which spoke of Gentiles being saved as Gentiles and

then found scriptural precedent for the demands of the Law upon Gentile sojourners who lived
among the Israelites. He listed four prescriptions from Leviticus 17- 18 demanding that
Gentiles "abstain from meats sacrificed to idols , from blood , from what is strangled and from
illicit marital unions" (15 :29). Gentile Christians thus find their share in salvation not because
the Law had been cancelled but because the Old Testament looked forward to their alvation.
God's blessings to the nations were given not in spite of Israel but rather through I rael . The
Law which believing Israelite continued to observe al o provided for the inclu ion of Gentil
believer as well . While arguing for thi relative freedom from the Law for Gentil , the
circumcision of Timothy allow Paul an opporunity to publi ly affirm hi abiding I
the La . itzmy r ummarize :
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James seeks scriptural proof for the recognition of the share that the Gentiles have in
the heritage of Israel. Nevertheless, he demands of such Gentile Christians that they
live among Jewish Christians as the law itself demands of pagan sojourners dwelling
among the Israelites. . . . In other words, Gentile Christians are associated with Jewish
Christians and find with them the same salvation 'through the grace of our Lord Jesus '
(15: 11), but they find it not because 'the law and the prophets' have been abrogated and
are no longer normative, but because the law and the prophets themselves have
provided for their share in the very promises made to the fathers of old. That is why
'God has deigned to take from the Gentiles a people for his name' (15: 14). 221

Acts 21: 17-26, Paul in Jerusalem
The incident of Paul's final trip to Jerusalem is an interesting test case for his
relationship to the Law not only because of his actions in the Temple but also because of the
clarification which Luke makes between this and the decision of the Jerusalem Council. The
question to be answered is "Was Paul forced by the situation to show loyalty to ancestral
customs for the sake of expediency or were his actions a transparent demonstration of his
theology?" We will attempt to answer this question by scrutinizing first the incident and then
its interpretation.

The Incident
Two points are particularly important for understanding the incident: the
beneficiaries of Paul's action and the nature of his vow.

The Beneficiaries of Paul's Action
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Gentiles on his third missionary journey and the brothers had responded with rejoicing (21: 1720a), James presented him with a serious problem of perception by the Jewish believers in the
area: '" You see , brother, how many thousands there are among the Jews of those who have
believed, and they are all zealous for the Law ;"' (21 :20b). Although Jerusalem was famous
for its rejection of Christianity and persecution of believers (Acts 7-8) Luke tells us that
rejection was only half the story. In reality, many thousands of Jews in the Jerusalem area
also accepted the truth of Messiah and sought to live for him. An issue which is critical to the
understanding of this passage is the nature of this group. Were they a fanatical fringe or were
they the mainstream of the church of Jerusalem?
Some would argue that the group of which James speaks is only a segment of the
church in Judea , that in reality they are outside the mainstream because they are particularly
(and perhaps overly) zealous of the Law .222 Some would go further in assuming that this
group is not only distinct from the average believer but that they also differ from the leadership .223 That is , James and the elders were not zealous for the Law but encouraged Paul a
they did in deference to some "weaker brethren" who were Torah observant.
In response it should be noted first that the identification of this group with the
instigators of the Jerusalem council (Acts 15 : 1, 5) is without foundation and al o confu e the
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issue. The subject and decision of the council involved the relationship of Gentiles to the
Law, not Jews. The believers in this chapter were clearly only concerned with their own
lifestyle and that of their Jewish brothers who lived outside the land (21:21, 25). To say that
they "strictly observed the law and expected all believers to do the same" 224 misrepresents the
situation. Furthermore, the wording of the text indicates that the people of whom James
speaks are not a sect or particular group. All that distinguished them was that they were
Jewish believers as opposed to Gentile believers (21:25). Otherwise , James affirms of those
who have believed "they are all zealous for the Law" (m:XVTE<; sTJAWTai 225

TOO voµou

unapxouat v , 21: 20). Rather than being a fringe group, James speaks about the mainstream .

Finally, Luke is clear that a difference does exist between the laity and the leadership, but it
is not in their relationship to the Law; rather, it is their knowledge about the rumor concerning Paul. James
and the elders know the rumor to be false but the people are not so sure.
,.,.
Because of Paul 's previous meetings with the leadership (Gal 2:1-10; Acts 15) they knew him
personally and were convinced of his stand but because of his time spent outside of Palestine,
as Paul admits, he was not well known by the Churches in Judea (Gal 1:22-24). 226 The
implication of James' statement is that when Paul demonstrates his stand publicly 'all will
know" as we already know "that there is nothing to the thing which they have been told
about you . . . (21: 24)." Thus , Paul 's actions hould be under tood a paradigmati of hi
under tanding of all Jewi h believer rather than an anomaly by which he ace mmodated a
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fanatical party.

The Nature of Paul's Action
James' recommended action for Paul was to join in with four men who were in
the process of a Nazirite vow and pay their expenses. The Nazirite vow involved a minimum
time element of thirty days and its conclusion entailed the offering of financially substantial
sacrifices .227 It was not uncommon for others to pay the expenses of the Nazirite and such
support was considered a special act of piety. 228 The confusing element is that Paul is encouraged to purify himself along with them which could not have been done in a mere seven days.
Conzelmann objects : "ayv(a811Tt KT.A . , "purify , etc. ," can only be understood as ' enter into
the vow with them! ' But that could not be done for a period of only seven days (vs 27). Luke
has misunderstood a report here. " 229 Several possible explanations have been offered . It could
be that Paul had previously taken a Nazirite vow and was now joining in with the four men to
complete his :230 Or perhaps these men were being purified from some defilement (2 1 :26) o
that they could fulfill their vow in seven days and Paul 's purification was that required from
every Jew returning from the diaspora . Thus , Paul would be j oining in with the men in hi
purification at the Temple, though technically he would not be fulfilling a Nazi rite ow .231

227

mpl The time element is specified by the Mi hnah tractate azir i. 6ff. Th
tion of the azirite vow involved the offering of a male lamb, a ewe lamb , a ram , a drink
offering and variou grain offerings (Num 6: 14-15) .
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Whatever the solution, the important point for this discussion is that Luke affirms that Paul
was not simply a bystander who endorsed the actions of the four men but also a participant in
ritual purification. The word used of James' recommendation (21 :24) and Paul's action
(21:26), ayvfsw , is defined and discussed by Hauck:
The word means "to set in a state of cultic qualification." . .. The ongoing participation
of the primitive community in the temple cultus made observance of the traditional
external cultic regulations unavoidable. In particular, visiting the temple after returning
from the Gentile world demanded additional cul tic purification. 232
Thus, Paul agreed to and implemented James' recommendation that he make a manifest
display of his participation in, and support of the ritual system of the Temple.

The Interpretation
The interpretation of this incident is in many ways a cameo of the entire problem
of the "Lukan" and the "Pauline" Paul. Thus , Paul's actions have traditionally been understood in one of two ways , as either inconsistent or expedient. As one who is not bound by
loyalty to the inspiration of the text, Lake argues that Paul was simply inconsistent; he clearly
taught one thing but in the heat of the moment contradicted those teachings by his action .
"According to Acts Paul accepted the compromise. Did he really accept it? His epi tle are
logically inconsistent with it, and before long Christian practice recognized thi fact and
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followed the epistles. " 233 The more common evangelical position is that Paul was merely
acting out of expedience. Although Paul felt that Jews no longer needed to obey the law , this
did not prevent him from occasionally keeping the Law when convenient or helpful, and he
did not actively teach Jews to abandon it. 234 Support for the consistency of Paul's action is
almost universally marshalled from 1 Corinthians 9: 19-23, although even one who does so
admits that the situations are different. "The truth would seem to be that Paul was prepared to
live as one 'under the law' to those who were under the law, although he did this primarily
235
with a view to winning unconverted Jews rather than to pacifying Christian Jews. " Luke

makes it clear within the text (21:20) that Paul's action was not to conciliate and win
unbelieving Jews but for believers.
Whatever the meaning of 1 Corinthians 9 may be, 236 one thing which it can not

Lake, Beginnings, 271. He continues "Yet human nature is so inconsistent, and
especially in .religious matters we cling to customs so long after we can justify them or wish
to enforce them on others, and are so loath to break with a church of which we have inherited
the traditions , that I am not sure that Paul may not have been much nearer the standard of
custom implied by Acts than his own writings would indicate, " and "The sentimental power
of tradition always affects men's conduct in the practice of religion, and frequently overpowers logic ," Ibid .
233
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1 believe this faithfully represents the positions of several including Marshall , Acts,
344; Kistemaker, Acts , 759; and Toussaint, "Acts ," 416 .
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mean is that Paul may deceive or lie. 237 The careful wording of James' recommendation is
simply too explicit to allow that Paul was feigning obedience to the Law or giving mere
temporary obedience to it when he felt the freedom to abandon it elsewhere. James' counsel
not only involves the negative, a denial of what he teaches (21 :21), but also the positive, an
affirmation of his own personal lifestyle (21 :24). 238 Paul's purification at the Temple was
designed to prove not only that he did not teach Jews to forsake Moses (21:21) but more
importantly that he "he himself walked orderly and kept the Law" (21 :24) . The word translate
"walk orderly," crTotxiw was used in the military sense of "to be in rank" and is thus
paraphrased in 21 :24 as everyone "will see that you too are in the ranks as one who keeps the
law . "239 The word translated "keep," ¢u>.acrcrw is also a strong word especially denoting the
careful keeping of God's commandments. 240

Paul appealed to the Law and the prophets (Acts 17:17-18) but when on the Areopagus he
related the gospel through pagan poets (Acts 17: 19-34) , becoming like one under the law to
those under the law and becoming like one without the Law to those without the
Law-without reference to how Paul lived . For a similar view cf. also H. L. Elli on, "Paul
and the Law-' All Things to All Men'" in Apostolic History and the Gospel: Biblical and
Historical Essays presented to F. F. Bruce on his 60th Birthday , eds. W . Ward Gasque and
Ralph P . Martin (Grand Rapids : Eerdmans , 1970), 195-202.
237 After appealing to 1 Corinthians 9, Bruce says "A truly emancipated spirit uch a

Paul 's is not in bondage to its own emancipation," Bruce, Acts , 431 , but neither Bruce '
reference nor rhetoric can answer the demands of this situation.
238 he text of 21 :24b is explicit. First the contrast i empha ized between the

fal ehood and the truth "there i nothing to the things which they have been told about ou,
but (a>.>.a)" then the per onal life tyle is depicted , "that even you our elf ( mhoc;) alk
orderly, keeping the Law ."
239 . Delling, "crTotxiw , " TDNT, 1 :667-68.
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James' words describe a lifestyle which is consistent. What Paul was communicating by his actions was that his personal lifestyle was one of Law observance. By definition ,
one does not keep the Law part of the time. If a Jew kept the Law while he was in the
presence of Jews but abandoned the Law when with Gentiles he was not a keeper of the Law
but a breaker of the Law. 241 If this was not the case , none of the Jewish believers would have
been convinced by Paul ' s actions. Consistency is a necessary component of the concept of
keeping the Law .
Although the text affirms that Paul joined in the vow in order to affirm his
consistent Law observance , what it does not affirm is why Paul observed the Law in the fir t
place . Did he "walk orderly and keep the Law" on a voluntary basis alone or because he felt
it was the proper way for a Jewish believer to express his obedience to God? Although thi
text does ~ t speak to the issue of motive we would suggest that the passage could
accomodate the latter meaning. James ' parallels the necessity of Jews keeping the law with the
necessity of Gentiles to keep the Apostolic decree (21 :25). 242 Paul may well have been acting,
not merely out of expedience but out of conviction.
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Conclusion
Paul's actions in this incident were not inconsistent with his lifestyle at other
times . And although his actions were at least expedient (for they apparently pacified the
Jewish believers of Jerusalem) they may also have been done out of conviction. Clearly Luke
saw no incompatibility between salvation by faith and continued observance of the Law by
Jewish believers. The thousands of believers in Jerusalem are not reprimanded for their
position and Paul displays his loyalty for them in as public a way as possible. Wilson
summarizes some of Luke 's perspective, particularly as it is found in this chapter :
It is made unquestionably clear that living according to the law ultimately has no
bearing on the salvation of Jews or Gentiles. At the same time it is always implicit, and
on one occasion explicit (Ac. 21) , that there is no conflict for Jews between living
according to the law, indeed doing so zealously , and being a Christian. As a means of
expressing piety, as distinct from a means of achieving salvation, it is viewed in a
wholly positive light. 243

Conclusion
Luke 's story began in the Jewish capital and ended in the Gentile capital. M any
hold that before that transition could occur the nation of Israel and/or her Law had to fir t be
rejected. We have sought to show however that the Gentile mission was not launched at the
expense of Israel but rather in harmony with God 's dealings with the nation. We have
urveyed four major incidents in the book and evaluated them in light of thi theme (1) th
martyrdom of tephen (6: 1- 8:2), (2) the alvation of

orneliu (10 : 1- 11 : 1 ) , ( ) th Jeru a-

ouncil (15 : 1- 16:3), and the purification of Paul (21 : 19-26) .
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leadership in Jerusalem of the message of the Church. The point of their objection, however
was not the revolutionary new ideas espoused by Stephen, because his speech proclaimed
fidelity to the Law and the Temple. The reaction of the crowd came from the martyr ' s
fearless accusations that they were disobedient to the Law, had abused the Temple and had
rejected the Messiah Jesus. Stephen's message was certainly not against the Law of the Jews ,
only against those who were disobedient to the Law . Stephen' s death was a catalyst in the
growth of the Church because of the persecution which physically scattered his fellow
believers not because he preached a universal message which had superseded the Law and
Temple .
The salvation of Cornelius records the addition of Gentiles to the Church , which
was certainly in conflict with Jewish practice of the day but not with the Law . Peter understood the IJ).eaning of the vision to be that no longer could any man be considered unclean
~

rather than as the abrogation of the food laws of Leviticus. Neither Peter nor his fellow
believers understood that the end of the Law was a necessary prerequisite to the salvation of
Gentiles. Luke demonstrates that Peter, in obedience to the vision , freel y associated w ith hi
new Gentile converts, but it does not teach that he ceased being Jewish in doing o.
The issue which was di scussed at the Jerusalem council did not concern the Law

per se but more particularly the relation hip of Gentiles to the Law . It wa decided that n t
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During Paul's last visit to Jerusalem he took the opportunity to publicly demonstrate his own unflinching loyalty the Law. He joined in the normal Temple purification
procedures and paid for the sacrifices of men in a Nazirite vow in order to show that even
when outside the land of Israel he always walked orderly and kept the Law.
In the last scenes of the book of Acts Luke is careful to record the rejection of
the Jews in Rome. While it is true that many Jews believed not only in Rome but throughout
the rest of the evangelized world, the reader is left with the impression that this response from
individual Jews is insufficient. Paul's condemnation of unbelieving Israelites has forbidding
tones of finality (28:26-28) and the future of the corporate Jewish whole looks dim. But as
bleak as the future looks for the nation, Luke stresses that the rejection of the Gospel by the
Jews has not occurred because the Christian message was incomprehensible to them or
antagonistic toward their traditions. "On the contrary, Jewish rejection occurred despite the
.,.

fact that the Christian message was harmonious with Jewish religious traditions . " 244 Throughout the book Jewish Christians continued to faithfully observe the Law of Mo es , seeing it as
the proper expression of faith for the sons of Jacob who had trusted Messiah , and Gentile
were welcomed into the Church as Gentiles . The truths revealed in the book of Hebrew had
not yet been given and were not a neces ary prerequisite for the Gentile mi ion.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE BOOK OF GALATIANS: GENTILES ARE
NOT UNDER THE MOSAIC LAW

Since the Reformation, Paul's view of the law has been a popular theme among
theologians. Luther's personal struggle with a guilty conscience, exacerbated by the merit
oriented system of indulgence and penance of medieval Roman Catholicism, found relief
through the doctrine of "justification by faith" in Paul. His understanding became the
established interpretive paradigm for generations of scholars after him. Recently , however,
several scholars have pointed out the error of equating Paul's struggle with Luther's, and the
reformation"pattern of interpretation has found many challengers resulting in different
approaches to the book. The movement has been away from the paradigm which (1) emphasized the justification of the individual as the center of Pauline theology and (2) identified hi
opponents as merit-oriented Judaizers . 1 Replacing the orientation of the individual who
agonized over his relationship with God has been a new appreciation for the hi torical and
corporate question concerning the relation hip of two people , Gentile and J w .2
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old assumption that Judaism was a pedantic system of works righteousness has come under
severe criticism as E. P. Sanders has argued that first century Judaism clearly recognized the
primary importance of God's grace in the election of Israel. 3 This "paradigm shift" 4 has
revitalized discussions of Paul, bringing fresh breezes to studies which were stale with
sixteenth century air. Thus, several new approaches to Pauline theology and the book of
Galatians in particular, have recently developed.

Recent Approaches to the Book
At the center of each of these new attempts to interpret the book of Galatians is
the antithesis between "works" and "faith." From 2: 16 to 4: 11 in particular, Paul contrasts
Epya voµou and n(aTt<; as mutually exclusive categories. In 2: 16 the contrast is first stated in

these terms when Paul says "knowing that a man is not justified f~ Epywv voµou but through

" XptaToO, even we have believed in Christ Jesus that we may be justified
n(an:wc; 'Iri~oO
n(an:wc; XptciToO and not

f~ Epywv voµou, because

EK

f~ Epywv voµou shall no flesh be

justified. " Throughout chapters two through four Paul speaks of two categories: one involves
Christ, faith, Spirit, righteousness and blessing while the other involves law, works , flesh , sin
and cursing. Each school of thought can be described by how it handles these two categories
and particularly the terms Epya voµou and n(anc;.
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Human Effort vs. Human Faith
The View of the Reformer
For Luther the contrast between law and gospel was a clear one. In commenting
on Gal 2: 16 he defines "the work of the law" as "that which is contrary to grace. " 5 The
"works of the law" were simply a particular form of "good works" in general and were
completely insufficient for salvation. 6 The fundamental distinction for Luther was between law
which demanded doing, and faith which only involved the reception of something from God.
The purpose of the law was to bring the individual to the point of despair in his personal
attempts to merit God ' s favor thus forcing him to faith in Christ. 7 In all of this the central
concern was the justification of the individual along the "ordo salutis axis " 8 as opposed to the

"historia salutis axis" involving the incorporation of Gentiles into the people of God .
A more recent defense of this basic position has come from Douglas Moo 9 who
affirms in the context of Galatians 3 that Paul criticizes "works of the law " not so much
because they are "of the law " but because they are "works. " 10 No one can merit salvation

5

Martin Luther, A Commentary on Saint Paul 's Epistle to the Galatians (Philadelphia:
almon S. Miles, 1840), 229.
6

lbid ., 241.

7

1n commenting upon Galatian 3:24 he write , "But the true u e of the law i to t a h
me that I am brought to the knowledge of my sin, and humbled , that o I ma com unt
hri t, and may be justified by faith," Ibid ., 422 .
8
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because no one has the ability to "do" the law. 11 Moo reasons that Paul's assertion, "as many
as are of the works of the Law are under a curse" (Gal 3: 10) is based upon the unexpressed
premise of the verse that no one who "relies on the works of the law" can possibly obey its
commandments "in sufficient degree and number so as to gain merit before God . " 12

An Evaluation
Many recent scholars have begun to question the traditional wisdom of this
paradigm, however from several perspectives. First, as even Luther noted, the curse of
Deuteronomy is not upon those who "do the law" but upon those who fail to "do" it. 13 The
near context of Deuteronomy involves severe curses for the deliberate transgressor , but the
Law of Moses was full of grace and made ample provision of forgiveness for the penitent. As
Hubner has pointed out, the meaning of Deuteronomy 27:26 is not a "tongue in cheek"
challenge to perfection in all points but a summons to basic covenant loyalty. 14 The levitical

11

ToO
Ibid. Schlier also notes, "Fast is l µµ tvE tv nfiat v Tote; yEypaµµtvotc;
not fiam mha ein Begriff, <lessen Schwergewicht auf dem not fi'am ruht," Heinrich Schlier,
Der Brief an die Galater (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht , 1965), 132.
12

Ibid., 98 . Moo also states, "In arguing for this meaning of the phra e, we ba i all
upport the use made of this phrase among the Reformers . They were mo t anxiou to refute
current Roman Catholic notions of meritorious works . . . . "
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system of sacrifices provided a gracious means whereby a man, when he sinned, could attain
forgiveness. In fact, observance of the law implied (Lev 4-5; 16-17) the offering of sacrifices
for the atonement of sin, and the temple in Jerusalem "stood as a monument to the belief that
Yahweh was a forgiving God who pardoned his people when they sinned." 15 Put simply, if
Paul is using the quotation from Moses with its original sense it does not support the
traditional interpretation as espoused by Luther or Moo. 16
E. P. Sander's criticism is identical to Hiibner's in this regard except that it
comes from the perspective of Judaism rather than the Law per se. His first monograph, Paul

and Palestinian Judaism, rightly called a "watershed in pauline studies," 17 argues that first
century Judaism took seriously the grace of God in the election of Israel and did not understand Torah as a mass of regulations which, when kept perfectly, merited favor with God. 18
was correct and Paul was speaking of the Jewish people as those who were
That is, if Luther
..,
"of the works of the law" then he either misunderstood Judaism and/or Old Testament
theology.

15

George Howard, Paul: Crisis Galatia: a Study in Early Christian Theology , Society
for New Testament Studies Monograph Series 35 (Cambridge : Cambridge University Pre ,
1979), 53.
16

chlier agrees that Paul does not reason according to the original en e of Deuteronomy, " Das mach darauf aufmerksam , daB die Schriftstelle im Sinn de Paulu nicht die
Ur ache angeben soll , um deretwillen iiber denen, die aus den Ge etze werken leben, der
Fluch liegt, wobei als der entscheidende Gedanke erganzt werden miiBte: e erfiillt ni mand
das e etz bzw . e kann niemand es erfiillen," chlier, Galater, 132-33.
17

Dougla Moo, "Paul and the Law in the La t Ten Year , " cotti h Journal of
Theology 40 ( 1 87): 287.
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Another weakness of this view is its relationship to the introductory chapters of
the book. If in fact Paul's argument involves the inadequacy of human effort as opposed to
human faith, then chapters 1 and 2 have only a tangential correlation. The account of Paul 's
testimony in chapter 1 is not presented so much as a conversion from human effort to human
faith as it is a call to preach the gospel to the Gentiles. 19 And Peter's withdrawal from Gentile
believers in Antioch is hardly a threat to the message of justification by faith. Surely Peter
was not limiting himself to a Jewish group which thought justification was merited by pe,fect
observance of the law. On the other hand, Peter's actions would threaten a gospel which
included Gentiles if his behavior compelled Gentiles to become Jews before he would
fellowship with them. 20 Certainly Stendahl's emphasis upon the historical situation of the first
century (rather than the sixteenth century) is helpful in making sense of the entire epistle and
in the right direction when he says:
Barclay is beaded
',.,.
the proper context for understanding Paul's arguments about works of the law is not on
the gerieralized level of working for one's salvation (as opposed to trusting), but in the
specific area of the necessary requirements of Jews and Gentiles in Christ. ... Paul is
less concerned about theological issues of the sixteenth century (whether the individual
is saved by faith alone or by the co-operation of faith and works) and more concerned
with the theological battles of the first (whether Gentile believers in Christ need to live
like Jews in doing the works of the law.) 21

19

Although Stendahl writes concerning the accounts of Paul's Dama cu road
experience in the book of Acts the same can be aid concerning Galatian 1: 'The empha i in
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A Reformed View and Variation
Some have sought to soften the sharp antithesis which the traditional Lutheran
view constructs between Law and Gospel for various reasons. Paul's attitude toward the law
in Galatians is considered particularly harsh when it is understood that Mosaic Law represents
more than commandments and regulations but also the revealed will of God in the Old
Testament. Thus , in order to vindicate Paul from charges of Marcionism, some have taught
that Paul did not speak against the law per se, but against some aspect of it or some misunderstanding of it. Burton, for example, states that voµou as used in Galatians 2 : 16 refers to
"divine law as the legalist defined it. " 22 And further , "By Epya voµou Paul means deeds of
obedience to formal statutes done in the legalistic spirit, with the expectation of thereby
meriting and securing divine approval and award, such obedience, in other words , as the
legalists ren~ered to the law of the O.T. as expanded and interpreted by them . " 23 More
recently Cranfield has attempted to defend this position from a lexical standpoint, cautioning
that
the Greek language used by Paul had no word-group to denote ' legalism ', ' legali t',
and ' legalistic ' . . . . In view of this, we should, I think, be ready to reckon with the
possibility that sometimes , when he appears to be disparaging the law , what he reall
has in mind may be not the law itself but the mi understanding and misuse of it fo r
which we have a convenient term. 24
uller similarly argue that " law " in Galatians 3 refers to "the inful way men under to d th
la " which ignificantly reduce the antithe i between ' true" law of the Old T tam nt and
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the gospel. 25

An Evaluation
This understanding does allow a more positive view of the law as one which
encouraged faith and was based on God's grace and yet it is subject to several of the
criticisms of the previous view. In reality it is even less viable than the traditional Lutheran
understanding because of the way it trivializes the cross. According to Galatians 3 the cross
work of Christ was necessary to redeem men from the problem of the works of the law. If the
problem was a misuse of the law, then all they really required was better teaching not
substitutionary atonement. 26 If the cross is the solution then the problem must have been more
than incorrect knowledge.

Jewish Exclusivism vs. Human Faith
Since the work of Sanders has seriously questioned the existence or at least the
influence of a legalistic J udaism27 a "new perspective on Paul " 28 had to be found. That is, if

25

Daniel P . Fuller, Gospel and Law: Contrast or Continuum ? (Grand Rapids : Eerdmans, 1980), 99. Fuller argues that understanding "law" in this way "would remove all need
for making a contrast between gospel and faith on the one hand, and the revelatory law of
Moses on the other," Ibid. He says in the forward to his book, "I realized that if the law i ,
indeed, a law of faith, enjoining only the obedience of faith and the works that proceed
therefrom . . . then there could no longer be any antithesis in biblical theology between th
law and the gospel . I then had to accept the very dra tic conclu ion that the anti the i bet e n
law and gospel established by Luther, Calvin, and the covenant theologian could no long r
tand up under the crutiny of biblical theology," Ibid ., xi.
26
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"works of law" was not shorthand for the sinful effort of man to merit favor with God , what
was it and why did Paul oppose it? Sanders himself moved the discussion away from the
personal struggle of the individual to the corporate relationships of history by focusing upon
the dispensational change brought about by Christ. What is wrong with the law is neither that
it requires petty obedience and "minimization of important matters" nor is merit-based but

"that it is not worth anything in comparison with being in Christ. "29 Arguing from solution to
plight he reasons that if salvation is in Christ, it simply cannot be in the law, so that Pauline
Christianity and Judaism are "by definition "30 opposed to each other. He concludes , "this is

what Paul finds wrong in Judaism: it is not Christianity. " 31
Although like many others Dunn has accepted and affirmed the work of Sanders '
analysis of Palestinian Judaism, he has criticized him for failing to more closely apply the
results of his work to the theology of Paul. 32 He builds on Sanders identification of "works of
.;

of one 's righteous status . This is the essence of Sanders ' "covenantal nomism ," Ibid ., 419-26,
esp . 422 . Sanders ' true feelings on the matter of the "Lutheran view " may be summarized :
"The question of legalism should be banished from the realm of pauline studies and returned
to the reformation period where it actually surfaced ," E . P . Sanders, "Paul 's Attitude Toward
the Jewish People," Union Seminary Quarterly Review 33 (1978): 184.
28

The phrase belongs to, and is well characterized by, James Dunn, 'The New
Perspective on Paul ," 95-122.
29
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law" as "covenantal nomism, " 33 further defining it as the "particular observances

of the law like circumcision and the food laws. " 34 He rightly notes that these observances
were distinctly Jewish and served a significant sociological function to "identify their
practitioners as Jewish" in the eyes of contemporary society. 35 They thus served as "badges of
covenant membership. " 36 Concentrating on the phrase "works of law" in Galatians 2: 16 as a
test case he asserts that the phrase simply means "covenant works-those regulations
prescribed by the law which any good Jew would simply take for granted to describe what a
good Jew did. " 37 Paul's argument against "works of the law" according to Dunn is founded in
the epochal change brought about in Christ. Since the dawn of the new age in Christ, He, and
not Torah, has become the "badge" of membership in God's people. Therefore, Gentiles who
have faith in Christ must not be excluded from membership in God's people by their failure to
become "covenantal nomists." Thus, Paul's statement in 2: 16 may be understood not as a
.,

rejection of Judaism ("not by the works of the Law") necessarily but as an affirmation of
Messiah ("but by faith in Christ") . "Works of the law" were never evil and are not even now
necessarily inappropriate for the Jewish believer, but they are no longer the identifying mark
of God 's people, particularly for the Gentile who is saved by his direct participation with

33
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Christ. 38 Thus, Paul's objection to "works of the law" is not to the law per se, but to an
understanding of the law which excludes Gentiles from participation in Israel's blessings, "as
a Jewish prerogative and national monopoly. " 39 Dunn then says that the "curse of the law"
(3:13)
falls on all who restrict the grace and promise of God in nationalistic terms, who treat
the law as a boundary to mark the people of God off from the Gentiles, who give a
false priority to ritual markers. The curse of the law here has to do primarily with that
attitude which confines the covenantal promise to Jews as Jews: it falls on those who
live within the law in such a way as to exclude the Gentile as Gentile from the promise. 40
Dunn's elucidation and application of "covenantal nomism" is helpful and his
emphasis upon the sociological function of the law as a divider between Israel and the nations
is surely accurate. Recognizing that the law had this effect is useful in understanding the
meaning of Peter's withdrawal from Gentiles in Galatians 2. His assertion that Paul 's problem
with the law is more chronological than ontological also rings true. But Dunn's understanding
strains the meaning of Deuteronomy 27:26. How could a curse upon "an attitude of Jewish
exclusivism toward Gentiles after the coming of the Messiah" have been either discerned from
Deuteronomy or relevant to the wilderness generation of Moses time? Once again, urely
Christ's redemption was from a problem much more significant than a wrong attitude, which
could have been corrected with better teaching . At this point Rai anen' critici m i both
familiar and correct when he ay , "Dunn thu pre ent a new ver ion of an old the i
Paul attack i not the law as such or as a whole , but ju t the law a
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particular perspective, a particular attitude to the law , or some specific (mis-)understanding of

it. 41

Human Activity vs. Divine Activity
Two works in particular, George Howard's Crisis in Galatia and Richard Hays '

The Faith of Jesus Christ, 42 have broken new ground in studies of Galatians by offering new
meaning and emphasizing the other side of the antithesis , rrfaTL<;'Iriaou Xpw,ou. They agree
that the phrase refers more likely to a Divine activity rather than the human activity of
believing. 43 They do differ on certain finer points of interpretation, however , and will be
discussed under separate headings.

Exclusivism of the Law vs . Divine Faith-Act
. ., Howard's position, in regard to the first phrase of the antithesis "works of the
law," is similar to Dunn's with the emphasis upon the exclusive nature of the law which
divides Jew from Gentile . 44 They differ in that Howard sees the divisive nature of the law not
as an incorrect attitude on the part of some individuals but a an inherent con equence of the
law itself. Howard does not understand "works of the law " or the phrase 'under the law ' to
mean "subject to the specific demands of the law " but rather in a much broader en

whi h
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includes Gentiles as well. 45 To be "under" the law means to be "suppressed under the law" so
that Christ redeemed the world from "the discriminating suppression of the law. " 46
Howard is more convincing and contributes more significantly to the discussion,
however, when he speaks to the other side of the antithesis, namely faith. 47 He understands
n(anc; and its various constructions ( EK n(aTEwc; XptaToO,

2: 16; 3:22) to refer not to human

faith which is placed in Christ, but as the faithfulness of Christ or the "divine faith-act" 48 of
Calvary by which God faithfully kept his promise to redeem the world. "It is not that the
Gentiles would be justified if they had faith, but rather that God would justify them by faith,
that is , by his faith-act toward the promise that all the Gentiles would be blessed in Abraham . " 49 Galatians 2: 16 would then read "man is not justified by the works of the law , but
through the faith of Jesus Christ (8ta nfaTEwc;'IriaoO XptaToO) and we believed
(fmaTEuaaµEv ) on Christ Jesus in order that we might be justified by the faith of Christ {EK
,,,

ntaTEwc; XptaToO) and not by the works of the law ."

45

Ibid ., 60 .

46

Ibid., 61. "In Christ's redemptive act the law lost its divisive power and uncircumcised Gentiles were ushered into God 's kingdom on equal terms with the Jew , " Ibid., 62.
Howard seems forced to soften the traditional understanding of Paul's attitude toward the law
in order to find harmony with the practice of Jewish Christianity as found in the book of
Acts . He writes, "Often it is thought that the Jews were redeemed from the law in that the
law wa done away, brought to an end and literally rescinded . .. But if Jewi h hri tianit
continued to ob erve the law, it i nece ary to seek for another explanation . . . . " Ibid ., 61 .
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Howard's thesis is attractively stated, making good sense grammatically and
theologically, but the reader is disappointed when looking for specific exegetical demonstration in Howard from the book of Galatians. His work is important, however, because it
moves the discussion of "faith" into a significantly different arena: from human activity to
divine activity.

Human Activity vs. Faithfulness of Jesus Christ
Hays slightly refines Howard's understanding of the "divine faith-act" to the
more specific "the faith of Jesus Christ" so that the phrase nfan<;'I17aou XptcrTou refers not
just to the faithfulness of God keeping his promises but to "the faithfulness of 'the one man
Jesus Christ' whose act of obedient self-giving on the cross became the means by which 'the
promise' of God was fulfilled. " 50 Throughout the epistle, but particularly in the center
(3: 1-4: 11)

the argument of Galatians ... finds its coherence in the story of the Mes iah

who lives by •faith. " 51 Thus, people are justified by participating in the "faithfulness of
52
Christ," as Paul says elsewhere, Christians are blessed "in Christ" (Eph 1:9, 12; 2:6). Thi

phrase does not preclude the necessity or the doctrine of the human act of believing; rather, it
accentuates the object of the Christian's faith and not the action of faith. Galatians 2: 16 would
till pre erve the foundational truth of the reformation but with a lightly different empha i
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"even we have believed (human act of believing) in Christ Jesus, that we may be justified by

participating in the faithful life and death of Christ (the object of faith)." In this understanding Paul's antithesis of "works" and "faith" takes on a new meaning. According to Hays,
"Paul's primary intention is not at all to juxtapose one type of human activity ('works') to
another ('believing-hea ring') but rather to juxtapose human activity to God's activity , as
revealed in the 'proclamation" ' of the gospel. 53
Hays' work represents an advancement over the work of Howard because his
work is more specific, but more importantly because he provides the necessary exegetical
support for his thesis. 54 The weakness of both of these works , however , is their handling of
the antithetical phrase "works of law." Although Howard is surely correct to emphasize the
divisive nature of the law, his equation of the "curse" of the law with the "divisive nature " of
the law pushes this meaning too far .55 Although in fairness to Hays (his subject did concern
the other side of the antithesis, faith), he simply assumes that "works of the law " refers to
56
"human activity " with little support for his conclusion.

An Evaluation
Although the traditional "Lutheran approach " to Galatians ha been rightly
criticized by recent scholars, and although enlightening historical and exegetical in ight ha e
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been offered, a singular satisfying approach to Galatians is still lacking. One senses the
feeling that many of the pieces of the puzzle are on the table but have yet to be arranged into
a focused picture of the book. It is also clear that in order to establish a coherent meaning for
the epistle as a whole, the antithesis between "works" and "faith" which is so integral to the
argument, must be articulated. In addition, proper emphasis must be given to the historicalredemptive nature of the cross. Jesus did not have to die to put an end to a misunderstandi ng
of the law and neither did he have to die to free the world from an "enslaving" dispensation.
Finally, any solution must explain how Paul's answer of Galatians addresses the historical
question of the Gentiles' relationship to the Law since Messiah.

A Proposed Type of Meaning
An Explanation of the View
., An alternative meaning of Galatians which we propose would first of all view the
antithesis between "works" and "faith" as: an "identity with Moses" versus an 'identity with
Messiah. " 57 That is, Paul's concern is not with the difference between individual human
works or human faith but with much broader historical categories which have been defined b
the coming of Christ. The argument of the book can much more ea ily be traced according to

historia salutis, "the objective act of God in alvation hi tory to accompli h humanit '
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redemption" rather than the ordo salutis "the subjective application of redemption in the life
history of the individual sinner. " 58 The historical question posed by the crisis in Galatia may
be stated, "Must the Galatians identify with Moses or with Messiah in order to receive the
blessing of Abraham?" That is, "Must Gentiles become Jewish?" As Gordon has noted , the
Galatian problem is not a matter first of soteriology but rather of eschatology and ecclesiology .59 What Paul is battling is not the problem of whether a human can merit favor with God ,
but how the epochal shift brought about by the Cross has affected the purposes and parameters of the divine program. The essence of his thought is that since Messiah has come,
Gentiles who are seeking to participate in Israel's blessings must no longer seek such status by
identification with Moses , but rather with Messiah. Gentiles are blessed not by the circuitous
route of "through Moses to Abraham, " but by direct participation " in Messiah. " In short,
Gentiles do not need to become Jewish in order to participate in the blessings of Abraham .

Support for the View
Support for this view will be drawn from the book of Galatians and will be
discussed under the headings of historical and exegetical factors .

Historical Factors
As Stendahl first pointed out , the historical situation of the book can not be
ignored if we are to under tand Paul . Even with hi warning the book i often read a a
theology of Judaism or a a

hri tian critique of Mo e . But a Howard ha a firm d b th
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ation of the historical factors of the book. At least two factors need to be emphasized at this
point: the identity of the audience to whom Paul wrote and the uniqueness of Paul's gospel.

The audience of Galatians

If Paul's first missionary journey (Acts 13-14) reflects the founding of the
Galatian churches to which Paul writes, then the membership was probably a mix of Jews,
proselytes, "god-fearers" and perhaps "pagan" Gentiles. Unfortunately Paul does not directly
identify his readership as either Jew or Gentile in the book. In 2: 15 he certainly uses the first
person plural to refer to Jews but the antecedent is more likely the Jewish believers in Antioch
or in general than a portion of the group at Galatia. If Paul refers to Jews at other times in the
first person plural (e.g., 3: 13; 4:5) then it would make best sense that his contrasting use of
the second person plural (3: 14; 4:6) would refer to Gentiles, implying , of course , that his
argument if directed to them .60 More definitive are Paul's references to the readership who

"want to be under law" and his warnings to them not to be circumcised (4:21; 5 :2). Tho e
who "want to be under law" are most likely not Jews, but Gentiles who were considering
becoming Jewish, and clearly those who were contemplating circumci ion were Gentile .
Finally , although Paul makes a comparison between the Galatians' pre-conver ion bondage
and the bondage they would incur by taking on the law (4:8-9), hi reference to th ir pre i u
61
wor hip of "those which by nature are no god , " be t fit Gentile idolatr . Thu , although
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the churches of Galatia probably included both Jews and Gentiles, the evidence which can be
gleaned from the way in which Paul address his readership implies that he is speaking for the
benefit of Gentiles. That is, his concern is with Gentiles who are contemplating becoming
Jewish, not Jewish believers who are continuing in Moses. The outside of the envelope may
be addressed to the entire family but the message inside is focused on certain members.

The uniqueness of Paul's gospel
Although Paul does not use the phrase "my gospel" (To Euayy01tov µou) in
Galatians as he does in Romans or 2 Timothy, he does frequently refer to "the gospel which I
preach" (1:8, 11; 2:2, 7, 14; 3:8), contrasting it with the "different" gospel (1:6-9) of his
opponents. According to the traditional interpretation of the book "Paul's gospel" is synonymous with the doctrine of justification by faith as opposed to the gospel of "works ." This is
particularly Jproblematic, however, when Paul presents his gospel to the "pillars" in Jerusalem
(2: 1-10). Surely the doctrine of "justification by faith" was not new to Peter and James. As

Gordon says, "Justification by faith is affirmed in Galatians, but not as a new, distinctly
62
Christian doctrine . . . . Rather, it is affirmed as a doctrine which is as old as Abraham . "

Although Paul 's gospel is rooted in faith it is not distinguished thereby from the gospel
preached by Peter, Jesus or Abraham.
As Paul describes the origin of his gospel in Galatian 1 a certain type of
63
vocabulary i conspicuou ly ab ent- the justification terminology . Rai anen find thi
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particularly curious when, in his view, Paul attacks Judaism in the central part of the letter by
64
elaborating his message about justification by faith. He concludes based on this evidence that

the "gospel" to which Paul refers in Galatians 1: 11-17 should be understood in "a more
limited sense" as simply "the gospel that does not require circumcision of Gentile converts
65
(nor, by implication, observance of the 'ritual' Torah, such as the food laws). " He theorizes

that "Paul's understanding of the 'gospel' evolved from the 'limited sense' to the fuller sense
66
of justification by faith later in his experience. " Although Raisanen's theory is possible ,

another explanation exists which would contribute to the literary harmony and coherence of
Paul's argument, namely, that the gospel for which Paul argues in the heart of the epistle (Gal

3-4) is the same gospel which he describes in the introduction (Gal 1). That is , though Paul' s
gospel included justification by faith, what distinguished it, and what he argues for in the
67
epistle, is that Gentiles are saved as Gentiles without becoming Jewish.

in the text it is better described as a call rather than conversion. Cf. note number 19 on page
151.
64

lbid ., 407 .

lbid ., Howard concurs when he says "Paul is not saying that he received nothing at
all about the gospel from any man, for that would place him in conflict with his subsequent
statement about being a persecutor of the church. He rather means that the particular form of
the gospel preached by him was not given to him by other men . As he proceed , it become
clear that the particular form of the gospel which he has in mind is that form which di tinguished his preaching from all others, that is , the non-circumcisio n go pel to the Gentile .
to the rest of the gospel which was shared in common by all apostle and evangeli t Paul ha
no reference at all ," Howard , Crisis in Galatia, 34.
65

"The fact that he introduce this [ju tification] terminology , not in the a ount of hi
call but in his description of the Antiochian incident (2. 16 f.), may contain a hi t ri al hint .
Perhap it wa in Antioch around AD 50 that Paul emerged a a preach r f ju tifi ation b
aith, rather than on the Dama cu road in the thirtie , " Ibid .
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A survey of Paul's use of the term "gospel" (EuayyE11tov ) affirms this understanding. 68 Paul claims that this gospel was not given to him by man but "through a revelation
of Jesus Christ (dnoKa11LhjJEwc; 'IricroO XptcrToO)" (1: 12). Four verses later when Paul
describes the Christophan y of the Damascus road he says that God "revealed (dnoKa11uljJ m)
his Son in me" with the singular purpose that "I might preach Him among the Gentiles"
( 1: 16). Thus, as Paul speaks of the "gospel" he refers to his unique call to preach the
Messiah to Gentiles. 69 Again, when Paul submits his message to the "pillars" in Antioch he
describes it as "the gospel which I preach among the Gentiles" (2:2) and contrasts "the gospel
to the uncircumcis ed" (To EuayyE11t0v T17c; dKpo~ucrT(ac;) with Peter's gospel to "the
circumcised " (T17c; nEptT0µ17c;) (2:7-8). Certainly the distinction was not between Paul's
gospel of faith and Peter's gospel of works but between two gospels of faith with one directed
and the other Jews. Finally, when Paul speaks of the Old Testament prophecy
toward Gentiles
..,.
concerning the justification of Gentiles (3: 8-9) he refers to the "gospel" which was preached
to Abraham, quoting Genesis 12:3 "All the nations shall be blessed in you. " Clearly his
definition of "gospel" involves the inclusion of Gentiles.
In addition to the way Paul uses the term , the narrative incidents which introduce
the theological portion of the book also help sharpen the focus of Paul 's meaning of 'go pel."
In the story of Paul 's visit to Jerusalem (2: 1-10) Titu is presented a the te t ca e of Paul '
go pel.
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have required a decision concerning an eight day old Jewish infant. Rather, Titus, as a
believing, adult Gentile is a defining component of the "gospel" and the "truth of the gospel. "
Paul summarizes that he was not "compelled to be circumcised ... so that the truth of the
gospel might remain with you" (2:3-6).
In the same way, the incident at Antioch can hardly be construed as a stand off
between a gospel of faith and a gospel of works. The scene of two apostles opposed to each
other with one threatening the other with perverting "the truth of the gospel" (2: 14) must
have been riveting. Was Peter teaching that a man was saved by works? The only way this
could be implied was if Peter withdrew to a Jewish group who held that a pedantic keeping of
the law merited salvation with God. Although Peter's actions were in error it strains the
imagination to think that Peter could be confused over such a basic issue. Surely Peter did not
temporarily revert to a works-oriented salvation but more likely communicated by his
withdrawal from table fellowship that Gentiles were still "outsiders" to the community of
faith. 70 How would this threaten the truth of the gospel? It does not if the essence of Paul'
gospel as discussed in Galatians is justification by faith, but it surely does threaten his "gospel
to the Gentiles." By excluding himself from table fellowship with "unclean" Gentiles Peter
"compelled Gentiles to live like Jews " (2: 14) and thus threatened the "truth of a go pel which

includes the Gentiles . " 71
In ummary, what makes Paul's go pel unique in Galatian i not the do trin
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unique calling is to promote the gospel that Gentiles are saved in Messiah without becoming
Jews.

Exegetical Factors
Central to the discussion of Galatians, and critical to the support of this view is a
careful definition of the antithesis between "works" and "faith." It is important to note first of
all that Paul does not merely discuss "works" and "faith" in the abstract but most often
72
qualifies them with "law" and "Christ" respectively . Of course Paul does not use identical
73
vocabulary for his contrast every time but his two basic categories remain consistent. In

Galatians 2: 16 he affirms that justification comes not

ls Epywv voµou but

8ta / EK n(an:w<;

'IriaoO XptaToO. In 3:2, 5 when querying his audience about the basis for their reception of

the Spirit, Paul once again uses

ls Epywv voµou but contrasts it this time with ls QKO~<;

n (an:w<;. In"3:23 Paul apparently uses a shorthand version of the antithesis speaking simply

of being uno voµov before the coming of T~v nfanv . Because these phrases are antithetical
expressions in Paul, an accurate understandi ng of their meaning can only be attained in
relationship to each other. Therefore, after each phrase is preliminaril y investigated we will
seek to refine any nuance of meaning by a final comparison of the two together . W e will
consider fi rst the phrase which has received most discussion,
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l~ Epywv voµou

Paul first uses the phrase l~ Epywv voµou in Galatians 2: 16, but isolated within
the verse itself it stands as an enigmatic phrase without definition. This is understanda ble,
however, because as Betz has noted, Paul only summarily articulates his subject in his

"propositio" of 2: 15-21. 74 For further definition of the phrase one must move in two
directions: backward, carefully noting how the narratio (l: 12-2: 14) illustrates the statement
75
and forward into the argumentati on and elaboration of the "probatio" of 3: 1-4:31. We will

move first to the more definitive propositional portion of the letter (chapters 3-4) and then
test this understandi ng with the narrative introduction.

Theological Definition. The basic grammatical possibilities of "Epywv voµou"
seem to be: (1) "works which the law performs" (subjective genitive) , (2) "works performed
in obedience to the law" (objective genitive), and (3) "works which the law prescribes"
(genitive of source). 76 The first meaning is rejected on logical grounds since the Law does not

perform any works at all. The distinction between the second and third options is that meaning
two would involve human effort done in response to the law 's demands without regard to the

"The propositio is extremely concise and consists largely of dogmatic abbreviation ,
i.e., very short formulaic summaries of doctrines . . . . These abbreviation are difficult to
translate." Betz, Galatians, 14-25.
74

75

lbid .
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worth or success of the effort while meaning three emphasizes only the demands which the
law makes regardless of any human response. In Lohmeyer's seminal work he concluded that
77
"Gesetzeswerke sind eben Werke, die <las Gesetz fordert, " designating a system of service to

God, or life under the law. We would agree with his conclusions concerning grammar:
So bleibt die Art dieses Genetives grammatisch unklar; aber diese Unklarheit ist auch
nur ein Widerschein der sachlichen Unklarheit, die den Begriff des Gesetzes und des
Dienstes bedriickt. An nichts wird dieser Sachverhalt vielleicht klarer als an dem
78
paulinischen Gegenbegrif zu diesem "Gesetzesdiens t": n(anc; 'l17aoO XptaToO.
In chapter 3 Paul uses the fuller phrase

ts Epywv voµou three times (3:2 , 5 , 10).

The first two occurrences are juxtaposed with the phrase ES aK017c; n(aTEwc;, with little
further to define them. The third use in 3:10, however, begins a discussion of the plight of
those who are ES Epywv voµou, giving context and definition to the phrase, providing a basis
for choosing between the possible grammatical options.

""' The traditional interpretation of 3: 10 even caused Luther some confusion as he
admitted that"Paul's prooftext from Deuteronomy 27 ("Cursed is everyone who does not abide
by all things written in the book of the law to perform them") actually proved the opposite of
his (Paul ' s) statement (" For as many as are of the works of the law are under a curse"): the
79
law pronounced a curse on those who failed to do it, not on those who do it. Other

questions present themselves upon closer inspection as well such as who is cursed , Jew alone
or Gentile alone or both together?80 Likewise , who is redeemed from this cur e (3: 13) and

77
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what is the nature of the curse? Is the law itself the curse, that is, does Paul speak of "the
cursed law" 81 or is the "curse of the law" to be found in the obligation to legal minutiae? The
first place to begin the search for the answer to these questions and a more satisfying meaning
82
to Paul's thought is in the source of his proof, the text of Deuteronom y 27.

Paul's quotation of Deuteronom y more closely follows the LXX text which
inserts the word naatv (all the commands) , which according to Tyson emphasizes the
83
necessity to keep the law perfectly . Paul's words can be compared with the possible sources

of quotation in the table below .
MT , Deut 27:26

7W~ 7~7~

•

'p:-~·s
'IJ:;r:1-n~ - ~
n~;;,-;,1;r-,;,

• n,~ nitvl7S
T

- :

LXX, Deut 27: 26
'EmKaTapaToc; nae;
av0pwnoc; oc; OUK
Eµµ EVEl EV naat Tote;
>.6yo tc; TOO voµou

-

TOlJTOU

not fjaat

QUTOUc; .

Gal 3:10
, ETTl KaTapaToc; nae; oc;
OUK Eµµ EVEl naatv Tote;
yt:ypaµµtvotc; EV T4J
~l~Al4J TOO voµou TOO
not fjaat auTa.

It is unlikely however that this change of a word would signal a change in theology which i
foreign to the context, which simply calls for covenant faithfulness not perfection. A clo er

die Forderunge n des Gesetzes in ihr Herz geschrieben !) Nach seiner Uberzeugun g steht
vielmehr die ganze Menschheit wegen ihrer Ubertretung en des Willen Gotte unter einem
Fluch' (vgl. auch Rom 3: 19; nae; 6 Koaµoc;)," Franz MuBner , Der Galaterbrief (Freiburg:
Herder , 1974), 224. Gaston considers the curse of the law to fall only on Gentile who k ep
the law , Gaston , "Paul and the Law in Galatian 2-3," 45 .
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look at Paul's other modificatio ns to the verse clue the reader to his point. He also includes
the "formulaic expression" To1<; ycypaµµtvot<; fv T4J ~t~M41 ToO voµou which punctuates
the whole of the cursing and blessing section of Deuteronom y (Deut 28:58, 61; 29: 19, 20,
26; 30: 10). 84 In addition the MT uses the word "all" to describe the necessary loyalty to the
85
totality of the covenant frequently throughout the context (28:58; 29:29b; 32:46) . Finally,
86
the verse which Paul utilizes is actually the final and most comprehens ive of the curses in

87
Deuteronom y 27 which calls the nation not to perfection but to covenant fidelity. It seems

best then to understand Paul's unique quotation as a conflation of texts summarizin g the
responsibili ty of the nation and the consequenc es which would come to Israel in the event of
corporate apostasy.

"the formulaic expression ycypaµµtva lv T4J ~t~1.(41 TOO voµou TouTou which Paul
cites in Gal. 3.10 runs through Deuteronom y 27-32 like a leitmotif (cf. Deut 28.58, 61;
29.19, 20, ·26; 20 .10)," James M. Scott, "'For as Many as are of Works of the Law are
under a Curse' (Gal 3: 10) ," Paul and the Scriptures of Israel, Journal for the Study of the
New Testament Supplement 83 (Sheffield: JSOT Press , n.d.) , 194-95.
84

Indeed , the covenant cursing and blessing section is demarcated with calls for loyalty
to "all" the words of the law . The first verse (27:1) and the final verses of the section (32:4647) (and numerous times in between) , God reminds the people to keep all the words of the
law. Deuteronom y 27: 1 states , "Then Moses and the elders of Israel charged the people ,
saying, 'Keep all the commandments (i1W~iJ-1?~)w hich I command you today ." Likewi e, the
emphasis is obvious in 32:46-47 , "'Take to your heart all the words (t:l'":1'.;lliJ-1?J) with which
I am warning you today, which you shall command your sons to observe carefully, even all
the words of this law (n~~iJ i1Jir:liJ 'J:;r:r-1?~ ) . . . and by this word you shall prolong your
days in the land ." "The secret things belong to the LORD our God , but the thing re ealed
belong to us and to our sons forever, that we may observe all the word (J:;r:r- 1?~) of thi
law ," (Deut 29 :29) . Other reference not already cited are 27 :3, 8; 28:1, 15 ; 30: , ; 1: ,
85
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The covenant allows for various degrees of unfaithfulness and promises commensurate discipline in the form of curses , but the ultimate curse is exile- corporate disenfranchisement from the land (Cf. 28:32, 36, 37, 41 , 48, 63 , 64, 68) . Deuteronomy 30: 1-10
assumes that the nation will be cursed and exiled from the land but also gives hope for
restoration based upon repentance. The same cycle of Sin-Exile-Retur n can be seen in Moses '
88
final words to the nation in chapters 31-32. Thus the perspective of the six chapters (27- 32)

involving covenant sanctions is predominantly corporate, predicting the punishment of the
nation as a whole if gross national apostasy occurs while holding out the hope of future
restoration.
As the history of Israel unfolded the ultimate curse of exile was fulfilled in the
destruction of Jerusalem and deportation of the people to Babylon. Daniel 9: 1-10 records the
reflections of Daniel on the seventy year exile of his people which lead him to prayer . As he
anticipated the end of the exile his prayer of repentance is understandable since the covenant
offers restoration from the exile based upon repentance (Deut 30: 1-10). His thoughts in 9: 11
summarize the theology of the exile in clear Deuteronomic fashion , "Indeed all Israel has
transgressed Thy law ... so the curse has been poured out on us , along with the oath which
is written in the law of M oses." Daniel describes the exile of the nation as "the curse" which
God poured out on Israel, according to the covenant of M oses. What is more, in the en uing
verses (9: 11-15) he implies that the nation still stands under the cur e of the law and pra

for

God to end it. 89 It is in thi context that God informs Daniel that in reality " event week
have been decreed for your people .. . to fini h the tran gre ion, to make an end of in , to

The pattern of in, xile and Return i lab led " . .R ." b Mi h 1 Knibb , ' h
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make atonement for iniquity." Rather than a mere exile of seventy years, the nation is now
90
informed that another period of seventy "weeks" is necessary. Ackroyd summarizes the

revelation to Daniel:
It is in effect an exile lasting 490 years, and with this we reach an understandi ng of
exile and restoration which takes us well beyond the consideratio n of the sixth century .
Here the exile is no longer an historic event to be dated in one period; it is much nearer
to being a condition from which only the final age will bring release ... . The understanding of the exile is clearly enlarged far beyond the temporal considerations of
seventy years and the precise period covered by Babylonian captivity in the stricter
sense. 91
Daniel 9 sees the curse which God has poured out on Israel as lasting for a much longer time
than seventy years. The exile is in reality a state of judgment from which the nation will not
92
be released until God intervenes in history with the "inauguratio n of the eschatological era. "

This view of the continuing nature of the exile is confirmed by the postexilic
writings of Ezra and Nehemiah. Their prayers reflect the feeling that in spite of the return to
the land they are under the continuing judgment of God. Ezra writes "S ince the days of our
fathers to this day we have been in great guilt, and on account of our iniquities we, our king
and our priests have been given into the hand of the kings of the lands , to the word, to

This may have been anticipated in Leviticu 26:18, 21, 24 and 28 which promi
even-fold chastening if the nation is willfully disobedient.
90
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Peter R . Ackroyd, Exile and Restoration : A Study of Hebrew Thought of the i th
entury B . . (Philadelphia: We tminster , 1968) , 242-43.
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captivity, and to plunder and to open shame, as it is this day." (Ezra 9:7). Nehemiah recounts
the theological history of the nation including her sin and exile (9:5-35), concluding:
Behold we are slaves today, and as to the land which Thou didst give to our fathers to
eat of its fruit and its bounty, Behold, we are slaves on it. And its abundant produce is
for the kings whom Thou hast set over us because of our sins; They also rule over our
bodies and over our cattle as they please, so we are in great distress" (Nehemiah 9:36-

37).
A survey of intertestame ntal literature yields the same recognition that the curse
of Deuteronom y 27-32 had come upon the people in 586 B.C. for violating the covenant and
that the condition of desolation would continue until God brought about the restoration
93
promised in Deuteronom y 30. For example, the lamentation from Baruch reads:

And you shall say: The LORD our God is in the right, but there is open shame on us
today, on the people of Judah, on the inhabitants of Jerusalem, ... because we have
sinned before the LORD . . . . So to this day there have clung to us the calamities and
94
the curse that the LORD declared through his servant Moses (Baruch 1:15-20, NRSV) .
Speaking of the exile in Jewish apocalyptic literature Gowan concludes that a general
conviction exists that the return to the land was not the fulfillment of God's intentions for
95
Israel , so that "the problem of the exile still remained unsolved . " Knibb concludes his study

of intertestame ntal literature on a similar note : "Despite many differences in presentation the
writings that we have been considering seem to share the view that Israel remains in a tate of
hen

exile long after the sixth century , and that the exile would only be brought to an end
96
God intervened in thi world order to e tabli h hi rule . "
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So then if our understandi ng of the biblical and extra-biblic al literature is correct,
Paul's reference to "the curse" of the law in Galatians 3: 10, 13 is not shorthand for "the
cursed law" 97 nor is it a curse from God which falls on every man for a lack of moral
perfection, but rather the specific Deuteronom ic curse which fell on the nation as a whole in
586 B.C. and continued in some sense throughout the intertestame ntal period. That curse
according to Daniel would only find its solution in the coming of Messiah.
One final defining component of the phrase l~ Epywv voµou in 3: 10 is found in
3: 13 . The mention of the curse in 3: 10 finds it solution in Christ' s redemption from the curse
of the law discussed in 3: 13. Once again Paul buttresses and explains his statement by quoting
a verse from Deuteronom y, 21 :23. Our interest in this verse is that the solution to the plight
helps define the plight which, in turn, helps further define the subjects (those "of the works of
the law ") of that plight.
Paul changes the wording of the LXX slightly, from KEKaTTJpaµt voc;; (Deut
2 1 :23) to l mKaTapaToc;; ("Cursed is everyone," Gal 3: 13) , most likely to match the wording
of Galatians 3: 10 (l m KaTapaToc;; ) and thus connect the two texts of Deuteronomy. That is,
Paul is eager to show that Calvary is the solution to the curse of the law and Paul reads the
law as a cohesive unit.
Paul 's use of the Old Testament in Galatians 3: 13 is sometime u ed a an
example of his ad hoc use of proof texts because his interest in Deuteronom y 21 :23 eem to
re ol e around the common theme of cur e and "tree" which i under tood a a ret ren
al ary .

ertainly Deuteronom y 21 :23 wa not a prediction of the rucifi ion and if that
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for Christ) and neither was it the cause for the cursing. Rather, when one was put to death
because of a heinous crime and thereby incurred the judgment and wrath of God he could be
hung on a tree as a graphic illustration of God's curse upon that individual .
Two passages in particular demonstrate the practice of hanging corpses upon the
tree in the case of capital crimes , Numbers 25, and 2 Samuel 21. The first instance involves
the harlotry of Israel at Baal Peor. The solution offered by God for the problem was to
publicly display the executed victims in order to propitiate God's wrath: "and the LORD said
to Moses , 'Take all the chiefs of the people, and hang them in the sun before the LORD , that
the fierce anger of the LORD may turn away from Israel "' (Num 25:4 , RSV). Thus , the
execution of the guilty parties and the public display of the curse of God upon them was the
means by which God's wrath was removed from the nation.
The situation in 2 Samuel 21 was precipitated by a famine in the land , the result
predicted in Deuteronomy for sin. God revealed to David that the cause of the famine was
Saul 's execution of certain Gibeonites in violation of the covenant made with them in the days
of Joshua . The solution demanded by the Gibeonites was the death and public display of seven
descendants of Saul, "let seven men from his sons be given to us, and we will hang them
before the LORD in Gibeah of Saul " (2 Sam 21:6). David complied with their reque t and the
even were "hanged ... in the mountain before the LORD " (21:9) o that 'after that God wa
moved by entreaty for the land" (21: 14). Once again, the death of a guilty part
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The most likely explanation for why Paul considered "those who were of the
works of the law" to be under a curse was because the Deuteronom ic curse for gross national
infidelity had come upon the nation. Like Daniel, Paul saw the curse continuing until the time
of the Messiah who finished the transgression and redeemed the nation from it. Thus, if Paul
intended that his quotations from Deuteronom y reflect their original meaning then it is most
likely that his discussion in 3: 10, 13 concerns primarily the nation of Israel. Though Paul is
quick to point out that the atonement of Messiah had universal implications (3: 14), it seems
that his interest in these two verses (3: 10, 13) is to explain the relationship between Calvary
98
and the curse of the law which fell upon the covenant people. This brings us back then to

the definition of the phrase ocrot l~ Epywv voµou. It would appear that the context defines
the phrase in the simplest of terms as identifying the members of the Jewish nation. These are
people who identify themselves as the covenant people by their allegiance to Moses . It is a
simple identification of the Jewish people without pejorative or soteriological overtones. Thus,
there is no basis for the RSV's translation those who "rely on the works of the law" as though
100
99
these people sought to merit salvation and even less basis for the translation of "legalist. "

Betz agrees that only Jews are referred to here not Gentiles because only Jews were
"under the Torah." He rebuffs others who "systematiz e Paul by interpreting Rom 1: 18ff;
2: 12ff; 3:23; 5: 12ff into Gal. However, the universal reign of law and in over both the Jew
and the Gentile is stated clearly only in Rom, not in Gal," Betz, Galatians , 148. For a good
example of this see MuBner's comments in note number 80 on page 170.
98
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And while it is true that some Jews and even Peter himself, at times, may have emphasized
the exclusive nature of "covenantal nomism" (pace Dunn, Howard), once again the phrase
hardly refers to a misuse or misunderstanding of the law. In short, Epywv voµou should be
understood as a genitive of source with the sense "deeds commanded by the law " and the
phrase oaot l~ Epywv voµou would then refer to those who find their identity in the law ,
referring to the Jewish people. 10 1
This would also explain why Paul can move so easily from the phrase l~ Epywv
voµou to the simple voµoc;.

102

The "deeds of the law" are not a moral perversion of the law

or a twisted use of it but simply the proper response to its demands . Doing the deeds of the
law or obeying the law was how one demonstrated his allegiance to the law . The task left at
this point is to see if this understanding harmonizes with the introduction of the letter and
103
makes good sense as Paul uses it in 2: 16 in his response to Peter at Antioch.

Narrative Definition. Paul's first story in chapter two utilizes the Gentile
believer , Titus , as a test case and concerns the agreement between the "pillars" and Paul. The
recognition which Paul received in Jerusalem was not simply a recognition of his person but
more importantly of his unique call and ministry . Peter, James and John recognized that
Paul's ministry was unique in that he preached to the uncircumci ed in di tinction to the Peter
who preached to the circumcised . The nature of the diffe rence wa not one betwe n ' 1 gali t"
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and "believer" but rather between "Jew" and "Gentile." Likewise the text reads much more
naturally if the concern for Titus was not that as a believer he would have to become a
"legalist" who trusted in his deeds for salvation but that as a Gentile he would have to
become Jewish.
The incident in Antioch is even clearer. Peter's withdrawal from table relationships with Gentiles "compelled Gentiles to live like Jews" (2: 14). It is unlikely that in his
withdrawal to the company of Jews alone (2: 12) Peter changed his theology from grace to
"being saved by perfect obedience to the law" and that by implication he was forcing Gentiles
to obey the law perfectly for their salvation as well. Peter's actions could hardly have been
interpreted as a test case for the distinction between faith and merit but they certainly did
104
draw the line between Jew (those who found their identity in Moses) and Gentile. Thus ,

Peter did not force Gentiles to be legalists but he did "compel" them to "live like Jews "
' ,.,
(2: 14) in obedience to Moses. This is why Paul's reference to "works of law " in 2: 16 fits so
naturally with the context and the historical situation. The question raised by Peter 's actions
(2: 11-14) was whether one had to be Jewish to be saved and the designation of those who are

"of the works of the law " (3: 10, 13) is that of a Jew . Paul does not argue against Peter's
Jewishness per se, but simply that being Jewish is not enough. He claims that even Jew (by
definition, those who keep the law, 2: 15) recognize that being Jewi h will not ave one ("a
man is not justified by the works of the Law," 2: 16) which i preci ely why ever Je

mu t

put his faith in Me iah ("even we have believed in Chri t Je u , " 2: 16) .
In ummary, then, although our definition of 'work of the la " mu t b
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explored, we have at this point defined "works of the law" as a genitive of source, meaning
"deeds required by the Law" and "those who are of" (ocr0t ls) these works are simply those
who observe the law, otherwise referred to as "Jews by nature" (¢ucrct 'Iouoa'iot, 2: 15).

EK ntcrTcwc; XptcrToO
The second side of the "works-fai th" antithesis as Paul first states it in 2: 16 is

EK ntcrTcwc; XptcrToO. Although Paul referred to the first part of the contrast in a fairly
consistent manner as either "works of the law" or simply "law," his references involving
"faith" are not so consistent, requiring more analysis. Below is a sampling of the ways in
which Paul utilizes the word n(crnc; in Galatians 2-3 .
2:16
2 :20
3 :2, 5

3:7
3:12 "
3:22
3:23

a man is justified ota / EK n(crTcwc; XptcrToO
Paul lives EV n(crTct TlJ TOO uloO TOO 8t:oO
reception of the Spirit comes ls aK011c; n(crTcwc;
the sons of Abraham are ol EK ntcrTcwc;
the law is not EK ntcrTcwc;
the promise is given EK n(crTcwc;Tr1croO XptcrToO
before the coming of T~v n(crn v

The fullest expression which Paul uses involves the "o ta I EK ntcrTcwc; XptcrToO" (2: 16, 20;
3 :22-26) 105 which we will investigate first , followed by the "ls aK011c; n(crTcwc;" (3:2, 5), and
"ol EK n(crTcwc;" (3: 6-9) .
nfar£w~ 'IncroO XplaroO; 2: 16-20; 3:22-26 . The traditional under tanding of thi
106
phrase has been "human faith in Christ. " Burton considered thi meaning 'too clear t be
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questioned" 107 and Cranfield calls suggestions to the contrary to
108
be "altogether unconvincing . " In reality, however, the basic syntactical options of this

phrase are two: the objective genitive (human faith placed in Christ) and the subjective
genitive (the faith or faithfulness of Christ himself). More recently the choice of the
109
subjective genitive has gained a number of adherents who likewise boldly defend it. Gaston

asserts that the correctness of this phrase as "' the faith or faithfulness of Jesus Christ' has by
11 0
now been too well established to need any further support. " Unfortunately the issue is not

as easily decided as either side would make it out to be.
Excluding the phrases under discussion which refer to Christ, Howard has
analyzed twenty-four instances of the genitive with twenty-one referring to the faith of
Christians , two to the faith of Abraham (Rom 4: 12, 16), and one to the faithfulness of God
(Rom 3:3). 111 He concludes that in every instance where n(an c; is followed by a proper noun
_,

112
or pronoun in the genitive that it is always subjective. While not conclusive this argument

does suggest the subjective genitive option.
A more telling piece of evidence from a grammatical standpoint is the sim ilarity

107

Burton, Galatians, 121.

C. E. B. Cranfield , The Epistle to the Romans in The International Critical
ommentary, ed. J . A. Emerton (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1975), 1:203, n. 2.
108

Cf. George Howard, "Note and Ob ervations on the 'Faith of hri t, "' Harvard
Theological Review 60 (1967) : 459-65; Hay , The Faith of Jesus Christ, 139-77; Ri hard
Longenecker, "The Obedience of Chri t," Reconciliation and Hope (Grand Rapid :
ew Te tament tudie
erdmans, 1974), 142-52; Morna D. Hooker, "mane; Xp1aTou,"
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between the usages in Galatians and those concerning Abraham in Romans. In Romans 4: 12
Paul discusses not "faith placed in Abraham" (objective genitive) but "the faith of Abraham"
(subjective genitive, Tfjc; nfcrn:wc; ToO naTpoc; ~µwv' A~paaµ

) which is a model for believers.

Four verses later Paul speaks of those who have the faith of Abraham with the phrase, EK
nfcrn:wc;' A~paaµ

(those who are "of the faith of Abraham") which is identical to the phrase

in question in Galatians 2: 16 and 3:22, EK nfcrTEwc; XptcrToO (that we may be justified "by
the faith of Christ"). Thus precedent can be found in pauline literature for understandi ng the
phrase and combination s of the phrase as a subjective genitive.
One possible reason why some are reluctant to understand the phrase as a
subjective genitive is because it seems to threaten the reformation truth of justification by the
act of believing in Christ. It is also taught that the more ambiguous phrase in 2: 16, 'f va
CLKatw0wµEv EK n(crTEwc; XpLcrToO (in order that we may be justified by "the faith of Christ"

I "our faith in Christ") should be interpreted by the clear phrase ~µEtc; de; XpLcrTov'IricroOv
fm crTEucraµEv

11 3
(we have believed in Christ). In this way, however, Paul ' s statement in both

2 : 16 and in 3:22 becomes tautological, "we have believed in Christ Jesus in order that we
might be justified by believing in Christ" (2: 16) and "that the promise by believing in Christ
114
might be given to those who believe" (3 :22). If however the subjective genitive reading i

adopted no " reformation truth " is lost since in both verses Paul clearly empha ize the place
of the human act of believing, with the aorist fm crTEucra µEv followed by the obje t d e;
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XptaTov'IriaoOv

in 2: 16, and the same can be said in 3:22 of the substantival participle Tote;

mmEuoum v (without the object specified). More importantly, what is gained is a balanced

emphasis upon not only the human act of believing but also upon the object of that belief, the
faithfulness of Jesus Christ. 115 Longenecker argues:
Paul uses n(anc;'IriaoO XptaToO in his writings to signal the basis for the Christian
gospel: that its objective basis is the perfect response of obedience that Jesus rendered
to God the Father, both actively in his life and passively in his death. Thus in three
places by the use of n(anc;'IriaoO XptaToO Paul balances out nicely the objective basis
for Christian faith ('the faith/faithfulness of Jesus Christ') and mankind's necessary
11 6
subjective response ('by faith'): Rom 3:22 ... Gal 3:22 ... Phil 3:9.

Hooker states "But to take n(anc; Xp taToO as a reference to Christ's own
faith/faithfulness is in fact in no way to neglect the faith of the believer; and to take it of the
believer's faith in Christ may emphasize that faith at the expense of stating what Christ has
done," Ibid., 322.
115

Richard N. Longenecker, Galatians, Word Biblical Commentar y 41 (Dallas: Word
Books, 1990), 87. Cf. also his article "The Obedience of Christ," Reconciliation and Hope
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), 142-52, in which he discusses the theology of the obedience
and faithfulness of Jesus. Arguing that the Hebrew 'emunah meant both "faithfulness" and
"faith" he says that "it is therefore likely that in certain instances in his letters the phra e
n (aTEwc; 'Iriaou XptaTou should be understood as 'the faithfulness of Jesus Chri t" , the Godman. And if this be true, it means that Paul thought of the believer's justification , righteou ness and access before God as based upon Christ's perfect obedience during hi earthly life .
. as well has his sacrifice on the cross," Ibid . , 146.
Cf. also Hays who argues "It is in fact arguable that Paul's entire discu ion make
much better sense if he is interpreted as presupposing that Je u Chri t, like Abraham , i
justified EK n (aTEwc; and that we, as a con equence, are ju tified in him (cf. Gal 2: 17,
8t mw0fjvm lv XptaTQ) , a a result of hi faith(fullne ).
Thi kind of repre entative-chri tology i clearly pre ent el ewhere in the T , e p ially in Hebrew , which depict Je u a Tov TJl<; n (aTEwc; dpxri yo ai TEAEtwT~ 'IriaoO
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Thus it may be that the "faithfulness of Christ" (n(anc; 'IriaoO XptaTou , 2: 16; 3 :22) is a
specific example of the "faithfulness of God" (Ttjv n(anv ToO 81:00 , Rom 3:3)

117

and that by

it Paul points repeatedly to Calvary as the faithful fulfillment of the promise of redemption .
Having said all this, the case in 3:22-26 carries more definitive contextual clues
about the phrase. Twice in 3:23 Paul uses n(anc;, both times with the article. He first speaks
of the time "before the coming of (the) faith (Ttjv n(anv ) " and then of "being shut up to the
faith which was about to be revealed (Ttjv µD,Aouaav n(anv dnoKaAu<j>0 fjvm)." The article
objectifies faith in both phrases pointing the reader to the "faith" just mentioned in 3 :22
which is EK nfaT1:wc;'IriaoO.

118

That is, Paul's grammar indicates that his references to "faith "

(Ttj v n(anv ) and to "the faith to be revealed " (3:23) are shorthand for the fuller expression

in the context of "EK n(aT1:wc;'IriaoO XptaToO" (3:22).

119

It would be unusual to speak of

.;,

faith(fullness) ," Ibid ., 167.
1n Romans 3:21-22 Paul states that the "righteousness of God apart from the law"
has now been manifested 8ta nfaTEw<;' IriaoO XptaToO, d e; navTa<; Touc; m a T1:uovTa<;.
Although the phrase 8ta nfaTEw<; 'IriaoO XptaToO is often taken as the objective genitive, two
factors here argue for the subjective genitive reading . First, if the phrase is understood as
"through human faith in Christ" then the sentence becomes tautological because of the last
phrase "for all who believe." More importantly , however , the controlling verb (and idea) in
the sentence of 3:21-22 is "manifested " (n1:<j>avlpwTat), i. e., how God's righteousness is now
demonstrated apart from the law . The demonstration of God's righteousness can hardly be
seen in "human faith" (obj ective genitive), but it is clearly seen in the 'faithfulnes of Chri t"
on Calvary (subjective genitive). The idea of Jesus' faithfulness on Calvary as the demon tration of God 's righteousness is an emphasis, if not the main point, of the conte t a een in
3:26. Once again, this is not to deny the necessity and the place of human faith in Chri t,
which is mentioned in the context (e.g., 3:22) . It i imply to warn that 'human faith in
hrist" i often overemphasized to the detriment of the concept of the "faithfulne of
hri t."
117
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faith as "an individual act of believing" as either "coming" or "being revealed," for Paul has
120
already argued that faith is as old as Abraham , but both would be appropriate if Paul were

speaking of the "faithfulness of Jesus Christ." World history can be easily and appropriately
divided by speaking of the time before the coming of Christ and the time afterwards .
Likewise, the faithfulness of Christ was preeminently revealed at Calvary . Similarly , in 3:23
Paul argues that before faith came we were kept under the law, so that the reader expects him
to say in the next verse that the law leads us to faith . Instead, of faith however , Paul
substitutes Christ because in the context he has defined Ttjv n(an v more completely as the
"faith of Christ. " In 3:25 he smoothly switches back again from Christ to faith : "now that
faith has come, we are no longer under a tutor. " It appears then, that Paul's subject in this

section is not human belief but the historical category or dispensation which has been ushered
in by the appearance of the Messiah.
Certainly Jesus ' "coming " which includes his death caused an epochal change in
history. Many scholars agree that the "faith " of 3:23 does not refer to human believing but to
a more objective historical event. Betz argues that n (an c; in 3:23 "describes the occurrence
121
of a historical phenomenon, not the act of believing of an individual ." The question is in

des Gesetzes fo lgt, ja einen Gegensatz zu dieser darstellt (vgl. 8E). Man darf jedoch da
artikulierte n(anc; nicht gleich als 'Christentum ' ... sondern mit Ttjv n(aT1 v wird da
"
vorhergehende EK nlaTEwc; ( 'I11aou Xp1aTou) anaphorisch wiederaufgenommen .
MuBner, Der Galaterbrief, 254.
°Fung notes "That Abraham wa ju tified by faith how conclu i el that Paul
cannot mean that prior to the 'coming' of faith no one had e er i ed a ing faith," alatian ,
1 8, n. 6.
12
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what sense does Paul use the term "faith" here. Is he thinking in the category of the individual believer's experience or in the category of redemption history? Bornkamm insists that
Paul's thought in chapters 3-6 is fundamentally heilsgeschichtlich and apocalyptic. When
speaking of the "revelation" in 3:23 he says:
It means ... as it does already in Jewish apocalypticism, a freshly commencing, aeon-

changing, eschatological act of God, in the sense of an objective event not brought
about by men. The word nfan<; requires to be understood in this way in our passage not as a human attitude or a concern of the individual, but as the 'principle of salvation'
(H. Schlier) opposed to the voµo<;, made possible and set in force by God and an122
nounced to the world as a whole.
Martyn also notes the major epochal contrasts of Galatians and contends that they are
fundamental to Paul's thinking throughout the book. He says that "the crucial issue of the
entire letter [is] : What time is it? . . . It is the time after the apocalypse of the faith of Christ
. . . ."

123

In chapters three and four in particular Paul contrasts two major periods of history .

124
This emphasis may be seen in a series of temporal and telic clauses:

P K, 1982), 5.

Giinther Bornkamm, "The Revelation of hri t to Paul on the Dama u R ad and
Paul' Doctrine of Ju tification and Reconciliation: A tud in Galatian 1," Reconciliation
and Hope , ed. Robert B nk (Grand Rapid : erdman , 1974), 95- 7.
122

ui Mart n, "Apocalyptic Antin mie in Paul '
J.
tament tudt 31 (1985) : 418 .
123
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3:19
3:22
3:23
3:23
3:24
3:25
4:2
4:3

o voµoc;

. . . TTpoanteri
auvfr111:1a1:v ~ ypa<j>~
UTT() voµov f<j>poupouµE0a
auyK11noµ1:vo1
0 voµoc; TTat8aywyoc; ~µwv YEYOVEV
OUKETl UTTO TTat8aywyc5v foµEv
UTT() ETTlTpOTTOUc; fmlv Kal OLKOvoµouc;
UTTO TO: ITTOlXE1a TOO Koaµou
~µE0a 81:8ou11wµtvo1

axpic; OU E110i:i TO aTTEpµa ~ ETT~yy1:11Tat
'(va ~ foayy1:11(a EK TTIITTEwc;'I riaoO XptmoO 8o0fj
npo TOO 8£ f110E1v T~V TTIITTLV
de; T~v µ€1111ouaav TTtITTtv o:TT0Ka11u<j>0~vm
de; XptaTOV
f118ouaric; 8E T~c; TTIITTEwc;
axpi T~c; TTpo01:aµ(ac; TOO TTaTpoc; .
OTE 8E ~1181:v TO TTll~pwµa TOO xpovou,
f~aTTEITTEl/\EV o 01:oc; TOV ulov aUTOO

The law characterized one fundamental time category and Christ characterizes another. Paul
peppers his sentences with time indicators which emphasize the shift from one aeon to
another: "The law was given until the coming of the seed;" "we were held under the law

before the coming of faith; " "we are no longer under a pedagogue; " "under guardians and
managers until the time set;" and "while we were children." Thus it can be seen that the
fundamental categories of Paul's thought in these two chapters is upon the epochal time shift
which has occurred with the coming of Christ. In Paul's recital of redemption history the role
of the Law was clearly temporary until the time of Messiah. And Burton is correct when he
says in reference to verse 24 that "the reference [is not] to the individual experience under
law as bringing men individually to faith in Christ. For the context makes it clear that the
apostle is speaking, rather, of the historic succession of one period of revelation upon another
125
and the displacement of the law by Christ. " Thus, in Paul 's writing in this chapter he

defines n(aT£wc; 'h1aoO XptaToO as "the faithfulness of Christ (abbreviating hi reference to it
as merely TllY

n(an v )

in accompli hing redemption and the new age which it ha intro-

duced ." A Bornkamm says:
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Son, to the promised freedom of the sons of God.

Paul's final reference to faith in chapter three comes in verse twenty-six where he
begins to draw this phase of his argument to a close. He states: "navTE<; yap ulol 8Eo0 t crTE
8ta TJl<; ntITTEwc; lv XptcrT<flricroO," which the NIV translates, "You are all sons of God

through faith in Christ Jesus." This reading would emphasize human faith in Christ as the
means of sonship, which is a viable option. Another option is grammatica lly possible,
however, which also has broader contextual support. That option is to understand 8ta TJl<;
n fcrTEwc; , and lv XptcrT<flricrou as two separate phrases which modify of the main sentence
127
" You are all sons of God . " The NRSV accordingly translates the verse "for in Christ Jesus

you are all children of God through faith." Several contextual clues support this separation of
the phrases. First , precedent can be found in Pauline literature for separating the two phrases .
In Romans 3:25 where a very similar construction occurs , 8ta nfcrTEw<; lv T4J mhoO
a'tµan,

the phrase "through faith " is almost certainly to be separated from ' in his blood ,"

128

129
thus avo iding the "awkwardn ess of a second modal clause . " Second , the articular reference

126

Giinther Bornkamm , "The Revelation of Christ to Paul on the Dama cu Road ,"

95 .
Schlier notes, " Da lv Xp tcrT4l' Iri crou gehort nicht zu 8ta TJl<; nfcrTEwc;. Paulu
redet auch son t nie von einer n(crnc; lv XptcrT(ij' Iri crou im Sinne eine Glauben an
hristus Jesus , sondern von n(crnc; XptcrTou' I ri crou . .. " Schlier, Galater, 171. Betz tat
hrist a the ' on of God' who makes adoption a ' on ' available through the gift f
" It i
the pirit. Two formulae tate the conditions fo r thi adoption: 'through the faith ' ( ta TJl<;
n(an:wc;) and through incorporatio n in the body of hri t,' i.e ., in hri t Je u , " B tz,
alatian , 186 (empha i mine) . He al o ay in reference to 3: 6 that "Th tat m nt i
gniz d and th n
conci e and include a number f theological f rmu lae whi h mu t b r
related to their re p ctive conte t . " Ibid ., 185 .
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to faith as Tfjc; n(aTEwc; is not unfamiliar in the context and can stand alone as an independent
phrase, as Paul has used the same construction in 3:23 and 3:25 to refer back to "the faith of
Christ" in 3:22. 130 More importantly, Paul's discussion in the succeeding verses (3:27-28)
uses the phrase "in Christ" to emphasize the sphere of the believer's existence rather than the
object of the believer's faith. 131 In 3:27 he states that "all of you were baptized into Christ"

(de; XptaTov E~aTTTta8TJTE) and in 3 :28 "you are all one

in Christ Jesus" (uµEtc; de;

EaTE

Ev XptaT4i'I11aoO). This phrase "in Christ" is typical Pauline theology by which he empha-

Schlier understands the construction with sensitivity to both the the preceding and
succeeding context, "Auf ihr liegt im Zusammenhang kein besonderer Ton, wie Hofmann
meint, sondern ota Tfic; n(aTEwc; nimmt nur das EA8oua11c; Tfjc; n(aTEwc; von 3:25 auf
(Sieffert) . Deshalb is nicht der Glaubensvollzu g gemeint, sondern der eben erwahnte Glaube ,
der gekommen ist. Nur dieses Verstandnis entspricht auch dem Zusammenhang , der etwa so
zu verdeutlichen ist: 'Nachdem aber der Glaube gekommen ist, stehen wir nicht mehr unter
dem Paidagogos. Denn ihr alle seid Sohne Gottes. Das hat der eben erwahnte Glaube
vermittelt. 1hr seid es aber in Christus Jesus,"' Schlier, Galater, 171. Campbell asserts that in
these verses (3:22, 24, and 26) "the phrase EK n(aTEwc; alternates initially with the substantive
TllY n(an v . But in v. 26, after five of these previous references to n(aTtc; (two with EK-and
also one participle construction using maTEuw ), Paul continues: navTEc; yap uloi 0Eou EaTE
ota Tfic; . . . . This genitive otci phrase must evoke the previous string of n(aTtc; expres ion ,
to which it stands as the linguistic equivalent of a capstone. To argue otherwise simply a ks
too much of Paul's readership ," Campbell , "The Meaning of nn:rn:: and NOMOI in Paul,"
130

95.
Burton also argues for the separation of the two phrases from a grammatical tandpoint
l
"That lv XptaT4i'I11aoO does not limit ntaTEwc; is evident because Paul rarely emplo
22
16 20
after n(anc; . . . and in this letter always uses the genitive (2 • 3 ) . . . . " He then argu
that Tfjc; n(aTEwc; stands "without limitation" and should most likely be taken a a 'r f r n
24
r
to the faith of the Galatians meaning 'your faith'; cf. 2 Cor. 1 ." He fail to not , h
that the reference in 2 Corinthian also includes the posses ive pronoun uµw Tfjc; nf ITT w ,
whereas Galatians 3:26 doe not. Thu , it would seem that the imple t under tandin f n1
n(aTEwc; would be a reference to the faith of which Paul ha been peakin in th pr i u
four ver es.
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132
sizes the believer's sphere of existence. The Christian is saved because he participates in the
133
saving work of Christ which is best described as being "in Him . " So Paul's point may be

better summarized that Christians are "all one" because they are first of all "in Christ," and
thus being "in Christ" they participate in "the faithfulness of Christ," sharing the promise of
righteousness.
This understanding gives consistency to Paul's thought in the section of 3:22-28.
The "faithfulness of Jesus Christ" (3:22) expressed at Calvary has "come" (3:23) and "been
revealed" (3:23). The Law was a tutor until Christ came (3:24) but now that this "faithfulness" (3:24) has come we are no longer under the law (3:25). Thus , all believers are sons of
God because they are "in Christ" (3:26) and participate in the "faithfulness of Christ" (3:26).
aKofj<; n(an:w<; 3:2. 5. Paul contrasts the familiar and more static phrase Epywv
voµou twice' with aKofic; n(an:wc;, which is simply another way in which Paul expresses "the
134
leading antithesis of the whole epistle. " Although, this is probably true, the question

remains, what is Paul 's nuance as expressed in this unique construction, aKofic; TTtOTEwc;? The
grammatical possibilities are at least four depending upon whether each word is taken in an

Albrecht Oepke, "f.v," in Theological Dictionary of the New Te tament, ed . G.
Kittel (Grand Rapid : Eerdman , 1977), 2:542, or as Burton note , to ha e hi tanding; in
thi context to become object of the divine favour, on of God, a he i the on of God,"
Burton, Galatians, 203.
132
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active or passive sense. 135 A.Kori in the active sense would mean "sense" or "organ of
136
hearing" and in the passive sense would mean '"report' which is heard. " nfanc; could

mean "believing" in the active sense, or in the passive sense "what is believed" or "message,
137
proclamatio n" or in this case "the gospel. " According to traditional models, Tyson argues
138
that it should be understood as the "believing act of hearing. " Longenecker and Fung
139 Hays
interpret dxori passively and nfaTtc; actively yielding "believing what was heard."

and Betz prefer the passive sense of both words with the resulting "proclamati on of the
141
faith" 140 or "report of the gospel message . " One notable distinction between these various

options is that the last one (both senses being passive) "unavoidably shifts the emphasis from
142
the hearing to the preaching of the message . " That is, the emphasis would be not so much

the act of hearing as what is heard.
Since none of these possibilities enjoy a grammatical advantage, context must
make the choice. Clearly, whatever Paul means by aKoflc; nf an~wc;, he contrasts it with
"works of law." If our conclusions of the latter phrase are correct then Paul 's antithe i
between "working" and " believing " but between "identifying with Mose " ver u

1

not

omething

135 ung list eight possible permutations of the various meaning of the two word ,

ung, Galatians, 130-32.
136G. Kittel, "aKouw ," TDNT, 1:221.

ha other meaning , uch a "reliability, proof, pledge" but none of the e
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different. It would seem that the best understanding of aKof]c; rr(crn:wc; as an antithetical
counterpart to Epywv voµou would be the passive sense of both words as "the gospel message" or "the proclamation of the faith." In this way Paul's contrast would be "Did God grant
the Spirit through identification with Moses or through preaching of the gospel? " As Hays
cautions "This would not, of course, preclude a concern for human receptivity to the
message; it would simply mean that the point of the contrast would be located differently . . . . " 143 That is the contrast would be not between working and believing but between
Moses and Messiah. This would also harmonize well with Paul's statement in 3: 1 concerning
the public portrayal of the crucifixion of Christ in which Paul stresses the content of the
gospel message without an emphasis upon the human act of faith. While this understanding of
the phrase aKof]c; rr(crn:wc; does not discount the other interpretive options , it is a viable
grammatical possibility and is compatible with the context.
~

ol EK
rr(an:wc;,

oaat

n (a1Ew<;

3:6-9. One final facet of Paul ' s antithesis is the phrase ol EK

used only twice by Paul in Galatians (3 :7, 9) . While the corresponding phrase

t~ Epywv voµou does not occur in 3:6-9 it is clear that Paul ' s discussion in 3: 1Off.

about those who are l~ Epywv voµou, once again provides the contrast to this phra e which
concerns rr(crnc;.
The thought of 3:6-9 is introduced by the comparative Ka8wc; which link the
di cussion of 3: 1-5 with 3:6-9. The essence of the link i normally con idered to be bet
tho e

ho exercise faith (l~ aKof]c; rr(an:wc;, 3:2, 5) and Abraham who
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blessing of the Spirit because of their faith in the same way Abraham was justified because of
his faith. In this way Abraham serves as the paradigm of faith in whose footsteps Paul's
readers should follow. Thus in 3:7, 9 the phrase ol EK

n(aTEwc;

is understoo d as "those who

145
exercise faith" along with Abraham the believer (3:9). Several have argued lately however

that Galatians 3 has been too much influenced by Romans 4. Donaldso n remarks that "What
interests Paul about Abraham in Gal 3 is not the paradigm atic structure of his faith, but the
146
fact that it is 'in him' . . . or 'in his seed' . . . that the Gentiles are to be blessed . . . . "

Hays argues similarly that the route which Paul traces from the Galatians to Abraham does
not go through faith but through Christ, i.e., the "participa tionist soteriolog y" which is "the
147
presuppo sition for Paul's argument ation all along. " These writers see a different argument

in 3:6-9 and therefore assign a different nuance to "ol EK

n(aTEwc;. "

Thus, in order to understan d the meaning of the phrase we must investigate Paul's argument ation in 3:6-9.
Longenec ker and others assume that Paul's comparis on between Abraham 's faith

Sache nach die Galater mit Abraham . . . . Diese Verbindu ng deutet der Apostel knapp an mit
der Vergleich spartikel Ka0wc;, die hier elliptisch gebraucht wird. Der Gedanken gang i t der:
Es Verhalt sich mit eurer Heilssituation 'wie' bei Abraham : 'er glaubte Gott ... "' MuBner
Der Galaterbrief, 213.
Longenec ker states in reference to verse eight, "The central phra e of the ver e, EK
n fan:wc;, being parallel with EK n(aTEwc; of v 7, certainly refer to the human re pon of
trust and commitm ent 'by faith,'" Longenec ker, Galatians, 115.
145

T . L . Donald on, "The ' ur e of the Law' and the lnclu i n f the G ntil :
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(3:6) and the Galatians faith (3:2-5) is based upon the verb in 3:6, lnfcrTEucrEv , and the
understandi ng of the phrase in 3:2, 5, l~ dxofjc; nfcrTEwc; as "hearing with faith" or an
equivalent expression emphasizing the human response of faith. As was argued previously
however, those who are l~ ciKofjc; nf crTEwc; are not those who exercise faith as opposed to
those who work but those who are identified with "the report of the gospel" or "the faithfulness preached." While it is true that these have believed, the antithesis set up in 3: 1-5 is
between those identified with Moses and those identified with the preaching of the gospel.
Furthermor e, as we hope to demonstrate shortly, Paul does not emphasize the argument of
faith in 3:6-9; his argument takes a different route.

If Paul's comparison of 3:6 does not concern human faith, then what does it
concern? The critical question which he asked in 3:1-5, upon which he was willing to rest hi
entire case (To0To µ6vov ), was "Did you receive the Spirit by identification with Moses or
with the gospel message? " The correct answer of course was that they received the Spirit by
identifying with the gospel message . This would imply that Paul 's comparison with Abraham
should concern what God granted to him and what he believed rather than hi personal
response. If this is the case, it may well be that the word which Paul intend to empha ize in
148
3:6 may be " reckoned " (E11oyfcr8 ri ) rather than "believed" (lnfcrTEUcrEv ). Thu God'

reckoning of righteousness to Abraham would corre pond to hi "providing (tmxopriyw
149
pirit and working (lvEpywv) miracle " among the Galatian (3 :2, 5).
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this promise underlies Paul's thinking is clear because of the reference in the next verse (3: 7)
to the "sons of Abraham" and his reference to the "seed" of Abraham developed in 3: 16ff.
More importantly , however, Paul directly clarifies the message which Abraham received in

3:8 as "the gospel preached beforehand" adding force to the suggestion that the focus of the
comparison between the Galatians and Abraham is that both (1) received a message of
promise ("message of the gospel" and "promise of offspring") and (2) in turn were granted
150
the blessing from God (the Spirit and justification ). In this way Paul's emphasis is not so

much upon the response of Abraham as it is the promise which he received.
If this point is correct then it would reinforce Hay's point that Paul's route to
Abraham is through Christ and not through faith. If the statement in 3 :29 summarizes his
point (and it would seem that it does) then Paul's strategy is to show that "if you belong to
Christ, then you are Abraham's offspring" rather than "if you have faith like Abraham you
•_,

are his seed." Bruce also notes that Paul's logic in Galatians 3 differs from Romans 4 that
Abraham was justified by believing before his circumcisio n because it would not have
effectively answered the crisis in Galatia. He says the Galatians "might well have answered
that they were justified by faith while they were uncircumcis ed, as Abraham was ; that they
proposed to accept circumcisio n after being justified by faith , as Abraham did ; and that for
them, as for Abraham , circumcisio n would be a seal of the justification by faith which the
151
had received in their uncircumcised state . " This may well be why Paul argue for the
152
uperiority (3 : 1-9) and priority (3 : 15-18) of "promi e" to "law ."

Thi then lead to Paul ' pr liminary conclu ion (a pa) in :7 that "o l l
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ntOTEW<;, oOTot ulo( datv' A~paaµ

. " Normally the phrase ol EK n(aTEw<; is interpreted

according to the emphasis in 3:6 upon Abraham's believing (EntaTEuaEv ) as "those who
believe. " 153 If however Paul does not key his thoughts from Abraham's response , but rather
from the promise he received then perhaps the phrase should be understood differently. In
reality the best option to interpret the phrase is to understand it as a shortened version of the
phrase Paul has just used in 3:5, ES aKofj<; nfaTEw<;, so that it means "those who are of the
faithfulness " or "those who are of the gospel" of Messiah. This is likely because the concept
of n(an<; was introduced and defined before the reference to Abraham in 3:6. It has already
been argued that Paul can use the noun without genitival qualifiers to refer to the fuller
expression EK n(aTEw<; 'I flOOO Xp taToO (3 :22-26) because he has already qualified them, not
154
only in 3 :2, 5 but also in 2: 16. Thus, Paul's phrase in 3 :7, 9 should understood as a natural

extension of his antithesis between those who would identify with Moses or those who would
_,

identify with the gospel message. This harmonizes with Paul's strategy already discussed, in
Galatians 3 that "those who are of the faithfulness (i.e., of Christ) are the sons of Abraham

(3:7, 29). 155
This understandi ng is reinforced by an investigatio n of Paul 's argument in 3: , 9.
It is difficult to see how the quotation from Genesis 12:3 supports Paul's argument if hi point
is the necessity of faith . The passage speaks of Gentiles and their ble ing but nowhere doe it

153
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refer to their justification by faith. If, however, Paul's point is that Gentiles are justified by
their identification with the gospel message rather than their identity with Moses, the
quotation fits nicely. First, it more closely correlates the message which the Galatians
received (the gospel) with the message which Abraham received (the gospel preached
beforehand) and thus clarifies the basic comparison (Ka0wc;, 3:6) with which Paul began the
section. 156 Second, the quotation does not mention Abraham's faith but does emphasize the
promise of blessing which was given to him.
In reality the text of the Paul's quotation differs slightly from Genesis 12:3. Betz
157
suggests that Paul conflates several texts including Genesis 12:3; 18: 18; 22: 18; 26:4; 28: 14.
158
The following table compares Paul's quotation in Galatians 3: 8 with the possible sources.

Gal 3:8
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
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18: 18
22: 18
26 :4
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It appears that Paul does conflate a number of texts of Genesis, but it is clear that they are all
very similar and either rephrase or slightly clarify the original promise given to Abraham in
Genesis 12: 3. Still the correlation between Paul 's statement " that God would ju tify the
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faith. The corresponde nce could be charted as follows:
Promise

Means

3:7a

God would justify Gentiles

EK n(an:wc;

3:7b

All nations blessed

m you

While the correlation between the promises of "justificatio n of Gentiles" and " all nations
being blessed" is easy to see Burton is confused regarding the relationship between the two
designated means "EK n(an:wc;" and "in you . " He concedes that "the apostle has missed the
meaning of the Hebrew . .. . He doubtless takes Ev in its causal , basal sense , meaning ' on
159
the basis of what he is or has done,' and interprets it as having reference to his faith ."

Burton is forced to this conclusion, of course, because he sees the focus of Paul ' s argument
on Abraham's faith and attempts to understand Paul's statement and quotation from that
standpoint. 160 As he admits , however, the idea of Abraham's faith was not a part of the
original text of Genesis 12 or those which sprang from it. The promise was unconditional
regardless of Abraham ' s response. The tabulation of the texts from the Genesis account point
in a different direction . They indicate that God 's promise of blessing fo r the nation wa to be
found " in you ," but more specifically in T4J a ntpµaT( aou (Gen 22: 18; 26 :4). Paul clarifie
thi point just a few verses later in 3: 16 when he says the promises were given to Abraham
Kat T4J 0-TTEpµaT( 0-0U, oc; EO-TlV Xp taTO<;.
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beforehand to Abraham was that in him, or more specifically , in his seed which is Christ, all
the nations of the earth would be blessed. This understandi ng does not prove Paul's point in
3: 8 if his point concerns the human response of faith, but if by ol EK nf aTEwc; Paul refers to
those who have received the "message of faithfulness " (3:2, 5) and those who have been
justified "through the faithfulness of Christ" (2: 16), who are therefore "in him" (2: 17) , then
Paul's quotation corresponds in every respect to his point. Thus, it makes good sense if Ev
aoi refers not to some "quality 'in Abraham,' but to his descendant, i.e. , Christ."

162

Paul 's

opponents taught that Abrahamic sonship came Ev voµQ but he argues that it comes "in
Christ" just as he has phrased the argument before (2: 16-20), as he summarizes it now (3: 9)
and will again (3:26-29).

Conclusions . The second side of the "works-fai th" antithesis is described by
Paul in a variety of ways. His first mention of the concept in 2: 16 involves the fullest
expression when he says no one is saved through the works of the law but "81a nfaTEwc;
'IriaoO XptaToO." He uses the same phrase again in 3:22 with a slight change from

8ta to EK

in 2:16b and 3:22 saying we are justified "EK n(aTEwc;'IriaoO" and the promise comes" EK
nfan:wc; 'IriaoO XptaToO," respectively . It was determined that the phrase is probably be t

translated as the "faithfulnes s of Jesus Christ," referring to his faithful fulfillment of God'
promise of atonement as the object of human faith. To paraphra e Paul' thought of 2: 16, ' e
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the article in 3:23, 25 and 26. Thus, Paul can refer to the fuller expression of "the faithfulness of Jesus Christ" by the simple reference to n(anc; because he has defined the term in
context (2: 16; 3:22). The discussion of 3:22-26 explains the temporary place of the law in the
history of redemption as Paul speaks in a broad historical category rather than a category of
individual human belief. "We were locked up until the revelation of T~v µ0,11ouaav ntaTt v "
(3:23), and "f118oua17c; 8£ Tfic; nfaTEwc; we are no longer under a pedagogue" (3:25). Once
again the objective coming and revealing of the "faithfulness of Christ" on Calvary fits the
context better than a reference to the individual human response of faith.
The second means of expressing the "faith" side of the antithesis was through the
phrase f~ aKofic; nfaTEwc;, found in 3:2, 5. Since the grammar will allow nearly any
combination of the words, two contextual factors were considered decisive: the relationship of
the phrase to the antithetical expression f~ Epywv voµou and the subject of the section as
described by Paul in 3: 1. Since the phrase f~ Epywv voµou is best seen as a description of
those who identify with Moses the best contrast would be those who identify with the
163
faithfulness of Christ, with the translation "the proclamatio n of [the] faith ," or "faithfulnes

preached." In this way the phrase is a compact reference to Paul 's fuller description of
Calvary in 3:1, "Jesus Christ was publicly portrayed as crucified ." Paul 's antithesis here, then
would be the same as expressed in 2 : 16-20, namely , between law and Christ. Hi que tion
upon which he is willing to hang his whole argument (To0To µovov , 3:2) i

Did ou re

i e
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to oaot ls Epywv voµou in 3: 10. While the phrase is normally defined in light of the alleged
emphasis upon Abraham's faith, it was determined that Paul's focus in the passage was not
upon the faith of Abraham but upon the message he received which Paul describes as "the
gospel" (3: 8). It was suggested that a more likely contextual clue for the understandi ng of EK
TT(an:wc; was the fuller phrase of ls aKofjc; TTtan:wc; found in 3: 1-5. In this way Paul is

saying that those who are "of the faithfulness " or "of the faithfulness of Christ" are sons of
Abraham (3:8, 9, 14, 26-29).

Conclusion
Having explored the meaning of both sides of the antithesis separately it is
necessary now to compare those meanings in order to arrive at a carefully refined antithesis
Epywv voµou was

between Epywv voµou and TT(an:wc;'IriaoO XptaToO. We concluded that

not a pejonttive term referring to a misguided effort at human achievemen t but rather a simple
designation of "deeds commanded by the law." Thus, those who were "ls the works of the
law" were those who found their identity in Moses by obedience to the covenant. In contra t,
TTtaTt=.:wc;'IriaoO XptaTou was found to refer not to human faith in Christ but to "the

faithfulness of Jesus Christ" in providing the promised atonement for mankind. Tho e who
were "EK this faithfulness " were those who found their identity in Chri t and hi work n
alvary . Thus, the essence of the contrast between the two term wa not found t re id m
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time under a pedagogue which is brought to a close by the faithfulness and now that the
faithfulness has come we are no longer under a tutor (3 :23-25). Thus, in Paul ' s discussion, to
be "of the works of the law " is not only to be identified with Moses but to be identified with
a distinct period of history which has been superseded by "the faith. " In turn, "the faith " then
is not simply "the faithfulness of Jesus Christ" on Calvary but also the new epoch which it
has introduced.

Conclusion
We have sought to demonstrate that the theology of law which Paul articulates in
Galatians can only be understood as the answer to the specific , historical situation of the
Galatian believers . While it is most likely true that the Galatian churches were composed of a
Jewish/Gentile mix of people, Paul ' s argument is clearly directed toward those Gentiles who
have been rempted to secure Abrahamic blessing in the Law . He counters this false notion by
demonstrating that Gentiles are blessed with Abraham 's blessings not by being " in the law '
but by being " in the seed of Abraham ." Since that seed has now come , Gentiles are ble ed
directly in him . God has fulfilled the promises to Abraham by mean of Calvary. Simply
tated, if Gentiles are in Christ then they are sons of Abraham . Paul ' argument again t the
164
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sonship is in Christ, and thus they "fall from grace" (5:5). This message may be summariz ed
then as:
The inclusion of Gentiles
in the blessings of Abraham
is accomplis hed by their incorpora tion
in Christ rather than
in Law.
What remains at this point is to demonstr ate this type of meaning in a synthetic overview of
the book.

Synthetic Overview
The purpose of this section is to demonstr ate the viability of the proposed
message statement by means of an overview . Because of the limitations of this study a
detailed exegesis of the book is not possible. In addition much of the necessary exegesis ha
already taken place in the analysis of Paul's major "works-f aith" antithesis. The overview
will be approache d through the means of an analysis which reflects in its major point that of
H. Betz. While not subscribin g to every dimension of his argument we do recognize and
165
appreciat e the validity of his claim to a unified rhetoric .

Epistolary Prescript 1: 1-5
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early in the introduction Paul mentions the Cross and the age in which he lives but says
nothing about the necessity of human faith in the Cross.

The Introduction (Exordium) 1: 6-11
In this introductory section in which Paul bypasses his normal greeting in order
to get to the important issue at hand, he immediately identifies a critical contrast between the
gospel of Christ and a different gospel (1:6-9). Paul does not describe the "other" gospel here
but warns that those who propose it will be under the curse. Although it is possible that Paul
refers to human responses he nowhere in the context gives a clue that he is speaking of a
contrast between human faith and works. Rather it appears that he is rather referring to two
different messages which can be received. One message is the "good news of Christ" (To
Euayy€ALov ToO XplaToO, 1:7) and the other is a "gospel" which leads to cursing much like

the Law ('.~.10). If Paul's elaboration in the rest of the epistle is an elaboration of this
introduction then we would expect him to speak of messages which are received rather than
responses which are made .

The Statement of Facts (Narratio) l : 12-2: 14
True to rhetorical form, Paul next narrates hi torical fact which are critical to
hi argument. The purpose of thi

ection i to introduce the ubject matter on which he
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revelation of Jesus Christ," (dnoKa1iutjJEwc;,IricroO XptcrToO, 1:12). That Jesus was not simply
the source but also the subject of the revelation which Paul received is made clear from 1: 16
where Paul says God called him in order "to reveal (dnoKa1iutjJat) His Son in me." Thus ,
Paul defines the essence of his gospel as the message about Christ. Paul's gospel is "His
son." But once again 1: 16 helps clarify the unique nature of "Paul's gospel" as one which
was from the beginning directed toward Gentiles ('f va EuayyEMswµat auTov tv Tote;
£0 VEOlV ).

This important fact (narratio) which supports his case (probatio, 3: 1-4:31) is
167
presented in the literary sense not as a conversion but as a call. Thus, Paul's own story is

used not so much as a paradigm of individual justification (for no justification terminology is
168
used), but as a paradigm of the change in aeons. His encounter with the risen Christ has

moved him from a Judaism without Christ (1: 14) to "the faith which he once tried to destroy "
,;

(1:23). Paul's gospel is rooted in his recognition of who Jesus is and the necessity to
revealing of Him to the Gentiles.
One final emphasis in this section is the relative obscurity which surrounded
Paul 's call. The summary statement is that upon the reception of his call he "did not immediately consult with flesh and blood ," (1: 16) . This is clarified by the shortness of his stay with
Peter (only fifteen days) and the purpose of his visit, to learn from him (lmopfJcrat) . It i
often affirmed that Paul' s point here is to establish his independenc e from the apo tie - a
point which i contradicted by Paul ' words that he learned from Peter. Rather , it would
that Paul i di cu ing the relative ob curity of hi unique call (go p 1) to the Gentile . Th
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169
direction of information was from Peter to Paul rather than the other way . The same was

true of the churches of Judea which heard "only ... 'He who once persecuted us is now
preaching the faith which he once tried to destroy," (1:23). Thus , Paul's gospel and call are
170
legitimate and true, though others may not have been aware of them.

The Example of Titus 2: 1-10
The example of Titus advances Paul's argument by giving tangible definition to
his heretofore abstract "gospel to the Gentiles." Titus is the quintessenti al test case for Paul 's
gospel because he is an adult, male, believing Gentile . He thus embodies the critical question
171
at hand : must Gentiles become Jews? When the decision is made that he should not have to

be circumcised Paul rejoices that "the truth of the gospel" might remain with his audience.
Nowhere in the story does Paul hint that the real subject was a question between human merit
and divine grace; rather, the issue is the historical question of Gentiles taking on the yoke of
the law. The final decision which is reached and confirmed by the pillars is that Paul '
apostleship to the Gentiles is legitimate and appropriate (2:8-9).

The Conflict at Antioch 2: 11-14
The story at Antioch advance Paul 's introduction to it

trategic goal a it

provide another test case which further define the i ue, but more important} , furni h
Paul the opportunity to perfectly articulate the i ue . Thi i in keeping with the patt rn f
rhetoric which Betz ha identified .
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The majority rule says that the narratio should "end where the issue to be determine d
begins ." It cannot be accidenta l that at the end of the narratio in Gal 2 : 14, when Paul
formulate s the dilemma which Cephas is in, this dilemma is identical with the issue the
172
Galatians themselve s have to decide: "why do you compel the Gentiles to Judaize?"
The focus of the problem then lay not with Peter's hypocritic al behavior per se , but with the
173
That is, the problem was that Peter ' s behavior
implicatio ns which it held for Gentiles.

forced Gentiles "to live like Jews . " To interpret Paul's phrase as "to live like legalists "
understan ding "legalists " as those who sought to merit God's favor by adherence to ritual is
to force far too much from the term "'Iou8aH~w . " First, the term simply means " to live as a
174
Jew , according to Jewish customs. " Second , the story defines the problem and the term

as a simple conflict of Jewish and Gentile identity. Peter originally enjoyed table fellowshi p
with Gentiles implying that they were equals and then afterward s excluded himself from them
implying that they would only be equals if they became Jewish through circumcis ion (2: 12).
P eter did nb t force his fellow Gentile believers to become "merit-or iented legalists " but he did
force them to become Jews , and thus denied the truth of Paul ' s gospel that M essiah should be
175
preached among Gentiles (not proselytes !) who are fellow heirs (equals) with Jews.

Betz, Galatians, 62.

172

Even grammati cally as Paul states the problem his concern is not so much with
Peter's behavior itself as with how it affects others. Peter's behavior is merely the premi e for
the question, "E{ au'lou8a10<; unapxwv E0v1Kwc; Kai ouxi'Iou8 a"(Kwc; sue;, nwc; TO £0 l7
avayKcisnc;, Iouoai sE IV . "
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The Proposition (Propositio) 2: 15-21
The purpose of the propositio is to sum up the narratio 's material content and to
176
set up the arguments to be discussed later in the probatio (chapters 3 and 4). This section

does just that as it serves one hand to answer the problem in Antioch, setting out Paul's
argument in summary form, and thus prepares the way for his fuller exposition of the
argument in 3: 1-4:31. Paul articulates the two "gospels" here in summary form which he
only mentioned in his introduction.
Paul acknowledges the distinction between Jew and Gentile in 2: 15-16; Jews
possess and obey the Law while Gentiles do not. This advantage, however, does not lead to
acceptance with God. That only comes through the One who is completely acceptable to God ,
Jesus Christ. Thus, even Jews find justification not in the observance of the Law but by
personal faith in the faithfulness of Christ (2: 16). Thus, Paul's and Peter 's acceptance comes
' .,.

"in Christ" (8tKatw817vm lv XptcrTQ, 2: 17). The problem comes when it is realized ,
however, that they are not alone "in Christ," for Gentiles find their blessing in the same
place, making Jew and Gentile "one in Christ" (3:28). Thus when Peter was properly
expressing his acceptance "in Christ" at the table with others who were "in Christ," certain
Jews objected that Christ was causing Peter to sin by exposing himself to Gentile uncleanne
(2: 17). Paul's response is that the real transgression in this matter is to rebuild the barrier of
the law between Jew and Gentile which are "in Christ" (2: 18) . Paul ha found within the la
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itself (Genesis 12:3, et al.) divine reason to no longer live with the law as his basis of identity
(which excludes Gentiles from acceptance) in order to live to God (2: 19). A new basis for
Paul's identity has been found in Messiah. A new age has dawned which has superseded the
age of Moses and only in identification with the crucifixion of Christ does Paul live. As he
participates in Christ's death he is accepted as righteous and this is the source of blessing for
all others as well (2:20). Thus, righteousness does not come through the Law but through
participatio n in the substitutionary atonement of Christ's death (2:21). Blessing is found in
Christ, not in law.

The Proofs (Probatio) 3: 1-4:31
The center portion of the epistle is not distinct in subject, only in form. In this
section Paul begins to unpack his argument and support his basic thesis which was introduced
177
and articulated in summary form in chapters 1-2.

·Although Paul's argument may appear convoluted at times, he consistently argues
a singular theme . Particularly in chapter 3 Paul argues that his readers have already attained
the blessings of Abraham by virtue of being in Christ. In 3 : 1-5 he refers to the past event of
their reception of "the Spirit. " The Spirit is further defined as "the promise Spirit" and the
"blessing of Abraham " in 3 :14 and finally states that his readers are indeed Abraham '
offspring becau e they are in Christ in 3 :29 .

The Means of Blessing (the Gospel: Argument from Experience) 3: 1-5
Paul ' proof here i not to prove that hi reader hip i
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reception of the Spirit (3:2), is powerful proof of their salvation and Paul is willing to stake
his whole argument (To0To µovov , 3:2) on how they received salvation. He questions "Was
the best evidence of salvation (the Spirit) received because of your identificatio n with Moses
expressed through obedience to the Law or through acceptance of the message of the gospel?"
Obviously, the correct answer was "through the message of the gospel," the faithfulness of
Christ expressed in the crucifixion (3: 1).

The Source of Sonship (the Gospel: Argument from Scripture) 3: 6-9
Paul now argues the same point (Ka8wc;) from a different perspective , that of
Scripture instead of experience. In the same way that the Galatians received the promise of
God through the message of the gospel, so also Abraham received the blessing of God
through his reception of the gospel preached beforehand (3: 8). Those who are "lK nfcrT1:wc;"

(3:7) that is, who are identified with the gospel message (l~ aKofic; nfcrT1:wc;, 3:1, 2, 5) are
the sons of Abraham. This is so because God promised that Gentiles would be blessed 'in
you," (3:8), that is "in Abraham 's seed," which is Christ. Thus, those who are "lK nfm1:wc;"
are to be identified with those who are "in you/Christ. " Therefore tho e who are "of the
faith(fullnes s of Christ)" (3: 9a) are blessed with Abraham the believer (3: 9b).

The Role of the Law (Not Blessing but Curse) 3: 10-14
Although the law had many purpo e
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Messiah. Paul agrees that Christ redeemed Israel from the curse of the Law with the result
that "in Christ" the blessing of Abraham might come to Gentiles. Thus , the law was not the
means of blessing. It's role was to bring Israel under a curse, highlighting the necessity for
redemption. The law, though not a curse itself, did bring Israel under a curse because of her
covenant disloyalty from which she was freed by Christ's atoning death. The fulfillment of the
promise of redemption, while having implications first of all for Israel, also spilled over in
blessing to Gentiles as well. 179 The law had a role in redemption history but its role was not to
bless but to curse.

The Priority of Promise to Law 3:15-18
Paul's point in this section is to clarify the chronological relationship between
promise and law. In order to do this he must clarify that the promise given to Abraham wa
in reality a promise concerning Messiah. Thus in 3: 16 he points out that the promises given
concerning Abraham refer ultimately to his '"seed' that is Christ" (3: 16). Thus, the promi e
that Gentiles would be blessed in Christ came long before the law and the law cannot change
the prior promise (3: 17). This is why inheritance, i.e., Abrahamic bles ing i not ba ed 'in
law," especially for Gentiles (3: 18).

Our understanding Paul' point in 3: 11-12 i not quite a clear. Normall , : 1 i
under tood a aying that the Law doe not deal with believing but rather with d ing or
meriting fa or with God. In Leviticu 18 however, the promi e i h Id ut a a p iti and
reali tic goal of enjoying life in the land . Nehemiah al o quote the r in 9: in a
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The Temporary Nature of Law in Redemption History 3: 19-26
In explaining the temporary nature of the law in redemption history Paul more
fully unpacks the compact point which he introduced in 3: 10-14. The two major points which
Paul makes in this section are introduced immediately in 3 : 19 when he says: (1) the law was
given because of transgressions and (2) its role in redemption anticipates and is limited to the
coming of the seed .
Paul ' s references to "transgressions " (3 : 19) and being "shut up " (3 :23) are
probably best understood in light of his argument concerning the curse of the law (3: 10, 1314). Because of Israel ' s transgressions , she was cursed and "shut up " until the coming of
Christ. This section in particular is colored with historical terms which clue the reader that
Paul is speaking in national and historical , not in individual terms. He is not saying that no
one was saved before the coming of Christ , but that Israel in particular (3:23) and the world
18 1
The law thu
in general (3 :22) 180 lived in the anticipatory stage of history until Christ came.

was a tutor to lead Israel until Messiah (3: 24) . When Messiah came the law was like a ign
post whose purpose in heilsgeschichte was fulfilled when the fi nal destination had been

hut up all
Paul uses the more general word "Scripture" in 3:22 which he ay ha
men under in" and then becomes particular in 3 :23 aying "we ... were under law ."
Although it is difficult to be dogmatic it eem that Paul' referen e to ' w " are t th
Jewi h people (2 : 15 ; 3 : 13 , 23 ; 4 :3) while often the econd per on i re er ed for Paul '
audience , namely Gentile (3 : 1; 4 :6) . The theological ba i for the di tin ti n i impl
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reached.

The Means and Source of Blessing 3:27-29
In this section Paul's argument begun in 3: 1 comes full circle. His point that his
readers are "in Christ" and that all who are in Christ are therefore sons of Abraham summarizes his argument. His readers received the promise of the Spirit because of their acceptance
of the gospel of Christ. Being in Christ makes them "heirs according to the promise." Thus
Abrahamic blessings are found in Christ, not in law.

The Illustration of the Pedagogue 4: 1-11
Paul ' s illustration of the pedagogue does not seem to introduce any new ideas
1 2
into his argument, rather it forcefully illustrates the temporary nature of the role of the law.

The same basic message of 3: 10-14 and 3: 19-26 is repeated. Israel was held in bondage under
the curse of the law but only for a time. Just as a child anticipates his freedom from the
"guardians and managers " who are over him (4: 1-2) so also Christ came to redeem I rael
(4:4-5). This redemption, in turn , provided blessings not only for Israel (4:5) but al o for the
nations ("you," 4 :6-7) as well. Paul's fear is that his readership may be turning back the
clock of redemption history by turning from Christ to Law. If they do thi they will
back again to the weak and worthle

turn

elemental thing , " (4:9). Although being 'under la " i

not to be equated with the pagani m (4:8-9) from which the Galatian had b en a
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The Personal Argument 4: 12-20
Paul's argument here differs from the preceding chapters in that it becomes very
personal. His appeal is emotional and is based upon the past relationship between the apostle
and the readers.

The Illustration of the Two Women 4:21-3i
This is Paul's concluding proof from scripture. By means of his "allegory" he
illustrates and clarifies the decision which the readers must make by citing Abraham 's
decision. Paul's first point is made in a comparison with Abraham's two sons. Isaac was born
by means of a promise as were the Galatians who were also "sons of Abraham " (3:7) because
of the promise (3:8). Ishmael, however, was the son of a slave woman as were Paul's
opponents. Paul then expands his metaphor by comparing the women to two covenants, the
old covenant of the Law , founded on Mt. Sinai and corresponding to the earthly Jeru alem
and the new -covenant founded by Messiah corresponding to the heavenly Jerusalem . The
apostle very clearly casts the story here in terms he has used throughout the epistle: identit
with Moses and his covenant versus identity with Messiah and his covenant. He then quote
I aiah 54: 1 which concerns the promise of redemption for the nation of I rael from the
captivity and exile. Isaiah' promi e speaks of the de perate ituation of e iled I ra 1 in t rm
of a woman who ha been divorced (54 :4-8). In reality hi word in 54: 1 are an en
ment that though he will be e tranged from her hu band , omeda h
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a "covenant of peace" (Isaiah 54:9-10) and in that day of renewal and redemption from
divorce "the sons of the [once] desolate one [exiled Israel] will be [in the new covenant] more
numerous than the sons of the married woman [old covenant, pre-exilic Israel]." In this way,
Paul not only identifies his readers as true heirs of Abraham, because they are of the promise,
but also calls upon prophetic witness that the Galatians are part of the group of "more
children" of the new covenant brought in Christ. At the same time he uses the allegory to
clarify that those who are identified with Moses and not Christ are not children of promise but
of slavery, thus driving a wedge between the Galatians and Paul's opponents. In a final
reference to scripture he appeals then to his readers to "cast out" those who are not of the
new covenant.

The Exhortation (Exhortatio) 5: 1-6: 10
,., Paul concludes this letter in normal fashion with a series of practical exhortations
and warnings. He warns once more (5: 1-12) that for his readers the choices of Messiah and
Moses are mutually exclusive (5:4). Gentiles who submit to circumcision, by definition, deny
the work of Christ. Otherwise, since his readers are now recipients of the Spirit they are
encouraged to walk in the power provided .

Epistolary Postscript ( Conclusio) 6: 11-18
Paul uses the clo e of his letter to once again ummarize the main argument and
to add a final emotional appeal. The opponent are tho e who w uld
choo e law (6:12-13) over the
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legitimate badge of covenant membership, the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. Paul's final
emotional appeal is seen in his reference to the physical marks which his loyalty to Christ has
brought him, the legitimate mark corresponding to the illegitimate marks his opponents would
unpose.

Conclusion
We began this chapter by evaluating recent approaches to the book of Galatians.
It was determined that any understanding of the book which claims to unlock its message must
deal adequately with the antithesis between "works" and "faith" which is central to Paul's
argument. The traditional "Lutheran" approach paraphrased the contrast as human effort
versus human faith , a view which has a hoary tradition and the support of many recent
interpreters. The view understood "works of the law" as legalistic attempts to merit God '
favor. Two problems with this view, however were its non-historical caricature of Judaism as
it was intended and practiced and its failure to deal in a historical-g rammatical fashion with
the text of Deuteronomy.
Recognizing the problems inherent in the "Lutheran " approach, Jame Dunn and
others proposed that Paul 's apparent disdain for "works of the Law" temmed from the
exclu ive nature of the law which kept Gentile at an arm length. He acknowl dge that
while the law erved to protect I rael it purpo e wa not to e elude Gentile and that in
reality the problem in Antioch and Galatia wer a human di tortion f th
accord mg to Dunn, Paul ' argument wa not with th
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A third view is espoused by a growing fellowshi p of New Testamen t exegetes
who see the antithesis not between two types of human activity but between human activity
and divine activity. That is, the essence of nfcrn<; as Paul defines it is the specific faithfulne ss
of Jesus' sacrifice on Calvary, so that the choice which Paul lays before his readers is
"choose between what you can do for yourself or what God has done for you." This view ,
proposed with slight variations by both Howard and Hays is convincin g for the second side of
the contrast (faith) but again fails in its dealing with the first side (works). Howard follows
Dunn's helpful but insufficie nt view of exclusivis m and Hays simply assumes that "works " is
a reference to human activity.
The proposal of this chapter was that the essence of the "works-f aith" contrast
had to be understoo d in the historical context of the crisis in Galatia and in the scriptural
context of the Old Testamen t. The historical questions grew out of a particular situation and
Paul's answer to those questions is very specific. The crisis first of all involved the relationship of Gentiles to the law and the question of how Gentiles were to be included with Jews in
the blessings of Abraham . Although the churches of Galatia were most likely composed of a
mix of Jew and Gentile , as Paul addresses his letter, he writes to persuade those who are
consideri ng becoming Jewish by circumcis ion not to do so. His aim is focused on a ingle
target. Likewise , Paul 's gospel of which he speaks in this letter can not be identified with the
generic "justifica tion by faith." Though this is a necessary componen t of hi go pel, what h
preached (1 : 11) to the Galatian was the specific go pel of the Me iah for Gentile ( 1: 12- 16) .
It i hi call to Gentile and not hi understan ding of grace which di tingui he him fr m th
oth r ap
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The scriptural context was most helpful in unlocking Paul's meaning of the
"works-f aith" antithesis . Paul states that all those who are of the "works of the law" are
under a curse. The traditiona l interpreta tion sees this as the story of every individua l who
attempts to earn his salvation. Paul's quotation however does not point to the theology of
Romans 1-3, but rather to the national covenant of Israel, Deuteron omy 27. It was determined that those who were of "the works of the Law" were merely members of Jewish
society who found their identity in the covenant of Moses by obeying the covenant. The curse
of the law was the one promised for the nation of Israel in Deuteron omy 27-30 of exile and
disenfran chisemen t from covenant blessing for serious covenant disloyalty . This curse came
upon the nation until "the consolatio n of Israel, the seed of Abraham " came to redeem Israel
from it and inaugurat e eschatolo gical blessing in a new covenant. Thus , those of "the works
of the Law " are those identified with Moses and the era of the law before Messiah.
The second side of the antithesis , "faith" is first defined by Paul in 2: 16 as
n(an:wc; Tr1aoO Xp LaToO. Rather than a reference to individua l human faith in Christ it was

determine d that the phrase probably refers to the "faithfuln ess of Jesus Christ" expressed in
the fulfillmen t of the promise of redemptio n on Calvary. Becau e Paul defines the phra e in
2: 16 and in 3:22-26 he often refers to the same concept in an abbreviat ed way a

imply "the

faith" (3:23, et al.) Paul freely speaks of the time before the coming of the faith and the time
afterward which i character ized by the faith (3: 22-26). Paul ' reference are not to the
coming of individua l trust but to the epochal tage in redemptio n hi tor in
of redemptio n in Me iah. Thu , the
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This, the definitive point on the historical-redemptive timeline, has profound
implications for both Israel but particularly for the nations. Paul argues that God's original
commitment to Abraham promised that Gentiles would be blessed "in him." Through the
unfolding of the story of Genesis it was clear that "in him," meant specifically "in Abraham's
seed, which is Christ." Paul's point then is that since the seed has come, and believing
Gentiles are "in Christ," they are therefore blessed with Abrahamic sonship and blessing.
That is, since the Galatians are "in Christ" they have already qualified as heirs of Abraham.
Paul then clarifies the limited role of the law in this blessing. In redemption history the law
was by no means the channel of Abrahamic blessing; rather, it brought a curse. It's role was
to bring Israel under a curse in order to lead her to Christ who would redeem Israel from the
curse of the Law. Thus, the role of the law in redemptive history was limited to the nation of
Israel, limited by time and limited to a purpose of cursing from which only the seed could
redeem them . Now that the seed has come and Gentiles find their blessing "in Him," it is a
folly of infinite proportions, not to mention a denial of the source of their blessing, to return
to the pre-messianic era by attempting to find Abrahamic blessing in the law. Thus, the

inclusion of Gentiles in the blessings of Abraham is accomplished by their incorporation in
Christ rather than in Law.
If this is an accurate summary of what Paul has said in hi epi tle , then we ar

now able to speak to the i sue of what Paul has not said. In light of the fact that Paul'
argument i addres ed to a pecific, historical ituation we hould point out that the b ok of
hould not be understood a Paul ' theology of law . Hi di cu ion i
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of the law in redemption history was not its only role. We are reminded of the error which
185
Barr has described as "illegitimate totality transfer." Although voµoc; can refer to several

different aspects of God's law for Paul, it is illegitimate to think that every time it appears
186
that Paul refers to every aspect or function of the law . Though a major role of the law (to

bring Israel under a curse) was fulfilled at the coming of Christ, Paul simply does not speak
to the role of the law as an administrative covenant for the nation of Israel. Whether the role
of the Law as Israel's regulatory document did or did not end is not the subject of Paul ' s
letter. 187 But the book of Galatians does not provide Paul 's entire theology of law and though
we may eagerly speculate about the missing pieces from what we have seen, such speculation
has no revelational basis in this letter.
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CONCLUSION
Hebrews
We began this exercise with an investigation of the book of Hebrews. It was
concluded that the author's concern was not to pit Jesus against angels, or Moses, or Aaron as
individuals but as facets of a singular concept, the Old Covenant. His contrast from the
beginning to the end of the book is, in reality, between two covenants, the old represented by
Moses and the New represented by Jesus. The author clearly states that the New Covenant has
come, and was founded at Calvary (chapter 7). This, however, is not new information since
explicit revelation concerning the foundation of the New Covenant is at least as old the Last
Supper. The author of Hebrews continues to show the mutually exclusive nature of the two
covenants which, as well , may not be seen as new information (chapter 8). Paul and others
saw the coming of Messiah as the beginning of a distinctive historical era and often contra ted
it with the era of the law. What the writer of Hebrews does offer, however , as a unique
contribution to the New Testament canon is the incompatibility of the two covenant
particularly in regard to regulation of wor hip (chapter 9- 10) . He peaks in detail about the
acrificial y tern which has been rendered ob olete and then offer
replacement
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exhortation is simply that Judaism as defined by the Old Covenant no longer exists as a viable
option in God's economy. It has been superceded and abrogated by the New Covenant. Thus,
regardless of any other New Testament regulation, it would be impossible for a Jewish
believer, having been enlightened by the truth of Hebrews to, in good conscience, participate
in Old Covenant cultic worship.

Acts
The book of Acts is a theological history from an earlier time period than
Hebrews. The book begins with the promise and fulfillment of the gift of the Spirit which
Peter interprets as a sign of eschatologic al blessing promised by the prophet Joel. He and his
fellows understand that New Covenant blessing has come. In chapter 8 the gospel begins to
spread and by chapters 10 and 15 Gentiles are introduced and welcomed into the growing
Church. Though many understand the rejection of Judaism to be a prerequisite to the Gentile
mission we ·have concluded it was not. The Cornelius incident (chapters 10-11) and the
Jerusalem Council (chapter 15) do teach the acceptance of Gentiles into the Church but do not
imply a correspondi ng rejection of Israel. Though the majority of the nation had rejected
Messiah, Luke ee God till working through believing Messianic Jew who reach out to
include Gentile . These believing Jew see Mes iah a the fulfillment of God' promi e t
to God through obedience to th
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Galatians

If Paul wrote the book of Galatians immediat ely after his first missionar y journey
then it would be one of the first contributi ons to the New Testamen t. Having given careful
attention to the historical situation we concluded that Paul did not write to give a comprehe nsive theology of Law. Rather his aim was to answer the historical and specific question of
"should Gentiles become Jewish (by taking on Mosaic obligation ) in order to obtain
Abraham ic sonship." Paul's answer was basically twofold. First , he affirmed that Gentiles are
blessed in Christ with Abraham 's blessings and second , the temporary role of the law in
redemptio n history was not to bless but to bring Israel under a curse. Thus , for Gentiles to
turn from Christ to the Law would be to attempt the impossibl e of turning back God 's
eschatolo gical time clock and to deny their only source of blessing of being in Christ. No
longer is the Mosaic covenant the badge of the "heir of Abraham ." Now blessing is only
found "in Christ" and specifical ly in identifica tion with his crucifixio n. In the book of
Galatians Paul argues that the New Covenant has come . He sees Gentiles as not obligated to
Moses and declares that identifica tion with the Law is completel y insufficie nt for alvation . In
short, a new age had dawned which signalled the redemptio n of I rael and direct ble ing for
Gentiles in the Seed of Abraham apart from the Law .
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directed toward Jews. A second guideline is to note the progress of revelation in the New
Testament. Clearly, the Twelve understood very early and were reminded forcefully at
Pentecost, that upon the death of Christ they had begun to enjoy a New Covenant relationship
with God. Later, through the revelation given to Peter in Acts 10 and through the special
calling of Paul, the Church began to understand the implications which this held for Gentiles.
Now that Christ had come, Gentiles were fellow heirs of the promises apart from the Law.
They were to be included in the body of the redeemed because both Jew and Gentile experienced unity in Christ. At the same time, however , Jewish believers continued to express their
obedience to God through Mosaic regulations of worship, even while recognizing their
redemption from the curse of the Law through Christ. Based upon the evidence we would
conclude that they apparently did not see a conflict between the Old and New covenants.
Later, however, near the practical close of New Testament revelation , near A .D. 64 the book
of Hebrews clarified the relationship between the two covenants teaching that they were
incompatible and mutually exclusive. No longer would worship along Mosaic lines be
acceptable. Thus, the varied teachings concerning the law in the New Testament must be
understood in their historical contexts. In this way what we see in the New Te tament i not
conflict but progress.
In concluding his review of the voluminous literature concerning "Paul and the
Law in the last ten years" Douglas Moo has written:
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We do not claim to have provided a final solution to the "problem" of Paul and the law but it
is hoped that we have provided a larger, integrating model by which Paul and the theology of
Law in the New Testament may be understood.
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